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Abstract

The technique of sievinghas been known since the time of Eratosthenes, and has been

used to solve problems involving systems of linear congruences since the end of the

eighteenth century. As a wide range of number theoretic problems can be converted into

sieving problems, considerable effort has been expended in constructing machines which

are fast enough to solve problems that a¡e otherwise intractable. Most notable is the work

of D. H. Lehmer, who pioneered the development of automatic sieving hardware in the

1920's. His sieving systems have made use of such diverse technologies as bicycle

chains, photoelectric gears, and general-purpose computers. Lately, attention has shifted

to machines using integrated circuits such as high-speed shift registers.

The latest deveþment in automated sieving is the "Open Architecture Sieve System"

(OASiS). The system features a specially-designed computer-the Open Architecture

Sieve-that is capable of testing possible solutions to a system of linear congruences at a

rate of over 200 million numbers per second. Unlike crürent sieves, the OAS can assume

a variety of configurations, allowing the user to alter the number of congruences being

tested in ha¡dware and thei¡ size. The sieve can be easily upgraded to accommodate more

and larger congruences; additional sieve processors can also be installed to permit sieving

to be performed in parallel. The OAS runs as a peripheral to a conventional

minicomputer which runs special software that oversees the execution of sieving

problems. This software increases the speed at which many sieving problems are solved

by automatically optimizing sieving whenever one or more congruences with a single

acceptable residue class a¡e present.

This thesis discusses the generalized sieving problem and the history of automated

sieving systems. It then introduces the basic concepts behind the design of the Open

Architecture Sieve System. This is followed by chapters describing the operation of the

system software and the OAS hardware, and subsequent chapters detailing their design

and construction. The thesis then presents some results of problems that have been run

using OASiS. This includes extending the tables of known pseudo-squares and pseudo.

cubes, finding periodic continued fractions with long periods, and finding polynomials

which have a high density of prime values.
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Chapter 1 :
An Introduction to Sieving

Attempt tlrc end, and never stand to doubt;
Nothing's so hnrd, but searchwillfind it out.

Robert Herrick, Seek and Fínd

The technique of sieving has been used to solve mathematical problems since the time

of Eratosthenes (fl. 230 B.C.). Although it is a general method that can be applied to a

variety of problems in number theory, sieving is also computationally intensive; as a result,

its applications are bounded by ttre rate at which the required operations can be perfomred.

Since the late eighteenth century, a variety of devices have been constn¡cted to increase the

speed of sieving, ranging from simple mechanical aids that improve the efficiency of
sieving by hand to high speed computer systems that do sieving automatically. This

chapter describes the generalized sieving problem and some of its applications, and traces

the development of mechanized sieving over the last 200 years.

t .1 THn SrnvrNc Pnonln*r

Any mathematical problem that requires finding solutions to an a¡bitrary system of

linear congruences involves an instance of the generalized sieving problem (GSP). fn

general, a sieving problem P defines ft linear congruences,

x=tit,r¡2t...tr¡r- (mod *r) Ii ? 
t;,'Z';'rO,

where the moduli fti1,t7t2, ...,flkare positive integers. It may be assumed that the m¡ãta

relatively prime in pairs and that each set of admissible residues

R¡ = { fiL, riz, .,., finil
contains distinct, non-negative integers less than m¡. The soluúon set S(P) for P is defined

to be all¡e Z that lie within an interval specified by P, sayA (¡ç8, satisfy all È

congruences, and satisfy any additional restrictions placed on.r'by P. Depending on the

precise requirements of the problen¡ solving P may entail generating S(P), finding a subset

of S(P), or simply determining the number of elements in S(P).

As an illustration of a sieving problem, consider a P that utilizes the following set of
five congruences:

-1-
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x=l
x=l
x=1,4

(mod 8)
(mod 3)
(mod 5)" ' 2,4 (mod 7)

1l i'J,q,s,g (mod n) ,

the restriction x * n2, and the range 0 < x < 3000. This problem arises naturally from the

sfudy of quadratic residues (see Chapter 7). In this instance, there are two solutions in

S(P\: 2641 and2689.

Solving a Sieving Problem1.1.1

The entries of S(P) a¡e the result of an exceedingly complex function of m¡, t¡¡, A, B,

and the additional restrictions. The simplest algorithm for finding them is to treat each

congruence as a "screen" or "sieve" which lets through only those integers which lie in the

acceptable residue classes. Finding all of the x values that solve the t congruences then

involves taking each integer in [,4"8), applying it to each of the È sieves in turn, and puning

it in S(P) if it makes it through all of the sieves. Any additional restrictions specified by P

can be imposed by using a further sieve that rejects any value lacking the required

properties. This method of solving the problem is what gives it its name.

The sieving method can be implemented in a variety of ways, ranging from a strictly

sequential approach to a massively parallel one. Oppornrnities for parallel processing arise

because the final acceptance or rejection of a given ¡ does not depend on the order in which

the sieves are applied or on the results of sieving any other value in the search interval. It is

theoretically possible to test a given integer against all of the sieves simultaneously, to test

all of the integers in [AJ) against a given sieve simultaneously, or both. In practice, the

amount of parallelism that can be employed is limited by implementation factors, which

means that some form of serial processing must be performed when these limits are

exceeded. A typical sieving implementation tests elements of the specified interval in sets

of r, smfüng with A, A+1, ..., A+t-I. Each set of r values is applied simultaneously to as

many sieves as possible, and then to the remaining sieves in a sequential manner. If a point

is reached where all r entries have been rejected, the remaining sieves need not be applied.

This approach limits the number of values tested in parallel to a feasible number, and also

allows the system to handle "search" problems, in which the upper bound of the interval

[A"B) is unknown. Such problems arise frequently in number theory, and usually involve

finding the ¿ smallest elements of S(P). Sieving terminates either when the sea¡ch inærval

has been completely processed or when ¿ solutions have been found.
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The Complexity of Sieving

The simple, deterministic nature of the sieving process makes it an atractive method for

solving the GSP. Unfortunately, a comparison of the running time of the algorithm against

the size of the problem shows that sieving is not a polynomial time algorithm. The

specification of an arbitrary sieving problem that has no additional restrictions on its

solutions defines & congruences and a search interval [Aß), and can be represenæd using
k

L^,*log2A +log2B
i= I

bits. If testing a given -r value to see if it satisfies a single congn¡ence is considered to be a

basic operation, then finding all entries of S(P) may require up to

k(B-A)

operations to test all of the values in [Af) against all of the problem's congruences. This

is an exponential function of the problem's size. The same is true for search problems,

which use an open-ended interval (B = oo¡. Here, determining S(P) can require up to
k

k lþni
i= I

operations. After this point the pattern of solutions repeats with a period equal to the

product of the moduli of the congruences.

The exponential nature of the sieving algorithm means that it is easy to construct

problem instances that are too large to be solved within a reasonable amount of time, so it

would be nice to find a better way to solve an arbitrary system of congruences.

Unfortunately, not only have mathematicians been unable to find a polynomial-time,

deterministic algorithm that does this, but not even a polynomial-t:.me non-deterministic

algorithm is known! For example, if the claim is made that a particular sieving problem has

S(P) = { x1, 12, ..., rs } ,

it is easy to verify that the r¡ âre solutions. However, the only method known for showing

that there are no others is to test the remaining values in [.a"8) to show that they are not

solutions. Thus, the task of verifying a proposed S(P) is just as dif,ficult as generating it by

sieving. Similarly, a claim that y is the smallest solution in S(P) can only be verified by

testing all of the values less than y.

The failure to find a computationally efficient method for solving the GSP is a result of

its intrinsic difficulty. Pattenon [Pat89] has recently shown that the NP-complete problem

of "quadratic congruences" [M478] can be transformed into a sieving problem,
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demonstrating that the GSP is NP-hard-that is, at least as hard as the problems in NP.

Thus, it \yill probably be some time before the "brute force" technique of sieving will be

replaced by a better algorithm for solving arbitrary sieving problems. Since there is

currently no good method for verifying the solutions to a sieving problem, there is no proof

that the GSP even lies in NP at all. It may lie in a class of problems that are even more

difficult than NP, making the task of finding an improved algorithm even harder.

Even though the sieving method is an exponential algorithm, it does not mean that

sieving cannot be used to solve non-trivial sieving problems. From a human standpoint, a

sieving problem with the interval [0,28) can be considered twice as difficult as the same

problem covering [0"8) because there are twice as many possible solutions; the same is true

if 2È congruences a¡e involved instead of k congruences, since there are twice the number

of restrictions on its solutions. If this "human" notion of problem size is used, rather than

the normal "bit counting" approach, then the time required to solve a problem by sieving is

directly proportional to its size. This, along with the fact that the simple, deterministic

nature of sieving allows it to be implemenæd efficiently, means that sieving can be utilized

to solve many signif,rcant problems in number theory.

L.1.3 Applications of Sieving

The sorts of sieving problems that arise in number theory are quite varied in nature, and

several date back many centuries. One is related to the well-known Sieve of Eratosthenes

(see [Dic19]) and uses the frst tprimes (pypz, ...,pù as moduli and whose residue sets,

R¡, exclude only zero. Such a system of congruences removes only multiples of the primes

used, so sieving the intervalþ¿+I,p**]) generates all primes lying in thatrange. For

example, the system of congruences obtained using å = 4 is

x=l
x:- 1,2
x = L,2,3,4
x = 1,2,3,4,5,6 (mod 7) ,

and produces the primes from 1 I to 113 when the interval [8,121] is sieved.

At the opposite end of the spectrum is the Chínese Remainder Problem, in which only

one residue class is acceptable for each congruence. Such problems have exactly one

solution modulo nttmz...m¡, For example, the system

r=l (mod2)
x =2 (mod 3)
x=3 (mod5)

(mod 2)
(mod 3)
(mod 5)
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has the single solution x:23 (mod 30). The CRP is notable because it is one of the few

classes of sieving problem which can be solved by a means other than sieving. One simple

approach repeatedly merges pairs of congruences by means of the Euclidean Algorithm

until only one congruence remains (see 54.3.2 of KnuSll).

A much larger class of sieving problems, and one which is of considerable interest to

mathematicians, involves finding integers ¡ and y which solve f@,y) = 0, where/is a

polynomial of arbitrary degree with integer coefficients of arbitrary size. The "method of
exclusion" of Gauss allows us to convert this Diophantine equation to a set of necessary

(but not sufficient) sieve conditions which can be solved for-r by sieving. The solutions to

the original equation are then found among the few-r values that remain instead of the entire

solution space of possible x and y values. The lack of restrictions on / allows this

technique to be applied to a wide range of problems in number theory. A brief list of such

problems has been given by læhmer tleh66l and includes:

. finding the representations of a large number by a given binary quadratic form,

for example N = x2 -Y2,
. finding the binomial units of a given algebraic number field,
. finding the numbers (or the number of numbers) for a given polynomial that lie

between given limits.

As an illustration of this technique, a method of factoring an arbitrary large integer is given

below. Although based on Fermat's idea of writing the integer as the difference of t'wo

squ¿ìres [Dic19], the actual algorithm was developed by Gauss ([GC66], articles 319-325).

A more complete discussion of both approaches is given by Brillhan tBriSll.

Suppose that we wish to factor an odd integer, n > 0. If n is composite, then it must be

the product of two odd factors, rut rl 
:.r.r, 

where U >V. If we define
y=¡ü+V),y=yu-n

and solve for U andV, we find

and thus,

or

U=(x+y),V=(x-y)

n=(x +yxr-1l)= x2-y2

Y2=x2-n'
Therefore, if we can fînd an x value for which x2- n is a perfect square, \ile can calculate

the factors of n, U and V. The number of such ¡ values that exist is equal to the number of
ways that n can be represented as a product of nvo non-rivial factors.
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Suppose we have an¡ such thatyz=x2-n. Then !2=f -n (modp) for anype Z,

meaning * - n must be a quadratic residue modulop. Ifp is an odd prime which does not

divide n, only þ * @lp)) of the p residue classes to which x may belong result in x2 - n

being a quadratic residue.i We therefore construct

x = rr, 12, ...,t¡¿ (modp), k=fu + @/p))

which specifies these residue classes and start sieving. The sieving does not guafiìntee that

each x found results in x2 - n being a perfect square, but it does exclude many ¡ values

for which the expression is not a square.

The chances of finding a suitable x is improved greatly by applying this approach to a

number of different p values. This produces a set of linear congruences, each of which

excludes roughly half of its residue classes. If & congruences are used, only about one in

2e numbers will make it through the sieving process to require the test to see if x2 -n is a

perfect square. Since finding an x whose correspondingfl - n is a quadratic residue of all

ft primes but is not a perfect square is relatively unlikely, most r values that solve the

congruences allow us to factor n once,t becomes large. The effectiveness of the sieving

can be improved significantly by forming con$uences modulo p2 rather than modulo p

since this results in a lower proportion of acceptable residue classes.

The interval to be sea¡ched can be bounded easily . We can arbitrarily restrict r > 0,

since if ¡2 - j2 = n, then (-x)2 -!2 = n as well. Thus, x>l''lr l. et n is odd, we know

that the second term in the factorization (-r + yxr -)) = r must be at least 3, meaning the

ffust term (and therefore x) must Ue < L f J. If this range is exhausted without finding a

factorization of n, then ¿ is prime.

As an example of this procedure, let us factor n = 5917 using the primes 3, 5, and'l.

We first construct a table to determine the residue classes to be examined.

p ¡ (mod p) x¿ (mod p\ n (mod p) i¿-n (mod¿)

3

5

7

0,r,2
0,1,2,3,4
0,1,2,3,4,5,6

0,1,1
0,1,4,4,r
0,1,4,2,2,4,1

I
2
2

2,0,0
3,4,2,2,4
5',.6.2.0.0.2.6

The underlined values in the final column of the table signify the residue classes which

cÍìnnot contain perfect squares. The set of congruences to be used is therefore

, {øU'¡denotes ttre Iægendre symbol.
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x = 1,2 (mod 3)
x = 1,4 (mod 5)
x = 2,3,4,5 (mod 7) .

The interval to be searched goes fromA = [.Æm 1=77 to B = LryJ + I = 1973. There

are 289 solutions for x in this range, only one of which leads to a factorization. At x = 79

we find that792 - 5917 = 324 = lS2,giving us the result

U=79 + 18=97 ,V=79- 18=61 =) 5917 =6I.97.
All of the other solutions for x produce expressions which are not perfect squares; for
example, the solution at x = 86 results in 862 - 5gl7 = 1479 = (38.45777)2. flne unusual-

ly high proportion of "non-factoring" solutions to "factoring" solutions in this example is

prirnlarily due to the very small number of congruences used during sieving, and could be

easily decreased by using more moduli.

The factoring algorithm is typical of applications of sieving-its usefulness is entirely

dependent on the ability of the user to find solutions to a set of congruences quickly. When

an efficient method exists, 15 digit numbers can be factored in less than a day even though

the algorithm's running time is O(n). To factor values of up to 25 digits, a modified

version of the factoring algorithm can be used whose running time is O(^tù U-L741.

Although much better factoring algorithms now exist that under suitable heuristics are of
complexiry O(eüõfiìõelõs " 

+ o(t)) [Pom89], until 1970 the most efficient means known

of factoring an arbitrary large integer was to use a sieving approach [M875].

I.2 THn DSvBI,OPMENT OF SIEVE AUTOMATION

Mathematicians have used the technique of sieving as a tool for solving problems in

number theory for over 200 years. During that time, a variety of mechanisms have been

developed to increase the speed and accuracy of the sieving process. Unfornrnately, those

who utilized sieving often published the results of their work with little or no description of
the methods they used to obtain them. Some may have felt that little could (or should) be

said about a technique that amounted to little more than a brute force search; others may

have found the effort of publishing their methods too great to bother with given the limited

interest in sieving among mathematicians and computing specialiss. Whatever the reason,

the result is that much is unknown about many of the sieving systems used, and what is

known has been pieced togettrer from a variety of sources, some of which give conflicting

accounts. This section amalgamates this material into a single account that highlights the

rnost significant developments in automated sieving.
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Sieving By Hand

The earliest attempt to apply a mechanical technique to solving the GSP was made by

Legendre in 1794 [Rub83]. V/hile his srrþ metllad increased the speed and accuracy of
sieving, it was still a rather slow and inconvenient manual technique. Even so, it remained

the best method for solving a GSP until well into the 20th cenrury.

It is possible that the inspiration for Legendre's invention came from an earlier

application of mechanical devices to sieving: the constn¡ cnon of factor nbles. Such tables

list the prime factors, or in some cases just the smallest prime factor, for every integer in a

specified range, and were widely used by mathematicians in the pre-computer age. Not

only did such a table provide a rapid test for properties directly related to a number's

factorization, such as primality or the presence of square factors, but it was often helpful in

ordinary mathematical calculations, say, allowing the user to obtain a more accurate

logarithm for a number by summing the logarithms of its factors. Numerous factor tables

were constructed between the 17û and 20ù centuries, starting in 1659 with a uble by Rahn

(or Rhonius) extending up to 24,ffi0; a list of early factor tables and their formation is

described by J. W. L. Glaisher [Gla78].

The creation of a factor table is a relatively simple process that is based on the sieve of
Eratosthenes [.eh18]. All of the integers in the desired interval are written down in a line,

then a "2" is written underneath every even number, î"3" under every value divisible by 3,

and so on; the table is complete when all primes less than the square root of the upper

bound of the table have been processed in this manner. The table can be reduced in size by

about 7 5Vo by arranging the numbers in rows of 30 and deleting the 22 columns containing

the values divisible by 2, 3, or 5; no significant information is lost since any number

divisible by these factors can be spotted easily without using the table.

Although a number of early factor tables rtrere created entirely by hand, the fact that

multiples of a prime p are separated by exactly p units means that the process of sieving out

multiples is very regular. The first to take advantage of this was Ç. F. Hindenburg, who in

the mid-1770's utilized a strip of thick paper with a regular pattern of holes (parone) to aid

in identifying the multiples ofp. A machine containing a series of rods was also used, and

is described by Bernoulli [Ber85]. Hindenburg's table was never published. At roughly

the same time, Anton Felkel independently utilized the same approach in beginning the

construction of a table that was to extend up to ten million. The Austrian govemment

financed the publication of the portion up to 408,000 n 1776, but when it sold poorly
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(probably due to its unorthodox layout) the entire ediúon ,was scrapped to make cartridges

for use in the war against the Turks. Only a few copies were saved. l¿ær mathematicians

used mechanical aids to produce tables that were more successful. In 1817, Burckhardt

used paper stencils to generate and published a table of factors for the integers up to three

million; by 1883, similar tables by Glaisher2 and Dase had continued the work up to nine

million [Leh18]. Finally, in 1909, D. N. læhmer produced a factor table (and a smaller

table of primes) that extended up to ten million, reaching Felkel's goal over 130 years after

it was first proposed.

Beginning n t924,1æhmer used a different form of sieving to factor large integers: the

factor stencil tLE39l. The technique is based on the principle that if a given integer R is a

quadratic residue of N, then it is also a quadratic residue of all of the factors of N. Each

stencil rcpresented a different R, and had 5000 cells corresponding to the fint 5000 primes.

A hole was punched in a given cell only if R is a quadratic residue for the associated prime.

Factoring was accomplished by finding a small set of quadratic residues for N and

superimposing the stencils for those R; only if all cells in a given position contained a hole

could the corresponding prime possibly divide N. Trial division could then be used to

show whether any of these primes were factors. For a 10 digit number, less than a dozen

quadratic residues were usually sufficient to cut the number of possible factors down to 2

or 3. Although more complicated than refening to a factor table, the factor stencil method

had an important advantage: it still gave useful information even if the number to be

factored was larger than the stencils were designed to handle. Lehmer's first stencils were

constructed largely by hand and only a few copies of ttre entirc set were made, but in 1939

Elder constructed a revised and extended version of the stencils using Hollerith cards; these

were easily reproduced and numerous sets were distributed by the Carnegie Institution.

Despite the increases in speed and accuracy that these approaches gave, sieving

remained a cumbersome technique. One problem was that the work was still done by hand

and remained a relatively slow and error-prone process. As well, it was necessary to

decide on the limits of the interval to be processed before sieving began. This was no

drawback for problems such as the creation of factor tables since the entire interval was

always processed regardless of the results obtained, but it presented a major handicap when

applied to the GSP. If, for example, the smallest value satisfying a system of congruences

lay near the start of the sea¡ch interval, the entire interval was sieved using all but the last

9
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congruence before the solution was discovered; all of the effort involved in sieving the high

end of the interval was wasted. It was not until the advent of the fust automatic sieving

machine that these difficulties were eliminated and sieving became practical on a large scale.

1.2.2 Principles of Sieve Automation

The periodic behaviour of the sieving process naturally lends itself to the constn¡ction

of a machine that can solve the GSP. Consider the task of finding the non-negative

solutions to an arbitrary set of È linear congruences

r,= rij(modrn) {j == l;'r,'...', I,. *, .

The solutions can be found by constructing a table of rnlm7..mkcolumns numbered from

0 to m1m2...mrl. For each congruence, add a row to the table which indicates which

values lie in the set of acceptable residue classes, R¡. Any column of the table which

satisfÏes all of the congruences represents a solution to the congruences.

x-012345678...
x=0 (mod2) mod2- {o xr {o xr {o xr {o xr./0...

(a) x=1,2 (mod3) mod3 - xo {r {z *o {t {, xo {r 12 ...
x,=0,2,3 (modS) mod5 - {o xr {, {, *¿ {o *r {z {3 ...

x -0
¡ = 0 (mod 2) mod,2 - {o xr

(b) x = 1,2 (mod 3) mod 3 - xe {1 {2
x = 0,2,3 (mod 5) mod 5 - {o xr {2 {3 xa

x -3
.r=0 (mod2) mod2-xr{o

(c) x = 1,2 (mod 3) mod 3 - xe {1 {2
x = 0,2,3 (mod 5) mod 5 - {¡ t¿ {s x1 {2

Figure 1-1. Principles of Sieve Automation

Figure l-1 (a) shows a portion of a table for an sxampl€ involving three congruences;

the solutions at 2 and 8 are readily apparent. In practice, this sort of table is too large to

construct, but since each row of the table exhibits a cyclic pattern corresponding to the list

10
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of acceptable and forbidden residue classes for its associated congruence, the information

in the table can be compressed to a small fraction of its original size by recording the pattern

of residues only once (Figure 1-1 (b)). Any column of the original table can be generated

by shifting each of the rows to the left to advance the appropriate set of residues to the first

column; the leftmost residue wraps around to the righnnost end. For example, th¡ee shifts

generates column 3 of the original table (Figure l-1 (c)). In general, column r can be

obtained by performing r shift operations.

From here, it is easy to see how a machine that performs sieving can be constructed.

Each congruence used in the problem is represented by a loop, or ring, whose size

corresponds to its modulus. The ring for congruence i is built with rn¡ positions, and tags

are placed in those slots representing acceptable residue classes. The machine examines

one position from each ring at a fixed location called the tap, or window, and simply

advances the rings in unison until all of the rings present an acceptable residue

simultaneously. A trial counter records the number of shifts performed by the machine,

and is used to determine the value of each solution found. The machine can be set up to

start searching from any point A by setting ring i so that position .4 (mod n) is in the

window when the machine is turned on; after s shifts, the value being tested is A+s. Any

machine of this type is known as a sieve.

An automartc sieving system consists of a sieve, a means of loading problems into the

sieve, and a means of recording the solutions found by the sieve. The recording stage does

not necessarily have to note the exact value of each solution, since some problems only

require that the number of solutions be determined; in such cases, the recording stage can

simply increment a counter each time a solution appears. The loading and recording parts

of the system may be implemented by machines or by a human operatoq the only portion of
the system that must be entirely automatic is the sieving process itself. The construction of
a completely automatic sieving system that can run problems without human intervention is

a relatively recent development in the history of automated sieving.

The sieve design provides the user with a fast and accurate means of solving the GSP.

Since the search is entirely automatic, it can be performed at high speed for long periods

without error. By altering the placement of tags of the rings, the sieve can be loaded with

any system of congruences which corresponds to its collection of rings. The finite size of
the device does means that some sets of congruences cannot be implemented by the sieve

completely, but this apparent drawback can be overcome with little difficulty in most

common problems. (See $1.2.2.2, "Filtering Solutions", below.) The application of such

11
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a machine to sieving also overcomes the flaws of hand sieving mentioned previously: it is
efficient and, since it simultaneously tests each solution candidate against all of the

congruences rather than each congruence against all of the solution candidates, solutions

that occur near the beginning of the search interval are discovered quickly.

1.2.2.1 Oprrrrrz¡,TroNs

The performance of the basic sieve model can be increased significantly by testing

multiple solution candidates in parallel. There are two ways of increasing the sieving rate

by a factor of r: by using r sieves or by constructing a single sieve with a r position solution

window that tests f consecutive positions from each ring and then advances the rings by r

positions. This multi-tap approach is relatively cheap to implement since it is basically a

single tap sieve with additional solution detection hardware; in contrast, a set of single tap

machines involves the duplication of the complete sieve.

x-012345678...
x=l (mod3)

(a) x = 2,3 (mod 5)

x:- 0,2,3 (mod 7)

mod3 - xs

mod5 - xs

modT - {s

mod 3

mod 5

mod 7

{r xz ...
{r {, ...

{o *r ...

t9 22 25

I IX=l
(b) x:- 2,3

x = 0,2,3

(mod 3)

(mod 5)

(mod 7)

./l

xl
xt

{t {t
*o {¡
{¡ *o

_ ./r

-xl
-xl

X2 Xo

{, {,
{r {,

{1 x2 xs

x4 x0 xt
X4 X5 X6

standard ordering of residues

x - 1 4 7 10131
{t {t
xq lz
*¿ {o

x0 ...
x4 ...

./l

xl
l2

x4

X5

I
a

I

./

X

Figure l-2.

optimized ordering of residues

Single Residue Optimization

A dramatic increase in speed can also be realized at absolutely no cost by simply

relabeling ring positions so that the sieve tests only values that satisfy any congruences

with a single acceptable residue class. For example, if ¡ = d (mod rn) is specified by the

problem, then ring í can be labelled so that consecutive positions differ by n (mod n)
rather than one; the sieve then skips over the m-l values not congruent to a (mod n)
between tests, increasing performance by a factor of rn. Figure 1-2 shows an example in

T2
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which this technique increases the rate of sieving by a factor of three. For each ring where

Tn¡* t:rt, the optimization simply permutes the standard ¿uranement of residue classes within

the ring. However, for a ring in which ffii = tTt, the optimization f,rlls the ring with the

single acceptable residue class, d, meaning the ring does not have to be tested at all.

For problems containing more than one single residue congruence, the optimization

technique can be repeated using each congruence to increase the sieving rate by a factor

equal to the product of the moduli involved. The easiest method of implementing such an

approach is to combine the single residue congnrences and use the resulting congruence as

the basis for reordering the remaining congruences. Optimization can also be performed

using a congruence of the form x = e1, a2, ..., a, (mod m) by partitioning the original

problem into r sub-problems involving a single residue classes modulo rn. This produces

an increase in overall sieving speed of T, but incurs the overhead of running r problems.

I.2.2.2 FrlrnnrNc SoLUTroNs

Automatic sieving systems are frequently required to run sieving problems that cannot

be implemented by the system's hardware, either because the sieve's rings cannot hold all

of the problem's congruences or because the problem specifies restrictions on its solutions

in addition to those imposed by the congruences. Any such problem P can still be solved

by partitioning it into two subproblems: P. the problem that defines only the congruences

of P that can be loaded into the sieve's rings, and P' the problem that defines the

remaining congmences and any additional restrictions. Since all solutions to P are also

solutions to any problem P' formed by removing one or more congruences or additional

restrictions from P, S(P) can be found by taking the intersection of S(P,) and S(P"). In
practice, it is not necessary to determine S(P"); instead, one can generate S(Pr) using the

sieve hardware and then test each solution individually to see if it also lies in S(Pr). This

latter step is termed solutionfilteríng.

A sieving system can implement filtering in two ways. The simplest method is to have

the system solve P, in the normal fashion and then test the elements of S(Pr) afterwa¡ds; the

advantage of such offline filtering is that it can be done on any automatic sieving system.

Alternatively, the system can test each element of S(Pr) as it is produced by the sieve

hardware. While it requires more effort to implement, on-line filtering is essential if P,
generates a large number of solutions or if P is bounded by the number of solutions to be

found rather than the end of a search interval.

13
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Automatic Sieving Systems

t4

1.2.3

From its first inception in the early part of the 20th cenrury, the automatic sieving

system has developed in an evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, manner. All of the

systems built so far have been based on the basic sieve model described earlier, and differ
only in the hardwa¡e used to implement the sieve and the amount of human intervention

required to mn the system. The various improvements that have been made have normally

resulted from developments in technology, with a new sieving system being built whenever

the hardware of the day could be adapted to produce a better sieve. Unfortunately, the

relatively obscure nature of sieving has meant that the evolutionary process has tended to

proceed in an erratic fashion; the few systems that have been constructed were usually the

product of a few dedicated individuals working on a part-time basis with little or no

support. Consequently, this account relates many failures and few total successes.

1.2.3.1 KR,lrrcsrK'sSrEvE

The first proposal for an automatic sieving system seems to have been made by Maurice

Kraitchik [Kra22], who suggested building a sieve made up of gears n 1922. Fifteen

gears representing congruences for the first 15 primes (or small multiples) would rotate

freely along a common axle; each gear would have one tooth per residue class. A second

set of 15 gears, each containing 64 teeth, would be fixed to a second axle mounted in

parallel with the first. By connecting this axle to a motor, the laner gears would cause the

former to advance at a uniform rate of ¿ teeth per second. Kraitchik suggested placing

electrical contacts at the gear positions corresponding to acceptable residues, allowing the

machine to detect when all of the gears presented an acceptable residue simultaneously and

stop automatically. Alternatively, holes could be drilled in the gears and a light source

placed at one end of the machine; if the light arrived at the other end, a solution was

present. In either case, the user would inspect a counter that recorded the number of
positions the gears had advanced and manually calculate the solution found-

Kraitchik did not speculate on how fast his machine r"ouid operate, but it would

undoubtably have been much faster than the best stencil or strip methods then available.

Although his proposal discussed a number of the important details, it was only an outline,

not a full-fledged design, and no such machine was ever constructed. D. H. Iæhmer has

called the design "impractical", questioning whether the available technology would have

been capable of manufacturing the required gears and whether in fact the nvo sets of gears
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would have meshed properly [Æh89]. Nevertheless, it remains the first significant atempt

to automate the sieve process.

I.2.3.2 TgN BICYCLE CHAIN SIEVE

The first workable sieve was constructed by Derrick Henry Lehmer3 in 1926 at the

Berkeley campus of the University of California [.eh28], [t^eh80]. Lehmer was a

freshman at the time, and decided to build a machine after becoming frustrated when the

series of 20 foot paper strips he was using to do sieving kept becoming entangled

The sieve's rings consisted of 19 bicycle chains, each forming a loop that was draped

over a 10 tooth sprocket. The sprockets were attached to a common axle which was turned

by an electric motor. A small pin (actually a chicken wire staple) was placed on each link
corresponding to an acceptable residue. Whenever a pin reached the top of the loop, it
lifted a small spring and broke an elecrical contact. The contacts for the rings were whed

in series and connected to a relay that cut the power to the motor if all of the contacts were

lifted simultaneously; the machine then coasted to a stop. A 12 ring version of the device is

outlined in Figure 1-3.

t
Triat

Counter
Ring
with -+
Pins

Drive Chain -|

Figure 1-3. The Bicycle Chain Sieve

Relay
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Lehmer personally constructed the sieve in a few weeks, spending about $20 of his

own money. The final product was capable of testing about 50 values per second.

Although it was possible to go faster, the free hanging chains would start slipping once the

sieve reached 60 trials per second. The soft wooden bearings used in the device also

caused problems: they wore out rapidly and required constant tinkering. Even when the

hardware was working, the sieve was not easy to use; setting up the rings was a

cumbersome task requiring one to two hours, and when the machine found a solution and

stopped, it remained stopped until its operator returned, backed the rings up to locate the

solution, and restarted the search. Consequently, only one or two problems could be run

in a week.

Despite these difficulties, the sieve was used on 50 to 100 problems over a period of
about 8 months. Results included the factoring of previously intractible large numbers and

the determination of some pseudo-squares [Leh28]. The machine was later disassembled

by Lehmer and transported to Providence, R.I., but was stolen before it could be used

again.

I.2.3.3 THE PHoToELEcTRIc SIEVE

The success of the bicycle chain sieve inspired læhmer to attempt a more ambitious

device in 1932 [Leh33b], [Leh34], [Leh80]. Drawing from Kraitchik's 1922 proposal,

Lehmer made several important modifications to the design to make the concept workable.

As before, the congruences were represented by n gears corresponding to the first n
primes, with each gear having a different size and containing one tooth per residue class.

However, the gears were mounted on individual axles and were advanced at a unifonn rate

by a set of identical gears mounted on a motorizeÀ axle. A set of holes corresponding to

each tooth was drilled in each gear at a lxed distance from its circumference; each hole was

plugged up with a piece of a toothpick if it represented a residue that was not acceptable for

the problem being run. A beam of light shone through the holes at a fixed position; if it
was detected by a photocell at the other end, a solution had been found and the machine

stopped. An outline of a 12 ring version of the photoelecric sieve is shown in Figure 14;

the actual device contained 30 rings. Noæ how a pair of prisms were used to fold the path

of light beam; this made the machine more compact and allowed each section of the drive

train to turn two rings instead of one.

16
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Designed to run at 5000 trials per second, the new sieve was two orders of magnitude

faster than the old one and considerably more complex. Its construction was a major

endeavour lasting about 7 months and involving a variety of groups. Through the aid of

his father, læhmer was able to obtain a $1000 grant from the Carnegie Institution to build

the machine. l,ehmer had the Johnson Gearworks in'West Berkeley put teettr onto the gear

blanks, then drilled the residue holes himself. The other mechanical parts were made at

Stanford University with the help of T. J. Palmateer. A three-stage photoelectric amplifier

was built at Burt Scientific Laboratories in Pasadena; it amplifed the light signal by a factor

of over 700 million, and was extremely difficult to construct. The complete sieve was

assembled at the student lab at the University of California, but failed to work; a complete

overhaul at Burt Labs was necessary before ttre bugs were finally worked ouL

Light
Source

Photo-
cell

Figure 1-4. The Photoelectric Sieve

Like its predecessor, the photoelectric sieve was difficult to work with. Setting up a

single congruence required the user to fill all the holes in each gear and then knock out the

unneeded pieces of toothpick using dental instruments; creating a complete problem took

over two hours. The rebuilt amplifier was so sensitive that it was set up in an adjacent

room and heavily shielded with copper to prevent elecrical interference from triggering the

sieve to stop. Such precautions were not always enough: a nearby ham radio operator

who normally broadcast htween 10 and 11 P.M. often prevented the sieve from being

used during that period.

During a two month period at But Labs, the sieve was used to aid in factoring nrrmbers

of the fonn bntl; some results can be found in [.eh33c] and [BLSTW88]. The device

was something of a sensation at the time, with glowing accounts of its design and

t7
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implications printed in newspapers [Kae33], [Oak33] and periodicals [Car33], [-eh33a].
Lehmer was soon asked to exhibit the sieve at the Century of Progress Exposition in

Chicago; unemployed at the time, his initial reservations were overcome when the fair

agreed to hire him as a demonstrator. Due to the nature of the demonstrafions, no

significant work was done while the machine was on display. Nor was it used in the years

that followed. The formidable task of setting it up and using it apparently ounxeighed its

great potential. An attempt to build a better amplifier was made at one point, but it was

never finished. The machine languished in storage for a number of years before finding a

permanent resting place at the ACM's Computer Museum in Boston.

I.2.3.4 THE MOVIE FILM SIe vn

The fate of the photoelectric sieve clearly demonstrated that the world's fastest sieve

was useless if no one could be persuaded to use it. Consequently, ease of use became as

important a pafi of sieve design as raw speed, and greatly influenced the design of
læhmer's next machine in 1936 [Leh80].

The new sieve was a simple variation of the first design, with bicycle chains replaced

by loops of 16mm movie film leader. As before, the loops were draped over a coûrmon

shaft, but a roller lubricated with talcum powder was placed at the bottom of each loop to

ensure that the filrn holes remained firmly seated on the drive sprockets, since the weight of

the frlm itself was insufficient for the pu¡pose. A quarter inch hole was punched in a loop

to indicate an unacceptable residue class. Solutions were detected by resting a metal screw

on top of each film loop and applying an electric current; if the circuit to the axle was

blocked by all 18 film loops simultaneously, a relay was tripped and the machine stopped.

Like the bicycle chain sieve, the movie film sieve was simple and cheap: læhmer built

the machine at his home in Pennsylvania over a two month perid, spending about $50 for

parts. Although it ran at only 50 trials per second, the sieve was quiet and required only

about 30 minutes to set up a problem; consequently, it was frequently used. Since the filrn

loops wore out after about ten hours of use, the sieve was normally put to work on small

problems that required only one or two hours of running time.

\ilhen Lehmer retumed to Berkeley he took the machine with him, where it was used

until 1941. One of D. N. Lehmer's students, D. Swift, obtained a Ph.D. by using the

sieve to run problems involving binary quadratic forms. It also examinsd values congruent

to 1 and 3 (mod 4) to determine which class contained more primes. Unlike the two earlier

18
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machines, the movie film sieve was never used for factoring or primality testing purposes.

It is now on exhibit at the Computer Museum.

1.2.3.5 Soprw¿,RE SIEvES

The advent of digital computers in the latter half of the 194O's led Iæhmer to experiment

with the idea of programming a general purpose computer to do sieving. Not only was it

far cheaper and easier to use existing hardware than to construct a specialized "one ofl'

device, but the programmable nan¡re of the machines made the task of switching from one

problem to another a relatively simple task.

Lehmer's first attempt at sieving on a computer utilized the world's first all-electronic

digital computer, ENIAC, over the July 4th weekend in 1946 ([Leh49], lLehTaD.

Although the results of this work were used to factor certain numbers of the form 2n+1

þeh47l, it was not really a software equivalent of the earlier sieves. Instead of solving the

GSP, it found the smallest positive n that solved the single congruence 2n = I (mod p) by

calculating 2" (mod p) for n = 1,2, ...,2000. Sieving wøs utilized to generate the values

of the primes p by eliminating composite values having at least one factor < 47.

In the early 1950's, Lehmer programmed the Standards \üy'estern Automatic Computer

(SWAC) to solve the GSP [Leh53]. Strings of bits were used to represent the

congruences, with a "0" bit indicating an acceptable residue. The computer would merge

sets of 36 residues from each ring and check for the occurrence of solutions, making the

SWAC the first sieve to use multiple solution taps. A single test cycle required the machine

to merge k 36 bit string segments in a serial fashion, check for solutions, and perform a

circular shift on the È bit strings one by one; as a result, a large number of machine

instructions were executed for every 36 values tested. However, since each instruction

took very linle time, the sieve program ran at about 1450 trials per second-about 30 times

faster than the movie film sieve and almost 30To of the speed of the cumbersome

photoelectric sieve. Lehmer used this speed to extend the pseudo-square search done using

his first sieve [Leh54], as well as working on a variety of other problems.

In later years, sieving programs were developed for other computers. As available

memory increased, sieving speed could be increased by combining sets of two or more

congruences into a single larger congruence, thereby decreasing the number of bit strings to

be merged. For example, John Brillhart got an IBM 7094 to sieve at a rate of 150 000

trials per second by compressing 21 or 22 congruences into 10 or 1l bit strings [8567]; a
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variety of new factorizations were discovered by this program using the difference of

squiles method [BLSTV/88]. More recently, Michael Hermann and Cam Patterson

benchmarkeÅa32 ring sieve on a Sun 41280 at 2 000 000 trials per second tHP89l.

I.2.3.6 THE DELAY LINE SINVP

In an effort to reach higher sieving rates than were possible with conventional

computers, Lehmer retumed to the technique of building special pu{pose sieving machines.

With the assistance of Paul Morton of the Electrical Engineering department at the

University of California, Berkeley, he first attemped to construct a sieve out of switches

and counters [.eh80]. Each counter cycled through a row of switches representing the

residue classes for a congruence, routing the setting of each in turn to the solution detection

circuitry. Thiffy rows of switches provided congruences based on the first 30 primes, and

utilized about 2000 switches in all. One of the major benefits of this approach was the ease

with which a problem could be loaded. Unfortunately, the counter sieve never functioned

reliably and was eventually abandoned after two years of effort.

Lehmer and Morton next built the Delay Line Sieve, DLS-127, in 1965. Although no

formal description of the machine was ever given, aspects of its construction and operation

are mentioned in [Leh66], [Leh68], and [Leh80]. The sieve had 31 rings, representing the

primes fromZ to 127-hence its name. Each congruence was implemented by a segment

of delay line, a form of wire that propogates an electrical pulse at a fixed speed. By

forming a precisely measu¡ed loop and initializing it with a sequence of pulses representing

residue classes, the pulses would circulate past a single solution tap and fed into a solution

detection circuit. The delay line's high speed allowed the sieve to test one million values

every second.

In addition to its record bneaking speed, the DLS-127 displayed a number of important

design innovations that greatly increased its versatility. Unlike the earlier hardware sieves,

the task of setting up a problem on the DLS-127 was highly automated. A program

running on an IBM 7094 allowed the sieve user to create a sieve problem based on any

Diophantine equation Í(x,y) = 0 by simply entering the coefficients of the polynomial,/

the resulting problem specification was punched into cards which were then transferred to

paper tape. When one problem terminated, the next was read into the sieve from tape in a

matter of seconds. Solution processing was also automated. Each time a solution was

detected, the sieve shifted into "idle mode", printed the solution value, and resumed sieving
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automatically; thus, the sieve could find multiple solutions to a problem without having to

waste any time waiting for operator intervention. The problem of idling the sieve without

losing the data it contained was accomplished by reconfiguring the delay lines into a single

loop and continuing to circulate the pulses; to resume sieving, the device waiæd until the

residues had returned to their original locations and then split the rings back into separate

loops. The DLS-127 coald also be run in "solution counting mode", in which it would

simply count each solution found instead of stopping and printing its value. This mode

was used when solving a problem with a high proporrion of solutions to trial values, such

as finding pseudo-squares.

The delay line sieve was undoubtably Iæhmer's most successful hardware sieve. Run

as an unsponsored educational project at the University of California's Berkeley campus,

the hardware was built in less than a year at a cost of roughly $2000.4 Since the basic

sieving hardware contained no moving parts, the cost of operation and maintenance was

negligible. The sieve was used on a wide variety of problems, including factoring

([8567], ÍLL74l, [BLS75], tLM78l) and a study of various properties of integer

sequences ([IIS70], [Sha73]). After several years, the sieve was ouditted with six more

rings (made out of shift registers rather than delay lines) and renamed the DLS-157. It was

eventually retired in 1975 and can now be found in the Computer Museum.

1.2.3.7 Tse ILLIAC Mrpvn

In the early 1970's, Lehmer again utilized an existing computer to perform sieving

Uæh761. This time the basis was the ILLIAC fV, or 14, an experimental "one of a kind"
parallel processor designed at the University of lllinois.

The 14 contained 64 processors operating in a single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)

manner. As with the SV/AC, the sieve operated by merging and shifting bits strings, but

each congruence was implemented by a separate processor, allowing the sieve to shift its

"pseudo-rings" in parallel as in the earlier hardware sieves. Testing for solutions was also

performed in parallel by logically ORing sets of 64 residues from all 64 rings in a single

instruction; 4 "0" bit in the result indicated a solution. This switch from serial to parallel

operation, along with the speed of the 14 instruction set, allowed the sieve to test 15 million

4 The delay lines were obrained for about $150 afær being rejected by the Navy for use in the ropics
because they weren't protected against fungus!
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values per second-over two orders of magnitude faster than previous software

implementations.

Since the experimental nature of the ILLIAC IV prevented Lehmer from utilizing it for

sieving on a long term basis, the 14 sieve was only intended to be a demonstration of the

feasibility of adapting a parallel processor to sieving. Despite its success, the lack of
widespread availability of parallel processing systems hampered further developments

along these lines. Instead, researchers experimented with hardwa¡e sieves that offered the

potential for even higher levels of performance.

1.2.3.8 SHrnr RncrsrEn SrEvns

ln 1962, Gerry Estrin and others suggested construct a sieving system capable of
testing in excess of 100 million numbers per second by using readily available integrated

circuits [CEFT62]. Each ring would consist of one or more high speed linear shift

registers connected together to form a single circular shift register of the desired size.

Using "l" bits to represent acceptable residue classes, the device would sieve by logically

ANDing one bit from each ring and then shifting the bit strings. Utilizing chips capable of

shifting every 200 nanoseconds, a t tap sieve would be capable of 5r x 106 trials per

second. The proposal cleverly demonsrated that a shift register capable of shifting by one

bit each clock cycle could be made to shift by r bits per cycle by relabelling the bit

positions. It also recommended connecting the sieve to a dedicated general purpose

computer that would implement in software any conguences that were not implemented in

hardware, eliminating the need for operator intervention in such problems.

Curiously, Estrin's proposal \üas not acted on for over a decade, either by his group, or

by Lehmer's, who opted to build the much slower delay line sieve instead. This may have

been due in part to the radical nature of the project, which was far more ambitious than any

previous hardware sieve, or it may have been too complicated and expensive o build using

the integrated circuit technology of the time. By the early 1970'.s, however, the potential

benefits of the shift register design eventually convinced læhmer and Morton to build one

[-eh80], [Leh89]. About the size of a breadbox, their sieve had only a single solution tap,

but ran at 20 million trials per second; more taps were planned for later installation but were

never added. A reference to the device as the "SRS-181" UL74l indicates that it conained

42 rings, and, like the delay line sieve, it provided both solution counting and regular

search modes. Instead of combining the sieve with a conventional computer, a special
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board was constructed that would act as host: loading the problem into the sieve,

monitoring its execution, and processing the answers that it generated. Unfornrnately,

before the board was completed, the sieve itself was mistakenly removed f¡om its lab and

sold as scrap while its owners were absent. A second model was never built. An even

more ambitious shift register sieve was later planned by a group at the University of Illinois

for use as a factoring machine [Don74]. This device was to have had 32 rings, achieving a

sieving rate of 320 million trials per second using 32 taps. Although the project progressed

at least as far as a partial set of schematics, it was apparently never built.

A complete system based on Estrin's model was finally constructed by Cam Patterson

at the University of Manitoba in 1983 [Pat83], [PW83]. The University of Manitoba Sieve

Unit, or UMSU,S contained 32 rings representing conguences for the fust 32 primes.

Eight sets of residues were tested every 60 nanoseconds, resulting in a sieving rate of just

over 133 million trials per second. Unlike the SRS-181, it did not provide a solution

counting mode, its designer deeming that small proportion of problems that would utilize it

could not justify the exra hardwa¡e required. Altogether, the sieve required about 500

integrated circuits and three wire-wrap circuit boards, and cost approximately $7000

(Canadian).

Instead of having a dedicated computer act as its host, UMSU ran as a peripheral to an

existing PDP-11/45 minicomputer. This not only saved money, but also allowed users to

access the sieve from a number of terminals both on and off campus, rather than from a

single location. Special software running on the PDP provided commands to create

problems, queue them for execution, and inspect the results of completed problems. A

pennanent background process processed the entries in the problem queue in a serial

fashion, automatically translating each into a sequence of commands that could be

understood by UMSU's microprogrammed control sequencer, and processing the solutions

it generated. Since most problems generated solutions infrequently, UMSU required linle

attention from the background process and had little impact on the PDP's other users.

The host software written for UMSU made the system far easier to use than earlier

hardware sieves and was an important step forward in sieve design. Extending Estrin's

suggestion, it allowed the user to include tests for any special solution requirements, as

5 pronounced "ü.m sõ". The acronym was stolen from a more widely known TIMSU on campus, the
University of Manitoba Students' Union.
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well as automatically simulating congruences that were not provided in hardwa¡e, making it
the first hardwa¡e-based system to provide on-line solution filtering (see 91.2.2.2,

"Filtering Solutions"). The softwa¡e also handled the problem of hardwa¡e faults and

power failures by verifying and recording the state of the current problem every hour,

automatically restarting the problem after an error without losing more than the previous

hour's work. On the other hand, the system did not attempt to optimize sieving when the

problem contained one or more congruences with a single acceptable residue (see $1.2.2.1,

"Optimizations"), nor could the user create and inspect sieving problems without

temporarily suspending the execution of the curent problem.

The UMSU system was used between 1983 and 1984 to find periodic continued

fractions with long periods [PW85]. When the PDP minicomputer was upgraded to a Vax

750 in 1985, re-installing its UNlX-oriented sofnvare under the VMS operating system

proved to be difficult; the different bus architectures used by the nvo minicomputers also

forced modifications to be made to the parallel interface between UMSU and its host. A
subset of the original software was eventually established, but the sieve developed a

hardware fault shortly thereafter. Efforts to diagnose the fault were hindered by the

departure of its designer and a lack of documentation, so the system was temporarily

abandoned. In 1987, the arrival of a MicroVax II minicomputer running UND( and

utilizing a PDP-compatible bus encouraged a second effort to re-install UMSU. Patterson

returned for a short period of time and was able to successfully repair the sieve and modify

its soft'ware, so the complete system is again in operation. Subsequent research efforts

have concentrated on finding polynomials that generate prime values [FW89], tMWSgl.

1.2.4 Summary

A variety of automatic sieving systems have been developed over the last 65 years,

ranging from relatively slow and unwieldy mechanical devices to electronic computer

systems that are over a million times faster (see Table l-l). At the same time, significant

(although less spectacular) gains have also been made in terms of system flexibility and the

amount of human intervention required to solve a problem. Although considerable success

has been achieved in adapting existing general purpose computers to carry out sieving,

most of the major increases in sieving performance have resulted from the use of special

purpose hardwa¡e that has been optimizsd,lor sieving. Apparently, the greater efÉciency of
a dedicated sieving machine can rarely (if ever) be matched using a general purpose

computer built using comparable technology, and is well worth the considerable invesment
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of time and energy that its development entails. Dedicated sieving machines are also quite

cost effective: they do not contain expensive ha¡dware that is not used in sieving-such as

a floating point arithmetic unit-nor do they have to be shared with other users. Even so, it
is also app¿ìrent that $eat speed must be combined with "user friendliness" to ensure that a

sieving system is successful. The examples of Lehmer's photoelectric sieve and the

UMSU system illustrate that the world's fastest sieving machine can be rendered worthless

if its users find it too difficult to work with.

Table 1-1.
Automatic Sieving Systems

Machine Year Rinss Triats/Sec

Bicycle Chains

Photoelectric Gears

16mm Movie Film
SWACT
IBM 70947

DLS-127
DLS-157
ILLIAC TVT

SRS-181

UMSU
Sun 4/2807

1926
t932
r936
1950's
1960's

1965

t969 ?

1970's
r975
1983

1989

21 or22
3t
37

&
42
32
32

19

30
18
,l

50
5 000

50

1 450
150 000

I 000 000
I 000 0m

15 000 000
20 000 000

133 000 000
2 000 000

t Denotes pro$am running on a general purpose computer.
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Chapter 2 :

The Open Architecture Sieve System

His reasons are as two grains of wheat,
hid in two bushels oÍ chnff;
you shall seek all day ereyoufind them

,J,ày#yffffi
The Open Architecture Sieve System (OASiS) is the immediate successor to the ea¡lier

UMSU system, and contains many significant improvements that make it the fastest and

most flexible tool ever built for solving the generalized sieving problem. This chapter

traces the development of OASiS, outlining the motivation behind its construction, the

capabilities that it provides, and the major design decisions made in implementing them.

2.I MOTIVATION

The construction of the UMSU system in 1983 gave the University of Manitoba's

Deparrment of Computer Science the fastest sieving system ever built, and one of its most

successful research tools. However, experience with the system gradually exposed three

significant shortcomings which limit its usefulness.

1) The sieve hardware supports only 32 congruence moduli, forcing the host

system to implement all congruences of other sizes through software. If a

problem has too few congruences in hardware, the host cannot keep up with the

sieve, resulting in drastically reduced performance.

2) The host sofnpare makes no attempt to optimize sieving when congruences with

a small number of acceptable residue classes are present, forcing the user to

perform such optimizations manually. As a result, the system usually sieves at

a small fraction of the speed of which it is capable.

3) The system is non-portable. The host software expects the host to run the

UNIX operating system, and cannot be installed easily on other systems.

Similarly, the interface between UMSU and its host requires the host to support

an uncommon bus a¡chitecture.

Although it is possible to correct these problems by rnodifying the existing system, the task

would be extremely difficult. UMSU's design is largely undocumented, and makes no

provision for either hardware or software upgrades. As a result" even simple maintenance
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is a major undertaking, and significant changes almost unthinkable. By May 1985, a desire

to tackle problems that were beyond UMSU's capabilites, coupled with the difficulties

encountered in installing the UMSU system on its new host, led Dr. Hugh C. Williams, its

main user, to ask the author to build a totally new system as its successor.

2.2 Go¡,rs

Setting goals for a sieving system is a difficult task because of the very nature of the

generalized sieving problem. Sieving problems come in an unlimited number of shapes

and sizes, making any limitaulon imposed by the system an arbitrary choice that restrics its

ability to solve certain problems. As a result, the goals for OASiS are relatively vague, and

tend to deal with qualitative issues rather than quantitative ones. Many of these goals were

influenced by the presence of UMSU: those facilities that had worked well were kept,

while those that worked poorly were improved. UMSU also provided a lower bound for

the new system's sieving performance. In the end, five main points emerged as the basis

for the new system.

1) Generaliry. The system would be a general purpose sieving system, able to

solve any problem that UMSU could solve. In particular, the host software

was required to provide on-line solution filtering to handle problem

requiremenß that could not be implemented in ha¡dware.

2) Hígh speed. The sieve hardware would be capable of at least 200 million trials

per second, making it at least 507o faster than UMSU. The system would also

optimize sieving whenever congruences with a single acceptable residue class

rüere present.

3) Adjustable Rings. Each of the sieve's rings would accept congruence moduli of

different sizes, with the upper bound on size as large as possible to maximize

the size and number of congruences that could be loaded.

4) Reliability. T}:'e system would be able to run for long periods unattended and

recover from error conditions automatically without losing all previous work.

5) Portability. The system would be portable, and accómmodate changes to its

host computer (both hardware and sofnvare) easily.

In short, the new system would be the fastest sieving system ever built, with the ability to

solve a wider variety of problems than could be done by UMSU, and able to withstand

changes to its environment.
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As work progressed on the new system, it was realized that its sieve could be designed

with an "open box" architecture that would allow circuit boards to be added or removed at

will. The advantages of this approach are numerous. For one, it would allow the sieve's

capabilities to be increased by duplicating the existing hardware, or by building new

hardwa¡e that is compatible with the old, allowing the sieve to be used on more complex

problems or to take advantage of improvements in technology. The open architecture idea

would also permit multiple sieves to be built to increase the rate of sieving beyond the limits

of a single sieve. Even better, each processor could be equipped with as much hardware as

required to solve the problem at hand; any sparc hardwa¡e could then be given to the other

processors rather than sitting idle. For these reasons, the following goal was added to the

list of specifrcations.

6) Flexíbilíry. The sieve would utilize an "open architecture", allowing it to
accommodate enhancements readily, including the addition of extra processors.

In recognition of the potential provided by this design, the new sieve was christened the

"Qlen Architecnlre Sieve", and the entire system, the "Open Architecture Sieve System".

These goals form the basis from which the detailed specifications for the new system

were drawn up. The lack of concrete targets, such as the number of rings to be built,

meant that many design limitations were set arbitrarily, and many were later changed as the

design and construction process progressed. Implementation factors such as the cost,

availability, and size of a particular part played an important role in shaping the system, and

caused some proposed features to be scaled down, or eliminated entirely, in the name of

practicality. The end product is the result of a balancing act between providing a system

with too few resources to be useful and providing one with too many to be cost effective.

2.3 CunoNoloGY

Work on OASiS began in May 1985, with research into the design of the sieve's

hardware-in pa-rticulff, into the design of the programmable size rings that a¡e its main

fearure. Nearly a year was spent creating several alternative designs and in choosing the

best one in terms of relative speed, complexity, and cost. The remainder of the sieve's

hardware was then designed to complement the winning proposal. To test the feasibility of

the basic approach, a prototype sieve with two rings was constructed out of breadboards in

1986. Tests on this device proved successful, and the decision was made to proceed with

the deveþment of the complete system.
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In July 1987, work began on the full scale version of the OAS. The schematics for the

sieve hardware were stored on a personal computer using OrCAD Systems Corporation's

"SDT" schematic capture software; ACCEL Technologies' "Tango-PCB" and "Tango-

Route" programs were then used to design the layout for the printed circuit boards. During

both stages, the software proved its worth by detecting design errors and simplifying the

process of making changes. Quite a number of design revisions were made, ßily of them

occurring when multiprocessing features were added to the OAS design several months

afær work on the boards had been started. By year's end, the board designs were fi.nalized

and the required parts ordered. During the time the boards were being fabricated and the

sieve's "off the shelf' parts lvere arriving from suppliers the OASiS software was designed

and programmed. Assembly of the hardware and testing of the software proceeded in

parallel, and was completed in September 1988. Subsequent testing exposed a number of
major and minor problems that required changes to both hardwa¡e and softwa¡e portions of
the system. Finally, in January 1989, OASiS was put into regular use. In all, the system

cost $10 600 (Canadian), of which $5600 was used to buy parts for the sieve; the

remainderwas spent to outfit the personal computer for printed circuit board design and

construction.

2.4 DnsrCN AND JUSTIrTCATION

The Open Architecture Sieve System is a complex mixtu¡e of ha¡dwa¡e and sofnvare.

Both portions of the system provide a large number of features, all of which do certain

things in a certain way. Since a complete list of system features would be quite lengthy,

this section merely outlines the major capabilities of OASiS and their implementation, and

attempts to justify their inclusion and form. Detailed accounts of these features and their

operation are given in the ensuing chapters.

2.4.1 Design Philosophy

The design philosophy adopted for OASiS emphasizes simplicity and flexibility. A

simple design was considered essential since changes to the original plan were inevitable

and could be difficult to make if it was too complex. This is particularly true in the case of

the high speed sieving hardware, where the designer's freedom to make modifications is

restricted by the existing hardware and the laws of physics. If the hardware is too

complex, a relatively minor problem can easily prcve impossible to overcome. Simplicity
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was also desirable for the OASiS software in order to minimize the effort involved in

making changes and to maximize reliability. A flexible system design was necessary to

achieve OASiS' goals of widespread applicability, portability, and openness, and was

normally attained by avoiding design feafures that restricted its capabilities. In those

instances in which such limitations were necessary, the system was often designed to

support a number of alternative configurations, which allow the user to increase its

capabilities if they are insufficient. Fortunately, since a simple system tends to be fairly

flexible, the two aspects of the OASiS design philosophy tended to complement each other

and were relatively easy to adhere to during the design and construction process.

2.4.2 Overall System Design

As with the UMSU system, OASiS utilizes bottr a conventional computer system and a

specially constructed sieving device: in this case, a MicroVax tr minicomputer system and

the Open Architecture Sieve (OAS). The two are arranged in a master-slave relationship,

with the computer taking the dominant role. This bipartite approach was used successfully

in UMSU and breaks the system up into two relatively independent pieces, each of which

takes upon itself the task(s) to which it is best suited. The sieve's role in the execution of a

sieving problem is rather limited: it performs high speed sieving using soÍle or all of the

problem's congruences. In contrast, the host handles many things, including controlling

the operation of the sieve, supplying any sieving capabilities that the OAS cannot, and

handling the va¡ious aspects of problem management (problem creation and deletion,

scheduling problems for execution, and the processing of problem results). This division

of responsibility is consistent with OASiS'design philosophy since it moves the majority

of the system's complexity into software, where it can be readily modified to enhance the

system's capabilities.

The major tasks carried out by each portion of OASiS are outlined in Figure 2-1. As

can be seen, the sofnrya¡e running on the host computer can be panitioned into two classes:

special software written for OASiS which conrols the execution.of a single problem, and

existing system software that handles the problem before and after execution.
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Open Architecture Sieve
. executes commands from the host

. does high speed sieving on a limited number of congruences

. notifies the host when a situation of interest arises

. performs almost no error-checking

OASiS Software Running on Host
. controls the execution of a single sieve problem

. generates commands for the OAS to execute

. records results of sieving in a file

. optimizes sieving when single residue congruences are present

. performs any on-line solution filtering required by the problem,
including handling of congruences that do not fit into the OAS

. performs extensive error checking of the OAS hardware, host soft-
ware, and host-sieve communication

. periodically verifies that the OAS is operating correctly and records a
"checþoint" if successful

. allows the problem to resume from its last checþoint after an error,
or if the problem is terminated and later rest¿rted

. allows inspection of a problem's results during its execution

. permits the user to terminate the current problem in an orderly manner

Host's System Software
o provides a file system for holding problem information
. provides a text editor for creating problems, examining results

. provides the job queue facilties used in problem scheduling

. automatically restarts the curent problem after a system crash

Figure 2-1. Division of Labour in OASiS

2.4.3 The Open Architecture Sieve

The Open Architecture Sieve is a high speed sieving device based on an exremely

flexible multiprocessor a¡chitecture. The sieve hardware can be configured to match the

needs of the problem(s) at hand by altering the number of sieve processors used, the

number of rings in each processor, and the size of each ring. At the present time, the sieve

consists of a single processor with 16 rings, each of which can be loaded with any

congruence whose modulus lies in the range 1 to 8192. The OAS provides a sieving rate
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of nearly 215 million trials per second, and can be directed either to stop and report each

solution it finds during sieving or to simply count solutions without stopping.

The most revolutionary feature of the OAS is its programmable size rings, which allow

it to sieve any set of 16 or fewer congruences involving moduli no larger than 8K. Sets of

more than 16 congruences can also be handled by combining two or more small

congruences into a larger one; consequently, the OAS can be loaded with any set of
congruences whose moduli involve the first 37 primes. Both the size and number of rings

in the OAS reflect mathematical considerations (ie. size and number of congruences used in

"t)4)ical" sieving problems) and implementation considerations (ie. total number of chips

used, total cost, chip availability), and should be sufficient for many sieving problems. In

the event that these limits prove too restrictive, the sieve can be upgraded to a maximum of

32 rings, and each ring increased to a capacity of 32K (32 7 68), witlt little difñculty.

The OAS \pas actually designed for a sieving rate of 256 million trials per second, to be

attained using a 16 MHz clock and 16 solution taps. This was felt to be the highest rate that

could be achieved without making the hardware too complex; a faster clock speed would

have required a pipelined architecture or the use of ECL components, while more solution

taps would have required many more chips. Although tests with a prototype indicated that

the target rate was feasible, problems with the clock signal prevent the OAS from running

reliably beyond 13.3 MHz, cutting the target rate by 17 per cent. However, experiments

indicate that it may yet be possible to achieve 225 million trials per second or more.

The operation of the sieve is directed by its host, which translates the definition of a

sieving problem into a sequence of low level steps that the sieve can execute and translates

its responses into meaningful solution information. The commands available to the host

allow it to load the sieve with a set of congruences, set the range of values to be searched,

start and stop sieving, and inspect the solutions the sieve finds. A standard serial interface

is used between the two machines to avoid the portability problems caused by UMSU's

uncommon parallel interface. Serial transmission has the drawback of being slow, but

since most sieving problems involve little communication benpeen host and sieve, this is

seldom importånt. Both host commands and sieve responses utilize the ASCII character set

to aid in diagnosing system malfunctions: the user can either monitor transmissions by

tapping into the communication line, or connect the sieve to a dumb terminal and enter

commands manually. The latter is a simpler and more flexible means of troubleshooting

than using pre-written diagnostic software, and prevents a bug in the host sofnva¡e from

masquerading as aproblem with the sieve.
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Internally, the OAS is organized much like a conventional microcomputer system. Its

brain is a simple microprocessor, which generates the control signals required to make the

rest of the sieve hardware carry out the commands sent to it by the host. Abandoning the

microprogrammed controller used in UMSU in favour of a microprocessor makes it easier

to generate and modify the program code that controls the low level operation of the sieve

hardwa¡e. It also provides extra flexibility, as was demonstrated when it was used to

simulate solution counting hardware that had not b€en called for in the original sieve

specifications. The loss of speed entailed in using a microprocessor is seldom important,

since the microprocessor and the rings operate independently during sieving.

Physically, the sieve is composed of custom two layer printed circuit boa¡ds populated

with commercially available high speed digital electronic components. This provides

performance comparable to that of custom fab'ricated chips, but at a much lower cost. Only

two types of board are utilized in the OAS, making the jobs of design, construction, and

testing much easier than with previous sieves. The boards slide into a common bacþlane,

and can be added or removed easily. Adding rings allows the sieve to handle larger sets of
congruences, while the ability to remove rings without incapacitating the remainder of the

sieve is useful if they became defective or are needed elsewhere. Installing additional sieve

processors converts the OAS into a collection of independent sieves, which can be used co-

operatively (to solve a single problem more rapidly by examining non-overlapping portions

of the sea¡ch interval in parallel) or individually (to solve several distinct problems

simultaneously). In either case, the available rings can be distributed according to the

needs of each sieve processor. Since repeatedly moving rings would increase wear on the

circuit boards, the OAS is capable of merging two or more adjacent processors into a single

unit, forming a larger sieve without requiring physical changes to the sieve hardware.

2.4.4 The OASiS Environment

The current configuration of the OASiS hardware is shown in Figure 2-2. Physically,

the MicroVax views the Open Architecn¡re Sieve as a dumb terminal. By signing on to the

MicroVax's timesharing system and invoking the appropriate software, a user can utilize

the sieve in much the same way as any other peripheral, such as a printer. The MicroVax

can be accessed from a number of nearby video display terminals (VDTs) or from a remote

comput€r through a local area network.
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Access to OASiS is restricted to individuals with the username OASIS. This account

has special privileges that are required for the OASiS soft'ware to function correætly and are

not available to ordinary users. The current version of this software has been designed to

exploit the existing sieve processor only, and ignores the OAS' multiprocessor capabilities.

OASiS supplements the MicroVax's standard command set with a small number of new

commands that allow the user to create new sieving problems, maintain a queue of
problems awaiting execution, monitor or terminate the progress of the currently executing

problem, and process the results of any completed problem. The host's other resources

(compilers, printers, mail system, etc.) are not affected by OASiS and remain available for

use at all times.

"host"
mini-

computer

MicroVax)

I-ocal Area

Figure 2-2. The OAS and Its Host

In OASiS, the user defines a sieving problem by creating from one to three files. A
problemfile is an ordinary text f,rle that specifies the congruences used by the problem, the

points at which sieving begins and ends, and the type of sieving to be done. Any addition-

al restrictions defined by the problem require the creation of an executable file called afilter
program, which accepts solution candidates and indicates whether or not each displays

certain required properties. OASiS places almost no restrictions on a problem's

congmences, search interval, or filter program, but the host software currently ignores the

OAS' solution counting capability and only permits solutions to be recorded. While the

problem file is a mandatory part of every OASiS problem, the filter program can be omitted

if the problem imposes no additional restrictions. A second text file, called aconfiguration

file,is also mandatory; it specifies what sieve hardware is available for use during sieving.
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Since the current single-processor version of the OAS normally remains in the same

configuration, OASiS uses a default configuration file if the user does not supply one.

The user can use any text editor provided by the host's system software to create

problem and configuration files. Filter programs can be written in any language supported

by the host, although C is preferable. If desired, the various files can be tested prior to
execution to ensure that they contain no errors. When ready, a complete problem is then

added to a priority queue of problems awaiting execution, after which the user may proceed

with other work or sign off. Once a problem reaches the top of the queue, it is automatic-

ally executed and the results are appended to the problem file. For convenience, OASiS

permits the user to view the problem file during execution to allow the progress of sieving

to be judged. The problem executes until it is finished or until it is terminated by the user;

in either case, the user is notified of completion through the host's mail systen Solutions

can be extracted from a problem file at any point and either printed or used as input to some

user written program that processes them.

During execution, the OASiS sofnvare performs extensive error checking on itself and

on the OAS hardware; if a fault is detected, the software either restarts the problem or

terminates it with an elÏor message. A problem may also be restarted after a system crash

(handled automatically) or after being prematurely terminated by the user (the user is

required to resubmit the problem). To prevent large quantities of work from being lost in

such cases, the software periodically takes a checþoinr, that is, it verifies the contents of
the sieve hardware and records what point in the search interval has been reached. This

allows a partially executed problem to be resumed from its most recent checþoint, rather

than starting over from the very beginning.

The capabilities of the OASiS environment allow the user to solve sieving problems

quickly and easily, and are similar in most respects to those provided by UMSU.

However, in terms of implementation, the systems' softwa¡e differs in many respects. In

line with its design philosophy, OASiS keeps almost all of the problem information and

results in a single place-the problem file-where they can be readily inspected and

processed; UMSU, on the other hand, stores the results of a problem separately from its

definition and uses a machine readable format that is difñcult for humans to comprehend.

Similarly, the OASiS software is a collection of relatively independent, single function

"tools", many of which are short, simple programs that can be easily written and

maintained; as a result, OASiS' capabilities can be enhanced easily by modifying existing

tools or adding new ones. In contrast, UMSU uses a pair of large, multi-function
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programs that do not encourage changes. Some of the OASiS tools are actually standard

commands provided by the MicroVax's system software. Inco¡porating such commands

into OASiS allows users who are familiar with the MicroVax environment to learn to use

OASiS quickly, and reduces the burden of writing and maintaining the OASiS software.

Although this reliance on the host's system software might appear to make OASiS non-

portable, it actually increases portability by encouraging the exploitation of a host

computer's resources rather than specifying a rigid set of requirements that must be

provided. Consequently, some form of OASiS could be established on almost any

minicomputer or microcomputer system that provides a C language compiler.

2.5 PRBvTTw OF SYSTEM DETAILS

The following four chapters describe the use and implementation of the Open Architec-

ture Sieve System in detail. Chapter 3, "Using OASiS", is a user's guide to the system. It
describes the various files used to define a problem and how the commands provided by

the host software a¡e used to solve it. In addition to acting as a reference for anyone

wishing to use OASiS, Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the facilities of OASiS that is

assumed during the later chapters on its implemenation. The following chapter, "OAS

Principles of Operation" provides a similar introduction to the Open Architecture Sieve

hardware and command set, describing the various components of the OAS, the interface

between the OAS and its host, and the way in which the host can use the OAS to solve a

sieving problem. The remaining two chapters provide a detailed account of the imple-

mentation of the software and hardware portions of OASiS. Chapter 5, "Host Softwa¡e

Implementation", discusses the internal operation of the various commands available to the

OASiS user. Chapter 6, "OAS Implementation", covers the design and operation of the

OAS hardware and the firmware that conrols it.
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Chapter 3 :

Using OASiS

When all else fails---+ead tlæ ínstrucrtons.

Anonymous

The Open Architecture Sieve System allows its users to find solutions to almost any

type of sieving problem quickly and easily. This chapter describes the facilities provided

by OASiS for creating, executing, and terminating problerns, as well as for processing their

¡esults and handling errors. The discussion assumes that the user is familiar with Digital
Equipment Corporation's VAWMS operating environment, including its file system,

logon procedure, and the basic commands provided by the Digital Command Language

(DCL). A good introduction to these topics can be found in [Dig86]. It is further assumed

that the user is signed on as username OASIS, since certain commands described below
(denoted as "OASiS commands") are not available to other users.

3.1 CnnnTTNG A SIEVING PRoBLEM

A sieving problem is created by constructing a problem file and, if necessary, a filter
program or configuration file. To ensure that a problem has been defined correctly, OASiS

allows the user to test the elements of a problem before submitting it for execution.

3.1.1 The Problem File

The problem file is an ordinary text file that defines the sieving problem to be solved. It
may also contain directions about how the user wants OASiS to go about solving the

problem. The information in the hle falls into six categories.

1) The set of congruences to be used, giving the modulus and the acceptable

residue classes for each. The moduli can range from 2 to 99 999, and there is

no limit of the number of congruences that can be specified. The user can

specify whether a congruence should be placed in the OAS or simulated by the

host by forming a congruence group.

2) The points at which sieving begins and ends. Three different limits can be

specified: the upper bound of the search interval, the maximum number of
solutions to be found, and the maximum amount of time to be spent on the
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problem. Any combination of limits can be specified, including none, making it
possible to specify a problem that executes until terminated by the user.

3) The search mode to be used (ie. whether solutions are to be recorded in the

problem file or merely counted).l

4) The name of the f,rlter program to be used and the maximum time that can be

spent testing each solution candidate. The filter program name is omitted if
none is required.

5) The amount of time the OAS sieves before OASiS attempts to verify its
contents. If no value is supplied, OASiS will take a checkpoint after every hour

of sieving.

6) The number of non-fatal errors that OASiS accepts before aboning the problem.

If no value is supplied, OASiS uses a default of th¡ee.

A complete description of the syntactic and semantic requirements for the problem file is
given in Appendix E, "The OASiS Problem File".

Problem files can be created using any MicroVax text editor, or by writing a program

which generates a text file as output. The latter method is normally worthwhile only if
manually creating the files for a number of similar problems would be too much effort. By

convention, problem hles are always given a file extension of SIV.

3.1.2 The Filter Program

The filter program is an executable file that implements any restrictions on the solutions

to a sieving problem above and beyond those imposed by the congruences specified in the

associated problem file. During sieving, the OASiS software invokes this program to see

whether a value that satisfies all of the problem's congruences is actually a solution to the

problem. Many sieve problems do not make use of a filter progam; those that do often

require the same processing used in an earlier problem and for which an existing filter
program can be employed. Thus, an OASiS user can go for long periods without having to

create a new filter progtam.

The operation of a filter pro$am is quite simple: it reads in solution candidates one by

one from the "standard input" file, tests each value for a specified set of propenies, and

writes back an integer result to the "standa¡d ouþut" frle. A result code of 0 indicates that
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the candidate is acceptable, 1 indicates rejection, and -1 signals than an error occurred

during testing. Although a relatively simple arithmetic calculation is usually sufficient, the

filter program is free to perform any sort of computation it requires when testing a solution

candidate, including reading and writing files, spawning subprocesses, communicating

with other computers, and so on. The filter program terminates when end-of-file is

encountered on the input file.

A filter program can be written in any language supported by the host, and must be

compiled and linked into executable form before it can be used by OASiS. Since the

solution candidates generated during sieving can often exceed the bounds of a standa¡d 32

bit integer type, the filter program must be careful to avoid overflow errors. One way of

doing this is to use the "mp" multi-precision integer package, which defines a data type that

can hold integer values of any size and provides routines for doing arithmetic on integen of

this type. (For more information on "mp", see [Ste89].)

To simplify the creation of frlter programs, a generic mainline has been written which

handles the mundane tasks of reading solution candidates and writing results; the user need

only write a function called 'filter' which accepts a solution candidate and returns a 0, 1, or

-1 result, as appropriate. Since the filter progam mainline, and the "mp" package which it
uses, are both written in C, it is recommended that the user's function also use this

language. Such a routine would have the following forrn

#include mp.h
/* any other "includes"

int filter (value)
MINT *vaLue,'

{
int res ,'

/* body of fil-ter
return (res) ;

]

that are necessary */

The processing done by the filter routine body depends on the restrictions defined by the

sieving problem; an example of a filter routine can be found in Appendix G, "A Sample

Problem". After compiling the user's filter routine, it should be.linked with the mainline

code contained in IOASIS.PROBLEMS.FILTERS]MAIN.OBJ. The OASIS account has

been set up so that the C compiler and the linker automatically include the files for the "mp"

package, if needed.

A filter program can be tested and debugged usrng the MicroVax's normal debugging

tools. The simplest methd is to run the program interactively, manually entering test
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values and observing the program's responses. End-of-file is indicated by typing CTL-L.

To test many values, the user can redefine the VMS logical names SYS$INPUT and

SYS$OUTPUT to make the filter program read and write f¡om files rather than the user's

terminal. The generic mainline prints an error message every time the filter returns a -l
result. If desired, the user's 'filter' routine can have its own error message displayed by

calling the multi-precise package's 'mp-genError' routine if it encounters an error

condition. These error messages are intended as debugging aids only, and are ignored by

the OASiS software during problem execution. When the user is satisfred that a filter
program is fully debugged, it can then be used in a sieve problem without further changes.

3.1.3 The Configuration File

The configuration file is an ordinary text file that describes the curent configuration of
the OAS hardware. Its contents allow the OASiS software to communicate with the sieve

and to utilize its resources properly during sieving. The items in the fite fall into four

categories.

1) The communication channel which the sieve is connected to.

2) The clock speed to be used during sieving.

3) The number of solution taps to be used.

4) The identification number and capacity of the available rings.

A complete description of the syntactic and semantic requirements for the configuration file

is given in Appendix F, "The OASiS Configuration File".

A configuration file is normally created using an ordinary text editor and given a fîle

extension of CON. Since the OAS ha¡dware is seldom altered, it is rarely necessary for the

user to create a new configuration file. The current OAS configuration is specified in the

file IOASIS.SOFIWARE]SIEVE.CON. This file is used whenever the user does not

specify a configuration file in an OASiS command.

3.1,.4 Checking a Problem for Errors

A problem file and configuration file can be checked for errors prior to execution by

invoking the OASiS problem checker. The checker is primarily concemed with detecting

syntactic and semantic errors in the files, but also produces information on how the

problem will be loaded into the OAS. The checker is invoked by entering the command
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$ fitproffiIe [confrgfrle]

where probfile and configfile are the problem file and configuration file to
respectively. The appropriate file extension (SIV or CON) is assumed if none is

by the user. If configfile is omitted, the default configuration file is used.

be used,

supplied

The FIT command first ensures that both files are syntactically and semantically valid.

If an error is found, the offending file is listed at the user's terminal with an error message

inserted at the point where the error was detected. If no errors are found, the command

determines how the problem's congruences will be loaded into the sieve's rings and

displays the following information.

1) A list of the rings and the congruences that are loaded into each of them. The

combined modulus of each ring's congruence(s), as well as the percentage of
the ring's capacity that it utilizes, are also displayed.

2) A list of the congruences that have only a single acceptable residue, as well as

their combined modulus. Such congruences need not be examined during

sieving, allowing OASiS to increase its normal sieving rate by a factor equal to

the combined modulus.

3) A list of the congruences that are implemented by the OASiS softwa¡e and

which f¡lter the solution candidates generated by the OAS.

4) A report on the "goodness" of the fitting, including the number of congruences

that a¡e handled in hardware and the portion of the rings' total capacity that is

used.

5) Performance estimates, including estimates on the interval between solutions

generated by the OAS and the time taken to load (or checþoint) the problem.

The latter figure is based on the number of characters transmitted to the OAS

and the bandwidth of the interface between it and the MicroVax; however, since

the ¡wo devices exchange data in a manner that does not exercise the interface to

its full capacity, the loading (or verification) process actually takes about five

times as long as the estimate shown.

The information provided by the FIT command allows the user to judge if a problem is

well suited to the capabilities of OASiS. If too few congruences are loaded into the sieve,

the MicroVax will be overwhelmed by solution candidates that must be tested against the

problem's other congruences, thereby slowing the rate of sieving dramatically. If such a

situation a¡ises, the user can adjust the problem file to override the default mapping of
congruences to rings performed by OASiS in an attempt to obtain a better fitting (see
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ËF,.2.2.2, "Congruence Groups" in Appendix E). The modified problem can then be

rechecked to determine the effectiveness of the user's changes.

3.2 RUNNTNC A SIEvING PROBLEM

Once a problem has been created and checked for errors, it is normally submitted for
execution. OASiS maintains a queue of sieving problems, which are executed in sequence

according to their relative priorities. During the execution of a given problem, the user can

inspect the results that have been generated at any time and, if desired, terminate the

problem in an orderly manner. After the problem has ended, its solutions can be isolated

for further processing.

3.2.1 Submitting a Problem for Execution

A sieving problem is normally executed by placing a command file into the VMS batch

job queue, SYS$OASIS. The MicroVax takes entries from this queue one at a time and

executes the commands in the file, thereby invoking the OASiS softwa¡e that performs

sieving. \ilhen more that one job is available, the job with the highest prioriry is executed

if two jobs have the same priority, they are executed in the order they were submitted.

Priorities can range from I to 100, with a higher value indicating a higher priority.

The user creates a command file for a sieving problem and submits it as a batch job by

entering the following OASiS command.

$ qjob þ robfil el lc o nft gfiIel fqueuenarnel þrioriryl
Here probfile and configfile are defined as before, quÊuennme indicates the job queue the

problem is added to, and prioríry indicates the problem's priority. If an argument is

omitted,2 the user is either prompted for its value (in the case of probfile) or given the

choice of accepting or overriding a default value (in the case of the other arguments). By

default, QJOB uses the default configuration file, the SYS$OASIS job queue, and a

priority level of 50. The QJOB command creates a command file with the commands that

initiate sieving and places it in the specified job queue. The command file is placed in the

same di¡ectory as the problem file and uses a file extension of COM instead of SIV. The

2 Since the parameærs to this command are positional, a null argument ("") must be srryplied as a place-
holder for each missing argument; this can be omired if there are no non-null arguments which follow.
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file should not be altered in any way until the problem has finished execurion; it can then be

deleted.

Once a job has been submitted, standard DCL commands allow the user to view the

contents of the SYS$OASIS queue, alter a job's priority, or delete a problem prior to its

execution. Commands are also available which allow the operation of the queue to be

suspended and restarted, with options that either abort the crurent job or allow it to finish

executing first

3.2.2 \{hat Happens During Problem Execution

Once invoked, the OASiS sieving software solves a sieving problem without need for
user intervention. It automatically reads the definition of the problem contained in the

problem file, loads the Open Architecture Sieve with as many congruences as it can, and

begins sieving. Each time a solution candidate is generated by the OAS, it is tested against

any congruences that were not loaded into the sieve and then against the hlter program

specified by the problem file (if any); any value that passes all of these tests is considered to

be a solution. The software also ukes a checkpoint at regular intervals to enable a panially

executed problem to resume execution at the point where it left off (or close to it), rather

than from the very beginning. Sieving continues until any of the termination conditions

defined for the problem arises (ie. time limit, solution limit, end of sea¡ch interval), or the

user manually terminates the problem, or a fatal error condition occurs. Once the problem

ends, the final commands in the COM file mail a message to username OASIS, notifying

the recipient that the problem has ended.

The OASiS software maintains a log of all significant events arising during the

execution of a sieving problem, including the solutions found, the location of checþoints,

and a variety of informatory and error messages. The execution log is located at the end of
the problem file, and is the user's primary source of information about what has gone on

during sieving and why it happened. It is also read by the OASiS software whenever a

problem is restarted. A batch sieving problem also causes the MicroV¿uc to create a log file
in the same directory as the problem f,rle (with a file extension of LOG). This file records

all commands executed from the command file and the output they generate, and is of little
interest to the user in most circumstances. However, if the sieve hardware malfunctions,

the OASiS software may supplement its normal problem file error messages by sending

more detailed information to SYS$ERROR, which, for batch jobs, is the log file. The log
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file also gets the oulput generated by OASiS if the problem file or the configuration file
contain elrors, if it cannot write to the problem file, or if the sieving program itself crashes.

The user can view the contents of the log file at any time during the execution of a problem,

but should not attempt to alter it in any way until execution has finished, when it can be

deleæd safely.

Because sieving problems can execute for days or weeks, OASiS has been designed to

handle a wide variety of ha¡dware and software erors. The OASiS software performs

numerous tests on its own operation and on its interaction with the Open Architecture

Sieve; during its periodic checþoints, it also checks that the congruences being sieved by

the OAS have not been comrpted by a ha¡dware "glitch". Errors which appear to be the

result of random faults in the sieve hardware or the interface bet'ween the OAS and the

MicroVax are considered to be non-fatal, and OASiS attempts to restart the problem from

the most recent checþoint. All ottrer errors are considere dfatat and cause the problem to

be terminated. The occturence of too many non-fatal errors (as defined in the problem file)
is itself a fatal error.

The number of possible elrors that can occur during the execution of a sieving problem

are too numerous to list, but two deserve special mention: filter program malfunctions and

system c¡ashes. Since the filter program contains user-written code, OASiS considers it
"untn¡stworthy" and requires that the user supply the maximum time interval that testing a

solution candidate test is expected to take. Then, if the filter program enters an infinite loop

or crashes while testing a solution candidate, OASiS generates a fatal error once the speci-

fied time limit has expired, rather than waiting forever for a response. If the MicroVax

crashes during the execution of a batch sieving problem, the operating system automatically

requeues the job on the SYS$OASIS queue, ahead of any entries with the same or lesser

priority. When the problem is restarted, it resumes from its latest checkpoint.

3.2.3 Monitoring a Problem

Once a sieving problem begins execution, the DCL commands SHOW and MONTTOR

can be used to display the number of system resources (CPU time, VO operations, etc.) the

problem has consumed and its current rate of consumption, respectively. However, the

user is usually more interested in determining how many solutions have been found, what

their values are, and whether any errors have occurred during sieving. This involves

looking at the contents of the problem file or, occasionally, the log file.
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Unfornlnately, the standard DCL command for examining a file

45

$ typeÍîIe

displays the contents of file only up to the end-of-file ma¡ker that existed when the fîle was

last opened. When used on the problem ñle for the currently executing problem, it liss the

entire file up to the most recent checþoint, but no subsequent results. This has the dual

drawback of displaying information that the user has seen before (such as the problem

definition itself) and omitting what has never been seen (the most recent results). Thus, the

TYPE command is rarely used to examine a problem file.

The OASiS command

$lookprobfiIe lJroml

has been specially created for examining the problem file of an executing problem. It lists

the contents of probfile from the first line that begins with the sequence of characters given

by from; tf from is omitted, the file is listed from the beginning. Thus,

$ look prob LOG

shows only the messages resulting from the execution of the problem file PROB.SIV,

while

$ lookprob " 210"

lists only the messages generated at least 2 days and 10 hours into its execurion. Note that

double quote characters are required if from contains whitespace characters, and that the

number of blanks at the beginning of the line is significant. For convenience, the command

does not distinguish between upper and lower case letters when matchingfrom to the lines

of probfile.

The LOOK command can also be used to display the last few lines of a problem's log

file. Entering

$ look prob.log "$ show time"

lists the time the problem began execution and any error messages that have been writæn to

the log file. The file can also be listed in its entirety using the TYPE command, but this

displays the long list of commands that are executed prior to sieving and which are of little
interest to most users.

3.2.4 Halting a Problem

It is occasionally necessary for the user to halt the execution of a problem manually-
usually to allow the host minicomputer to be shut down for file backups, operating system
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changes, or hardware maintenance. Entering the OASiS command

$ kill
prompts the user to specify whether the currently executing problem should be terminated

or aborted, then ends the problem. If the problem is terminated, the OASiS softwa¡e takes

a checþoint before the job ends; if it is aborted, no checkpoint is taken and any solutions

found since the previous checkpoint are lost.

Aboting a problem does not always end execution immediately. The OASiS software

only checks for the abort signal at certain times during its processing. If it is in the act of
testing a solution candidate against the user's fi.lter program, or taking a checkpoint, several

minutes may elapse before the abort request is recognized and the problem ends; the exact

interval depends on the filter program being used and the number of congruences contained

in the OAS, respectively. To force a problem to end without any delay, DCL's STOP

command can be used to kill the problem's batch job.

Once the currently executing problem ends, the next problem in the SYS$OASIS job

queue normally begins execution. If the user is terminating a sieving problem to allow the

system to be shut down and there are other sieving problems awaiting execution, the DCL

command STOP/QUEUE/NEXT should be issued prior to the KILL command to

deactivate the queue. The queue is automatically activated whenever the MicroVax is

rebooted, but can also be manually activated using the START/QUEUE command. Since a

problem that is manually killed disappears from the job queue once it finishes, should the

user wish to resume the problem at a later time it must be manually resubmitted using the

QJOB command.

3.2.5 Processing Problem Results

Once a sieving problem has finished executing, the user is free to examine and alter the

contents of the problem file using an ordinary text editor. In addition, the OASiS command

S pull proffie Ísolrfíle)
can be used to extract the solutions ftomprobfile andplace them n solnfìle where they can

be processed more easily by user-written programs. Only verified solutions are copied, so

problem files containing invalid solutions can be processed without difficulty; similarly, a

soluúon appearing several times in a problem file appears only once in the output file. The

command assumes a file extension of SOL for solnftle if none is supplied by the user. If
solrfile is omitted entirely, the solutions arc sent to SYS$OUTPUT (the user's terrninal, by
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default). If desired, the PULL command can also extract solutions from a problem file
while the problem is executing.

3.2.6 Running a Short Problem

The user can run a short sieving problem without incurring the overhead of creating a

batch job by entering the command

$ sieve pro bfíle [confi gfile]

any time that the OAS is not being useÅ; probfíle and configfile a¡e defined as with the FTT

command. This invokes the OASiS sieving software interactively, and does not use a

COM file, job queue, or LOG frle. The software solves the problem exactly as described in

93.2.2, except that the SYS$ERROR messages go to the user's terminal by default instead

of the log file.

When a problem is run interactively the user's terminal is locked for the duration of
sieving, so problems requiring hours or days of execution time should always be run as

batch jobs. Entering CTL-Y to intemrpt the SIEVE command kills the problem abruptly,

without any checþoint or termination messages being written to the problem file. This

means that the user must sign on to a second terminal in order to inspect the problem's

performance or to terminate the problem.

3.3 H^INuI,TNG ERRORS DURING SIEvING

The OASiS software does extensive error checking during sieving and attempts to

handle abnormal situations in an orderly fashion. Every error, either fatal or non-fatal,

results in one or more messages being added to the problem file, so the user should never

be presented with a situation in which things fail with no indication of the cause. The error

messages generated by OASiS are given in plain English whenever possible and should

normally provide enough information for an inexperienced user to determine the cause and

correct it. Unfortunately, there are always situations in which the software can only report

what has gone wrong and not why it went wrong, so some errors require a considerable

understanding of the intemal operation of the OASiS soffware, the MicroVax, and the OAS

for the user to be able to diagnose the problem and then deveþ a solution.

In the event that OASiS does not appear to be functioning correctly, the user should

first turn to the error messages provided by OASiS or by the MicroVax and attempt to
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discover what has gone wrong. If a careful reading of these messages, together with any

relevant documentation, does not provide an explanation, the user will have to gather more

information. The first step is to see if the error is reproducible; if it is, the user should then

determine whether the problem lies in the OAS itself or in the OASiS sof¡rare that controls

it, and to look more ca¡efully at the appropriate portion of the system.

The OAS can be examined in one of two ways: either by connecting a terminal to the

hardware and entering commands manually or by using the OASiS SEND facility to

transmit commands via the MicroVax. The first method is fast and easy and only requires a

knowledge of the firmware commands used by the sieve hardware; the second methd
requires learning about the SEND command as well, but allows the user to do things that

are tedious or impossible to do manually. Neither methd requires the user to write any

programs. See Appendix C, "SIVMON Guide", for a description of the commands

provided by the OAS, and Appendix D, "SEND Guide", for details on the SEND facility.

The OASiS software can be examined by inspecting its source code or by recompiling

and relinking the code with the DEBUG option enabled and then rerunning the sieving

problem using the VAX/'VMS interactive debugger. The OASiS sieving software is wriuen

in C language, uses structured programming techniques, and is extensively annotated, so it
should not prove too difficult to understand, despite its length. Unfortunately, the

debugger may alter the operation of the program, making it diffîcult to find the source of
the problem being investigated. For example, during the development of the sieving

software, the auttror found that the progam could not open the communication channel to

the OAS hardware when the debugger was being used ¡¿¿less a bneakpoint was inserted just

prior to opening the channel; when the program was run without using the debugger there

was no such problem. The reason for this difference remains a mystery.

In conclusion, OASiS has been designed to be robust enough to overcome minor errors

automatically and to handle major ones in a manner that aids the user in determining the

cause. While troubleshooting is never pleasant, the debugging facilties provided by the

system should allow the user to begin the process with a reasonabie foundation upon which

to build. The author's own experience is that most problems with OASiS can be diagnosed

using no other tools than the initial error messages and some careful thoughr
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OAS Principles of Operation

They called alou.d "Otr sieve ain't big,
But we d.on't care a bunon! We don't care afig!"

Edward l-ear, T he J wnblíes

The Open Architecture Sieve is the most advanced sieving device ever constructed, and

is the central component of OASiS. Capable of sieving at a rate of nearly 215 million triats

per second using any set of 16 or fewer congruences with moduli up to 8192, the existing

version of the OAS can solve a wider range of sieving problems than any previous sieve.

As well, its "open architecture" design allows the OAS to be upgraded to handle more and

larger congruences, or even tumed into a multi-processor sieve, to expand its capabilities

even further. This chapter describes the operation of the OAS from the host's viewpoint

and explains how the sieve can be used to solve a sieving problem.

4.I DESIGN FUNIIUENTALS

The design of the Open Architecture Sieve allows it to be configured with one or more

independent sieving devices called sieve units. Each sieve unit is a fully functional sieve

containing the following components:

l) up to 32 programmable size rings, each holding up to 8K (or 32K) residues,

2) a 16 bit solution window,

3) a 16 bit solution mask,

4) a 48 bit rrial counrer,

5) an 8 bit clock control register,

6) a 64 bit solution counter.

When used correctly, these components allow a sieve unit to find or count the solutions to a

set of linea¡ congruences, to limit the size of the search interval belng sieved, and to control

both the speed of sieving and the points at which solutions are detected.

Each sieve unit in the OAS is controlled by a host, which uses its resources to solve a

sieving problem by transmitting a sequence of commands to the sieve unit over a serial

communication line. A sieve unit normally acts as a passive slave device to its host,

waiting silently for a command and then executing it; the only time the sieve initiates

communication is to signal the host whenever it stops sieving because it has found a
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solution or reached the end of the problem's search interval. The commands recognized by

a sieve unit's command interpreter are quite simple in nature, and allow the host to read and

write the va¡ious sieve components, select the desired sieving mode, start and stop sieving,

and determine the current operating status of the sieve unit

The OAS currently consists of a single sieve unit with 16 ringt, and thus can only work

on a single sieving problem at a time. If it is configured with multiple sieve units, the host

can use the OAS either to solve different sieving problems simultaneously or to solve a

single problem more quickly than it could using a single sieve unit by allocating a portion

of the search interval to each sieve unit. In either case, the sieve units would remain

physically disjoint and do their sieving independently; thus, the remainder of this chapter

can fully describe the operation of the OAS by concentrating on the case of a single sieve

unit solving a single sieving problem. Some of the issues involved in having the host

coordinate the efforts of multiple sieve units to solve a single problem are described in the

final chapter of this thesis.

4.2 MODES OF OPBRATIoN

An Open Architecture Sieve sieve unit is a modal device-that is, it provides different

functions at different times, depending on its current state. The three main modes that the

host can put a sieve unit into are problem mode, idle m.ode, and sleepíng mode.

During problem mode, the sieve unit searches for solutions at high speed. The way in

which solutions are processed is determined by the secondary search mode selected by the

host: in recording mode the sieve unit stops sieving and notifies the host each time it hnds

a solution; in counting mode it counts the solutions it finds without stopping or notifying

the host.

If the sieve unit is in idle mode, it does no sieving and allows the host to examine and

alter its components or change the sea¡ch mode. Thus, idle mode is used by the host to

download problem information into the sieve unit or to upload its results after sieving.

Since the components can only be accessed during this mode, it is atso referred to as IlO
mode in some OAS documents.

In sleeping mode, the sieve unit is deactivated and relinquishes control of its rings to an

adjacent sieve unit, allowing two or more sieve units to be temporarily merged to form a
larger sieve unit containing all of ttreir rings. While the resulting sieve unit is stilt limited to
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a maximum of 32 rings, the use of sleeping mode provides a more convenient means of
altering the configuration of the OAS than making physical changes to its hardwa¡e. Once

a sieve unit is placed in sleeping mode, it remains in a state of complete hibernation until
instructed to "wake up", at which point it regains control of its rings and returns to idle
mode. The operation of a sieve unit that has control of rings made available to it by another

sieve unit is no different than that of one which has only is own rings.

The various combinations of OAS modes are summanzd in Table 4.1. To solve a

sieving problem, the host downloads the problem to the sieve unit while it is in idle mode,

selects the desired search mode, and switches the sieve unit into problem mode. When the

sieve unit signals the host that sieving has stopped, or a checþoint is to be taken, the host

switches it back to idle mode and uploads the relevant problem information. The host then

returns the sieve unit to problem mode to continue sieving.

Table 4.1
OAS Mode Combinations

Main Mode Search Mode Sievine Action VrJ Permitted
Problem
Problem

Idle
Sleepine

Kecorcllng
Counting

Reports each solution
Counts solutions silently

None
None

NO
No
Yes
No

4.3 B¿,src SrevrNc CnpanrlITIES

The OAS sieve unit design provides room for up to32 rings, numbered 0 to 31.

Whether or not a sieve unit actually contains a ring with a given number depends on the

configuration of its ha¡dware and whether the adjacent sieve units have been put to sleep;

any of the232 possible combinations is permitted. Currently, the OAS' sieve unit contains

rings 0 through 15. Each ring can be loaded with the residues for any congruence with
modulus m as long as s"dfuõ does not exceed the ring's upper bound n, which may be

either 8192 or 32768 depending on the chips used to construct the ring. Since most siev-

ing problems involve congruences with prime moduli, it is seldom possible to load a con-
gruence where rn is larger than n. To load a ring, the host specifies its number, the value

of m, and the rn residue classes; "1" bits a¡e used to indicate acceptable residues and "0"
bits the unacceptable ones. During sieving, the residues a¡e tested by the sieve unit in the

order in which they were loaded. Any ring that is not used in a particular sieving problem
must be loaded with a "dummy" congruence for which all residue classes are acceptable.
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An OAS sieve unit does its sieving in much the sanrc way as any other sieve. When the

host switches it into problem mode, the sieve hardware begins generating a sequence of
high speed clock pulses. Each pulse processes 16 residues from each ring and then shifts

the rings by 16 positions, with each ring acting like a cyclic shift register whose period

equals the modulus of its congruence; the pulse also increments a 48 bit trial counter.

Before the next clock pulse is generated, the sieve unit logically ANDs corresponding bits

from each set of residues and places the results in a 16 bit solution wíndow. If any

solutions are found-as indicated by the presence of one or more 
((1" þi¡5-¡|¡e sieve unit

stops generating clock pulses; otherwise, it continues sieving using the next 16 residues

from each ring. The actions taken whenever solutions are found are dictated by the search

mode that has been specified by the host. If solution recording mode is being used, the

sieve simply notifies the host and waits; the host should then return the sieve to idle mode,

read the solution window and trial counter, and determine the value of each solution found

by making some simple calculations. If solution counting mode is enabled, the sieve

automatically shifts into idle mode, increments a 64 bit solution counter by the number of
solutions found, and resumes sieving without notifying the host.

Since many sieving problems place an upper bound on the search interval to be tested

for solutions, the OAS has been designed so that a sieve unit will stop sieving and notify
the host once the trial counter reaches its maximum value of 248-1. So, by initializing the

counter correctly before sieving begins, the host can program the sieve unit to search a

given range of values and then halt. For example, to run an (unrealistic) problem which

requires only a single clock cycle, the trial counter would be started at 2a8-2. The host

must always initialize the trial counter prior to sieving; if the problem has no upper bound,

the counter can be started at zero. If a problem requires more than 248-l clock cycles to

complete, the counter should be initialized to zero and then reset each time it reaches its
maximum count-approximately every 250 days.

The host can start and stop sieving at will, but if the trial counter is already at its
maximum value, switching from idle mode to problem mode does not cause any further
sieving to be done. When switching from problem to idle mode, the sieve unit always

completes its current clock cycle, so the host can generate its request asynchronously

without ill effect. At any time, the host can query the sieve to deterrnine its stanls,

obtaining its current mode, the sea¡ch mode currently enabled, the state of the solution
window (solutions present or not), and the state of the trial counter (maximum count

reached or not). The latter two pieces of information are particularly significant whenever
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the sieve signals the host during problem mode since they allow the host to determine why

the sieve stopped sieving without having to actually read the components involved.

4.4 AooTTToNAL CAPABILITIES

An OAS sieve unit provides a number of special features that a¡e rarely used during

normal sieving but which can be very helpful in debugging the unit's ha¡dware. Two of
the features take the form of sieve components, while the other frvo are commands that the

host can issue.

The first component is a 16 bit solution mask, which is logically ANDed with the

residues from the rings on every clock cycle during sieving. Thus, a "0" bit in the mask

ensures that the corresponding bit of the solution window stays in the "0" or "no solution"

state even if all of the rings have an acceptable residue in that position. Deactivating some

of the sieve's solution taps can be used to isolate defective solution taps, while turning all

of them off causes the sieve to run freely regardless of the operation of the rings.

Normally, the host sets the solution mask to all "1" bits at the start of a sieving problem and

leaves it alone from then on.

The second component allows the host to select from one of eight sieving rates by

loading a clock conrol register with an integer from 3 to 10. The clock signal used by the

sieve unit is generated by dividing the frequency of a fundamental clock signal by the

contents of the register. The 40 MHz basis currently used by the OAS allows its host to

run the sieve as fast as 13.3 MHz (215 million trials per second using 16 solution taps) or

as slow as 4 MHz (64 million trials per second). Normally, the host specifies a value of 3

to maximize the sieve unit's performance, but slower clock speeds a¡e often useful when

trytng to observe the operation of components with an oscilloscope or logic analyzer.

To provide the host with a finer degree of control over sieving than is possible using

these two components, the sieve unit incorporates a single step. command that runs the

sieve in problem mode for a single clock cycle and then returns it to idle mode. This makes

it very easy for the host to run the hardware at full speed over a short search range and then

inspect whether the components are in their expected state. To simplify the process of
checking the rings, a ríng verification command is also provided; the host remnsmits the

residues for a ring (taking into account that they have been shifted from their original

positions) and the sieve indicates if any mismatch is found. In addition to its use in
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debugging a suspected hardware fault, the host can use this command during the normal

execution of a sieving problem to periodically ensure that a hardwa¡e "glitch" has not

comrpæd the contents of any ring.

4.5 THB CouTvT¡,ND INTERPRETER

The OAS command interpreter is a program known as SIVIVÍON ("SIeVe MONitor").
The program is responsible for prompting the host for commands, executing the commands

sent to it by manipulating the appropriate pieces of sieve hardware, and returning any

results generated by a command. It also counts the solutions found during sieving (if the

solution counting mode is enabled) and notifies the host whenever the sieve stops sieving

automatically. A full description of the SIVMON program is given in Appendix C,

"SryMON Guide".

SIVMON uses the greater than character ('>') to prompt the host whenever it is ready

for a command. Each command is a string of ASCII characters, beginning with a one- or
two-character mnemonic (see Table 4.2) and continuing with zero or more alphabetic

command options or numeric arguments given in hexadecimal form. The syntax of every

command is rigidly defined and must be adhered to exactly-SfVlvtON does nor even

permit the host to colrect typing errors. For safety, the command interpreter only accepts a

command if the sieve is in a mode in which the command makes sense; for example, the

STEP command cannot be issued if the sieve is already sieving. After a command has been

executed, SIVMON prompts the host for another.

The host is allowed to control the output generated by SIVMON in two ways. It can

temporarily suspend the generation of output by entering an XOFF character (CTL-S) and

later resume it by entering an XON character (CTL-Q); this prevents the sieve from being

able to flood the host with results faster than they can be processed. The host can also

abort the execution of command at any point by entering a CANCEL character (CTL-C).

While the sieve unit is in problem mode, SI.ON continuously monitors the solution

window and trial counter. If the counter has reached its maximum count, or if the window
contains solutions and the search mode specifies solutions ¿ìre to be recorded, the program

signals the host that sieving has stopped by issuing an exclamation mark character ('!').
This character is repeated following every comnoand prompt until the sieve is put into idle
mode, but never interrupts a command after the first character has been entered by the host.

I
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the solution window but the sieve is using counting mode, it
simply increments the solution counter appropriately and

Table 4.2
SMON Commands

55

If SIVMON finds solutions in

does not signal the host but

continues sieving.

4.6 SOT.vINC A SIEvING PRoBLEM

The host can use an OAS sieve unit to solve a sieving problem by translating the

definition of a problem into a sequence of SIVMON commands that cause the sieve to

perform some or all of the necessary sieving; whatever cannot be handled by the sieve

hardware must then be implemented by the host.

The first step in solving a problem is to determine how is congruences ¿ìre to be loaded

into the available rings. A sieve unit can often be made to run a problem in which the

number of congruences exceeds the number of rings by having the host merge t\ryo or more

congruences with small moduli into an equivalent congruence with a larger modulus. If it
is impossible for the host to find a way of loading all of a problem's congruences into the

sieve unit, the host should endeavour to load as ûutny as it can.

L]¡mmand Name Mnemonic Description

Lbunt
Down
Find
Go
Halt
Initialize
Memory
Query
Read Clock Control
Read Mask
Read Ring
Read Solution Counter
Read Trial Counter
Read Window
Step
Up
Write Clock Control
Wriæ Mask
Write Ring
V/rite Solution Counter
V/rite Trial Counter
Write Window

U
D
F
G
H
I
M
a
RC
RM
RR
RS
RT
RV/
S
U
WC
WM
WR
WS
WT
wv/

bnable soluüon countmg
Enter sleeping mode
Enable solution recording
Start sieving
Stop sieving
Reset sieve
Examine sieve controller memory
Renrrn sieve status
Read clock speed
Read solution mask
Read ring (has several options)
Read solution counter
Read trial counter
Read solution window
Sieve for 1 clock cycle
Awake from sleeping mode
Load clock speed
Load solution mask
load ring (has several options)
Load solution counter
Load trial counter
Clear solution window
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Once the mapping of congruences into rings has been determined, the host should reset

the sieve unit and then initialize all of its sieving components. This involves loading each

available ring with a congruence, setting the trial counter to stop sieving after the required

number of clock cycles, and loading the clock control register, the solution mask, and (if
necessary) the solution counter with appropriate values. The host must also set the sieve

unit's search mode to the required value. After initialization has been completed, the host

can instruct the sieve to GO to begin sieving.

The host does not need to do anything while the sieve unit is sieving except wait for the

exclamation mark signal indicating that sieving has stopped; once it appears, the host

should HALT the sieve unit and determine the cause. If the solution window is not empty

and solutions are being recorded, it is necessary to determine the value of the solution

candidate(s) found and test them against any congruences that were not loaded into the

sieve and also against any additional restrictions imposed by the problem. For maximum

efficiency, the host should immediately restart the sieve after reading the solution window

and trial counter and perform the necessary filtering while the sieve continues searching for
more solutions. If the sieve stopped because the trial counter has reached its maximum

value, the host should either reload the counter and resume sieving or terminate the

problem, as appropriate; for a counting problem, termination would involve reading the

solution counter.

If the host wishes to take periodic checþoins during sieving, this can be accomplished

easily. It first involves halting the sieve unit and, if solutions are being recorded, checking

the solution window and processing its contents as described in the preceding paragraph.

The host should then read the trial counter and calculate what point in the problem's search

interval has been reached, after which it can verify each of the sieve unit's rings to ensure

that they a¡e in the expected state. The host can also examine the solution mask and clock

control register to verify that their contents have not changed. If ever¡hing appears alright,

the host can complete the checþoint procedure by noting how far the search has gone and,

if counting solutions, the number of solutions found.

When using an OAS sieve unit to count the number of solutions to a sieving problem, it
is important to note the limitations of its solution counting mode. The frst is that the mode

is useless if even one of the problem's congruences cannot be loaded into the sieve, or if
additional filtering of the solutions is required; such a problem must be handled by having

the host verify each solution candidate found by the sieve and maintain the solution count

itself. Since the time required to transmit a solution from the sieve to the host is enormous
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when compared to the cycle time of the sieve hardware during sieving, the resulting
reduction in sieving performance may make it impossible to traverse a large search interval
in a reasonable amount of time. The second limitation is that the solution counting is
performed by the SIVMON program which, when it detects that the sieve has found a

solution, reads the solution window, restarts the sieve, and increments the solution
counter. Since the program does not run as fast as the hardware, it is possible for many
clock cycles to elapse before the counter has been incremented; if the rings generate another

solution in that time, the sieve hardware is forced to wait. Thus, if a problem generares a

large number of solutions, the rate of sieving may be slowed down to a small fraction of its
normal pace, again making it impossible to solve the problem quickly enough. Finally, it
should be pointed out that the sieve unit does not signal the host if the solution counrer

overflows; however, this limitation should not prove significant since the counter will not

overflow for thousands of years if it is stafied at zero.
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Errors,líke straws, upon the surfaceflow,
He who would searchfor pearls must dive below

John Dryden, Allfor Love (Prologue)

The Open Architecture Sieve System provides a small set of commands that enable the

user to create sieving problems, solve them, and process their results. This chapter

describes some of ttre details of how these commands a¡e implemented by a combination of
standard MicroVax facilities and special OASiS software. At certain points it is assumed

that the reader is familiar with details of the VAX^/MS operaring environmenr. Thus, ir
may be necessary to consult the relevant MicroVax documentation from time to time to
provide the necessary background for understanding the implementation of a particular

feature of OASiS.

5.1 TUA OASIS ACCOUNT

The OASIS account has been confîgured with a number of special featu¡es required by

the OASiS software. It provides a small number of new commands and utilizes certain

privileges that are unavailable to ordinary MicroVax users.

The file IOASIS]LOGIN.COM is automatically executed by the MicroVax whenever

the OASIS account is activated. The commands contained in this file
1) establish the new OASiS commands FIT, QJOB, SIEVE, KILL, LOOK,

PULL, and SEND,

2) set up default libraries for the MicroVax's C compiler and linker to simplify the

creation of C language programs that use the "mp" multi-precision integer

package, and

3) configure the user's process so that the user and a batch sieving job can

exchange information through a shared VlvÍS mailbox whenever a problem is to

be KILLed.

It should be noted that this environment is used both by interacrive users of OASiS and by
the batch jobs created by the QJOB command. Thus, any facility that is available to the

inæractive user can be utilized by a batch job, and vice versa
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The OASIS account has the authority to exercise ALL privileges provided by VMS.

Those that are actually required by its softwa¡e include:

1) SYSPRV and PHY_IO, to enable the SIEVE and SEND commands to

communicate with the Open Architecture Sieve over a standard terminal line,

2) DETACH, to permit the SIEVE command to invoke the user's filter program as

a separate process,

3) TMPMBX, to allow the SIEVE and KILL commands to communicaæ through a

temporary VMS mailbox, and

4) ALTPRI, to permit a batch job created by the QJOB command to alter its

priority level when it is executed.

At the present time, all but TMPMBX are unavailable to normal MicroVax users, and must

be explicitly granted when needed. The LOGIN.COM file establishes the privileges

required by interactive users of OASiS; for batch users, the command file created by QJOB

adds some additional privileges.

5.2 TIIN SIEVE COMMAND

The SIEVE command is responsible for the execution of a sieving problem, and is the

cornerstone upon which the remainder of OASiS' software has been designed. It accepts

the names of a problem file and a configuration file as its two command line arguments; if
no configuration file is specified, IOASIS.SOF|WARE]SIEVE.CON is used by default.

The command checks each file for errors; if it finds one, it writes a listing of the offending

file and its error to the standard error file, SYS$ERROR, and then terminates. Otherwise,

the command anempts to solve the sieving problem using the OAS, continuing until one of
the predefined termination conditions is reached, a fatal error occurs, or the user manually

terminates the problem. The SIEVE command normally appends the results of executing

the problem to the problem file, but it may also write to SYS$ERROR in response to

certain unusual error conditions.

By default, the SIEVE command adds the conventionat SfV or CON file extension to

the names of the problem file and configuration file, as appropriate; if either file uses a

different file extension, it must be included as part of the command argument.
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Host Sofnvare Implementation

lmplementation Overview

The SIEVE command is a C language program whose source code has been partitioned

into over 20 different modules. The modules are relatively independent, having been

designed using accepted software engineering techniques to minimize inter-module

coupling and maximize intra-module cohesion. Thus, despite its considerable length

(approximately 8500 lines of source code, including comments), the program is relatively

easy to understand and modify, and operates reliably. All of the source code for the

program is written in ANSI C using standard C language programming practices for
structure and layout, and is extensively documented.

Host
Computer

Virrual
Sieve

I Software I

i-l:':- !

;- rlã' -¡

¡ Interface r

lReal Sievel
r Interface r

User ts
Terminal

Figure 5-1. SIEVE Program Structure

The SIEVE progam consists of an event-driven monitor that interacts with fou¡ distinct

device controllers (see Figure 5-1). Each device controller is associated with a device

(either real or simulated) which it watches constantly; whenever a predefined stimulus

affects its device, the device controller adds an event to the monitor's event queue. The
monitor processes events from the queue by directing one or more of the device controllers
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to handle the stimulus; this may in turn generate further events. Since most devices can be

stimulated in several ways, the device controllers are usually capable of generating more

than one type of event.

The event-d¡iven approach used in the SIEVE progam was selected for a number of
reasons. It is conceptually easy to understand, making the operation of the program easy to

follow and predict. It also provides a natural means of partitioning the program into
modules according to function. Finally, the design makes it easy to modify the program to

carry out additional functions by adding new devices or new event rypes.

The following sections outline the operation and implementation of the monitor and its

four device controllers.

5.2.2 The Monitor

The monitor oversees the execution of a sieving problem from beginning to end. It
accepts the names of a sieving problem's problem and configuration files as arguments,

initializes the four device controllers, and then enters an event processing loop. Events are

taken from the event queue and processed in the order in which they are added, except for
"user abort" events, which have a higher priority. The monitor exits the event loop and

shuts down the four device controllers in an orderly fashion once it encounters an event

indicating that the sieving problem has reached a termination condition specified in the

problem file, has been terminated by the user, or an error has occurred. Finally, the

monitor decides whether to continue executing the problem or not. If the event loop was

terminated by a non-fatal error, the monitor resumes executing the problem from its last

checkpoint; otherwise, the program ends.

To simplify the design and operation of the SIEVE program, and to increase its

portability, a device controller is not permitted to intemrpt the operation of the monitor in

order to service its device whenever the device is stimulated. Instead, the monitor polls the

controllers at the start of each iteration of the event loop, giving eãch controller the chance

to check its device and generate any appropriate events. Initially, the monitor repeated such

polling if the event queue was empty, but this resulted in the host computer spending most

of its time checking devices that did not require any attention, and severely reduced the

MicroVax's ability to service its other users. To overcome this problem, the device

controllers now program their devices to signal the occurrence of an asynchronous stimulus
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using a VMS event flag. Whenever there are no events to be processed, the SIEVE

program hibernates until an event flag wakes it up; the monitor then polls the device

confrollers and processes any resulting events (or goes back to sleep if no events were

generated). Since the new arangement means that the SßVE program utilizes the host's

CPU only when it actually has something to do, and events occur relatively infrequently

during most sieving problems, the MicroVax's other users are now rarely affected when

OASiS executes a sieving problern

The monitor is programmed to operate in a well-defined and predictable fashion, even

though the events that it processes arrive in an unpredictable order, by acting as a

deterministic finite state machine. This means that the type of processing performed in

response to a given event is determined by the current state of the monitor and the type of
event being handled, of which there are only a finite number of combinations. Unlike the

case with a true finite state machine, the new state that the monitor enters after processing

an event is not always determined by the initial monitor state and event type alone, but may

be influenced by the results of the processing itself. This permits the number of states used

by the monitor to be greatly reduced, and allows its source code to be written and

understood more easily, by avoiding the introduction of states whose sole function is to

check the results of the processing. The five states currently used by the monitor are given

in Figure 5-2.

RESTART - sieving problem has not yet started/resumed execution

SIEVING - sieving problem is executing

DONE - problem has reached search limit or solution limit;

final checkpoint has been requested

KILLED - problem has been manually ærminated or run out of time;

final checkpoint has been requested

OVER - problem execution ended; monitor to exit after "cleaning up"

Figure 5-2. Monitor States

5.2.3 The Problem Scheduler

The problem scheduier controiler is the portion of the SIEVE program that is
responsible for scheduling of the execution of sieving problems; that is, passing problems
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to the monitor in the order in which they are to be solved and terminating the currently
executing problem at the user's request. However, in the current version of OASiS, the

SIEVE program is invoked to solve a single problem, so no scheduling is required or
implemented. As a result, the problem scheduler's role is limited to the generation of an

event whenever the user requests the termination of the sieving problem. (A brief outline
of how the scheduler could be extended to handle the full set of scheduling functions can be

found in $5.6, "Porting OASiS to Other Hosts".)

Upon initialization, the controller creates a temporary Vlvfs mailbox called SIEVE and

initiates an asynchronous read operation that sets a VMS event flag when a message is

placed into it. Each time the controller is polled, it examines the mailbox to see if a

message has a¡rived; if one has, it generates a TERMINATE event if the message is a

question mark ('?') or an ABORT event if the message is an exclamation ma¡k ('!'). Since

the generation of such an event eventually ends the execution of the problem, ttre scheduler

does not bother to initiate a second read and ignores any further termination messages

placed in the mailbox. When the controller is shut down, it deletes the mailbox it created.

5 .2.4 The Problem File Controller

The problem file device controller is responsible for translating the problem definition
contained in the problem fìle into an internal form that the SIEVE progam can understand,

and for adding the execution log messages generated during the execution of the problem to

the end of the problem file.

When the controller is initialized,it parses the specified problem file using a hard-coded

recursive descent parser that performs semantic as well as syntactic checks and returns the

problem in an internal form. If the f,rle contains an error, the parser automatically sends a

listing of the file and the error to SYS$ERROR and returns nothing; otherwise, rhe

controller opens the file for execution log messages and ensures that the problem has not
previously reached one of its predefined termination conditions. If initialization is

successful, the controller generates a LOAD-PROBLEM event that contains the problem

information; if it fails for any reason, the controller generates a PF_ERROR event. The file
remains open for log messages until the conuoller is shut down.

Unlike the other device controllers, the problem file device is never externally
stimulate{ thus, its controller is never polled by the monitor. lnstead, the monitor passes it
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information generated by the execution of the problem: solutions, checþoints, and error

and informatory messages, which the controller then appends to the problem file, along

with the time it was generated. The controller normally leaves the file open for writing

between messages, allowing other users to see (but not alter) the contents of the file;
however, after recording each checþoint, it quickly closes and reopens the file. This

closure forces the MicroVax to update its file system directory to reflect the new end-of-file

mark for the problem file, ensuring that all preceding oulput is preserved if the MicroVax
goes down unexpectedly. The controller performs extensive error checking when writing

to the file, and if it has trouble for any reason, it redirects all subsequent output to

SYS$OUTPUT and generates a PF_ERROR evenl

5.2.5 The Virtual Sieve

The virtual sieve confoller is the most complex of the four device controllers, and

solves a sieving problem by acting as a "virtual sieve" that contains an infinite number of
rings and can perform any form of filtering. Since no such device actually exists, the

conEoller utilizes the Open Architecture Sieve to solve as much of the problem as possible

and simulates the missing capabilities itself.

When the controller is initializeÅ,,itparses the specified configuration file and attempts

to establish a communication channel to the OAS. If an error occurs, a HARD_ERROR

event is generated, representing a fatal error condition. Once the channel is opened, it
remains open until the controller is shut down, thereby preventing other users (or other

invocations of the SIEVE command) from interfering with the sieving being done by the

curent problem.

After a successful initialization, the monitor passes a sieving problem to the virtual

sieve controller. The connoller first sets aside any congruences that the user has indicated

should not be loaded into the OAS, and also any congruences that contain only a single

acceptable residue class; it then loads as many of the remaining congruences as it can into

the OAS' rings-any remaining congn¡ences are also set aside. The rings are loaded so

that adjacent residue positions differ by the lowest cornmon multiple of the moduli of the

single residue congn¡ences; thus, the OAS' sieving rate is effectively increased by a factor

equal to the l.c.m. (see $1.2.2.1, "Optimizations"). The controller then instructs the OAS

to begin sieving, and initiates an asynchronous read operation which sets a VMS event flag

if the OAS rcquests anenrion from its hosr
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When the controller is polled by the monitor, it checks to see if the OAS has generated

the exclamation ma¡k character that indicates it has found a solution or the trial counter has

overflowed. If so, it checks the sieve's stafus and takes appropriate action in response. If
one or more solutions have been found, the controller reads the solution window and the

trial counter, determines the values of the solution candidates, and tests them against any

congruences that were not loaded into hardware and (if necessary) the user's filterprogram;
for each value that passes these tests, the controller generates a SOLUTION event If the

solution limit is reached, or if the trial counter reaching its maximum count indicates that the

end of the problem's search interval has been encountered, the controller generates a

PROBLEM-DONE event; otherwise, the OAS is instructed to continue sieving. Because

the virrual sieve controller often filters out all of the solution candidates found by the OAS,

it may require attention but generate no events.

Periodically, the monitor instructs the controller to take a checþoint, which always

generates a VERIFIED or one or more SOFI-ERROR events. The connoller then checks

all aspects of the OAS hardware, spending the majority of the process in verifying the

contents of the rings. Because the rings are most succeptible to errors, and the errors can

be difficult to reproduce during debugging, the controller supplements its SOFI_ERROR
event messages by sending a detailed failure report to SYS$ERROR whenever a ring
malfunctions, which states exactly what the controller expected to see and what it found.

The controller performs extensive error checking during all phases of its operation,

producing one or more SOFT-ERROR events if the OAS appears to have malfunctioned

and one or more FIARD-ERROR events if the user's filter program or the controller itself
appears to be in error. All of the events generated by the controller are passed on to the

problem file controller by the monitor for inclusion in the file's execution log.

This outline of the virtual sieve controller provides a framework for understanding its

place in the SIEVE program, but omits a number of important details. For this reason the

following sections have been included to elaborate on some of these issues.

5.2.5.1 LoanrNc rHE OAS RrNcs

One of the virtual sieve controller's most difficult tasks is to determine which of the

problem's congruences are to be sieved by the OAS and which are to be handled by the

conEoller itself. In order to utilize the OAS hardware to its maximum potential, the

controller tries to assign as many congruences as possible to the available rings, often
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combining two or more congruences and assigning them to the same ring. If two or more

alternatives involve the same number of congruences, the one which can be transmitted to

the sieve most quickly is considered best; for the OAS, this is the one in which the sum of
the moduli of the congruences being loaded into the rings is smallesl

The task of finding the optimal mapping of congruences to rings is simplified by noting

that if the congruences involved have moduli which a¡e relatively prime (which is almost

always the case), the best mapping always uses the congn¡ences with the n smallest

moduli. The proof is that any mappin g of n congruences that does not include the smallest

n moduli can be transformed into a mapping of n congruences that requires less time to

transmit by replacing the congruence with the largest modulus by any unused congruence

with a smaller modulus.

With this knowledge, the virtual sieve controller finds a mapping involving the

maximum number of congruences by ufing to fit all of the congruences into the rings, then

all but the largest, all but the two largest, and so on, until a mapping is found that does not

have any congruences left over. Unfortunately, the task of determining whether a set of
congruences with relatively prime moduli fits into a set of rings of a fixed capacity is

equivalent to the NP-complete problem of "multiprocessor scheduling" [GJ79], so the

optimal mapping is difficult to compute. Currently, the virtual sieve controller simply tries

three fast "bin packing" algorithms to see if any of them can fit the specified congruences

into the rings, and then uses the best result. The "First Fit Decreasing" (FFD) approach

processes the congruences in order of decreasing modulus and places each one in the first

ring that it will fit into. The "First Fit Increasing" (FFI) algorithm operates like the FFD

except that it processes the congruences in the opposite order. The "Best Fit Increasing"

(BFI) approach places each in the ring that results in the smallest combined modulus.

When a large number of congruences are involved the FFD approach tends to produce the

best mapping, since it never requires more than l22Vo of the optimal number of bins. For

small sets of congruences the BFI approach is usually best, since it produces a more even

distribution of congruences than FFD (which fills some rings almost to capacity and leaves

others empty), resulting in a smaller transmission time for the same set of congruences.

5.2.5.2 Frlrpnlxc SoLUTroNs

If a sieving problem specifies solution requirements beyond those imposed by its
congntences, the virtual sieve controller handles the filtering of solution candidates by
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passing each one to the user's filter program, which indicates whether or not the value is

acceptable. The filter prograrn runs as a separate process in parallel with rhe SIEVE
process, and the two processes cornmunicate by sending messages through a pafu of VMS
mailboxes.

When it loads a sieving problem, the controller invokes the filter program by creating a

detached process, named OASIS-FILTER. The new process is assigned a run-time
priority equal to that of the SIEVE program itself to ensure that it is neither srarved for CPU

time nor starves other processes. The controller also creates temporary mailboxes that the

filter program uses as its standard input, output, and error files. After creating the new

process, the controller ensures that everything is working correctly by testing the value 0;

the result is ignored unless an error is detected. Following this check, the controller tests

solution candidates only when they are generated by the OAS. The filter process and the

mailboxes continue to exist until they are deleted by the controller when it is shut down by

the monitor.

To test a solution candidate, the controller writes its value (as a character string) to the

mailbox TOFILTER and reads its response from the mailbox FROMFILTER. V/hen the

filter's response appears, the controller generates a SOLUTION event if the candidate was

accepted (0), discards it if it was rejected (l), or generates a IIARD_ERROR if the ñlter
program returned an error status (-1). Both the SIEVE process and the filter process

hibernate while they are waiting for input from the other process, so they consume no CPU

time unless they are actually performing useful work. To prevent the SIEVE process from
waiting forever should the filter process enter an infinite loop or crash, the controller uses

the value specified by the user to place a time limit on how long it will wait for a response

after transmitting a solution candidate; if the time limit expires, the controller resumes

processing and generates a HARD_ERROR.

5.2.5.3 lNrpnr'¿,crNc To rHE OAS

The virtual sieve controller communicates with the OAS using a number of routines that

collectively fonn the real sieve interface. The routines can be parritioned into three different

classes: high level routines that perform a sieve operation by generating a sequence of
SMvfON commands, mid-level routines that read and write integers and character strings,

and low level rouúnes that read and write single characters using the OAS communication

protocol. The implementation of both the high level and mid-level rourines is a fairly
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straighdorward decomposition into sequences of calls to lower level routines; the low level

routines ¿ìre more involved, and require calling VMS library routines to perform VO over a

MicroVax terminal line. The routines at all levels perform extensive error checking.

The most difficult part of the interface to implement is the set of low level routines

which handle input from the OAS. An ordinary read operation has a th¡ee second time limit
placed on it, after which the routine generates an effor condition; this allows the SIEVE

program to continue processing should the OAS malfunction and fail to respond as

expected during a command. The asynchronous read operation has no such time limit;
instead it programs the MicroVax to set an event flag when a character arrives, waking up

the SIEVE program if it is hibernating.

5.2.6 The Timer

The timer conÍoller manages the operation of a set of four programmable timers that

can be used by the monitor and the other device controllers. Each timer can be set to

generate a given event after a given time interval has elapsed. Currently, the monitor

utilizes a maximum of two timers: one is set at the start of problem execution, and

generates a TERMINATE event when the sieving problem has run for its allotted time

interval (if any limit has been specified); the other is set once a checkpoint has been raken,

and generates a BACKUP event when the next checþoint is supposed to occur.

When the conroller is initializtd,it deactivates all of the available timers. When a timer

is set, the monitor specifies the time limit to wait, the event to be generated, and a WfS
event flag; the controller then instructs the MicroVax to set the specifîed flag after the

specified interval has elapsed. Each time the controller is polled, it examines its set of
timers to determine which (if any) have run down, generates the corresponding event for

each, and deactivates its timer. \ilhen the controller is shut down, it does one last poll of
the timers, deactivates them, and cancels any outstanding timer requests.

5.3 BnrcH SrrvrNc PRoBLEMS

Sieving problems are normally run as batch jobs that a¡e executed in a serial fashion by

OASiS from a queue of problems awaiting execution. Although the QJOB command has

been written to handle the submission of a problem for execution, the majority of the barch

job facilities are provided by the MicroVax's operating sysrem.
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The SYS$OASIS Job Queue
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5.3.1

Sieving problems a¡e normally placed in the VMS job queue SYS$OASIS, which has

been created especially for this task. The queue executes its entries one at a time, and

places no time limit on how long each entry can run. The standard queue manipulation

commands provided by VMS can be applied to the queue to display and alter its entries, but

can only be issued from the OASIS account-all other users are denied access to the queue

by VMS.

5.3.2 The QJOB Command

The QJOB command submis a sieving problem for execution as a batch job, and is the

only OASiS command that is implemented as a VMS command procedure instead of a C

language progtam. It accepts four command line arguments: the problem file name, the

configuration file name, the name of the job queue the problem is submitted to, and the

priority level of the problem within the queue. If the problem file is omitted, QJOB
prompts the user for it; if any of the others is omitted, QJOB asks the user to accept a

default value or supply the missing value. The defaults used are the configuration file

[OASIS]SIEVE.CON, the job queue SYS$OASIS, and a queue priority of 50. The QJOB
command assumes the conventional SIV or CON file extension for the problem file and

configuration file names unless a different file extension is specified by the user.

The QJOB command creates a batch sieving job in three phases: it verifies the

command arguments, creates a command file that invokes the SIEVE command, and

submits the file to the appropriate queue. In the first phase, QJOB ensures that the problem

and configuration files exist and the priority level is an integer in the range I to 100;

unfortunately, it cannot verify that the specified job queue exists, but if the queue is invalid,

VMS generates an error message when the job is submitted. After argument verification,

QJOB creates the command file for the sieving problem, and places it in the same directory

as the problem file. It then submits the command file as a resta¡table batch job, and directs

the job's log file to the same directory as the problem ñle. The restart option ensures rhat

the problem automatically resumes execution when the MicroVax corrles up after being shut

down by the system manager or after a system crash.
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The Batch Job Command File

The command file created by QJOB only issues a few commands during the execution

of a baæh sieving problem. First, it lowers the priority level of the batch job from 4 to 3 to

ensure that the MicroVax's interactive users have higher priority than the sieve sofnva¡e. It
then instructs the MicroVax to continue executing the command file if enors occur, so that

the entire command file is always executed. Next, it displays the current time, allowing the

user to tell when the batch job began and calculate how long the problem has been running

by inspecting the job's LOG file during execution. The command file then issues the

SIEVE command, which actually solves the sieving problem. Once the SIEVE command

completes, the final commands in the command file mail a termination message to the

OASIS account, indicating that the batch job has ended.

5.4 ADDITIONAL OASIS COTT,TMANDS

The remaining commands provided by OASiS are relatively simple programs which

perform single functions in a straighforward rnanner. Each program is written in ANSI C
following standard C language programming practices for stmcture and layout. This

section outlines the internal operation of the KILL, FTT, LOOK, and PULL commands; the

SEND facility used to test the OAS hardwa¡e is described in Appendix D, "SEND Guide".

5.4. L The KILL Command

The KILL command uses the standard input and output files, SYS$INPUT and

SYS$OUTPUT, to prompt the user as to whether the currently executing sieve problem

should be aborted or terminated and to obtain a response. If an abort is indicated, the

program writes an exclamation mark ('!') to the VMS mailbox SIEVE, otherwise a

question mark ('?') is written. Although the command does check that the mailbox write

operation is successful, it does not wait for the character to be read by the active problem

before finishing.

5.4.2 The FIT Command

The FIT command examines the specified problenn and produces a report on hov¡ the

problem is to be handled by OASiS when executed. The two command line arguments
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used by FIT are the names of the problem file and configuration file, respectively; if no

second argument is supplied, the configuration file [OASIS.SOF|WARE]SIEVE.CON is

used. The problem file is checked for syntax and semantic errors; if an error is found, an

annotated listing of the file is written to the standard error file, SYS$ERROR, and the

command terminates. If the problem file is acceptable, FIT determines if the problem has

been previously executed and, if so, whether it reached any of its user defined termination

conditions; it then issues a message to the standard output file, SYS$OUTPUT, stating

whether the problem is executable. Next, the configuration fîle is checked for errors, with

the same sort of error handling as with the problem file if one is discovered. Finally, FIT
generates a report on how the SIEVE command would process the problem, including a
listing of how the congruences would be loaded into the OAS' rings and the amounr of
search optimization to be performed, along with some other figures that may be of interest

to the user. This report is also directed to SYS$OUTPUT.

By default, the FIT command adds the conventional SIV or CON file extension ro rhe

names of the problem frle and configuration file, as appropriate; if either file uses a different

file extension, it must be included as part of the command argument. Unlike the LOOK

and PULL commands, FIT cannot process the problem file for an active sieving problem;

this is done to prevent the command's parse phase from failing if it encounters an execution

log nressage that has only been pa¡tially written by the SIEVE program.

5.4.3 The LOOK Command

The LOOK command copies the specified input file to the standard ourput file,
SYS$OUTPUT, starting at a specified line. The two command line arguments used by

LOOK are the name of the input file and the cha¡acten making up the start of the specified

line; if no second argument is supplied, the null string is used. The command searches the

input file for a line that starts the same way as the argument string. The comparison is done

on a character by character basis, without distinguishing between upper and lower case

letters. A line is considered to match if all cha¡acters of the argument string match the

corresponding characters of the input line. Once a matching line is found, it and all
subsequent input lines are copied to the output file; when the command is done, the number

of lines copied is written to the output file. The zero characters of a null argument string

always match the first line of any input file, causing the entire file to be wrinen as output.
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By default, the LOOK command adds the SIV file extension to the name of its input file
command argument; if the file uses a different file extension, it must be included as part of
the file name command argument. The way in which the LOOK command opens its input
file allows it to process the problem file and the log file for an active sieving problem.

5.4.4 The PULL Command

The PULL command copies solutions from the specified problem file to an oulput file.
The name of each file is supplied as a command line a.rgument; if no second argument is

supplied, the command's ouçut is directed to the standard ourput file, SYS$OUTPUT.
The command reads the lines of the problem file from beginning to end. Each time a

solution message is found in the execution log, it is wrinen to a temporary work file; once a

checþoint message is read, all solutions in the temporary file are appended to the output
file. When the command has finished processing the problem file, the number of solutions

copied is written to SYS$OUTPUT.

Unlike the SIEVE and FIT commands, PULL does not parse the problem file-it
merely inspects each line of the file to see if it has the correct form for a solution or
checþoint message. Consequently, the PULL command functions correctly only if each

line of the execution log contains a single message. If the user alters the format of the

problem file's log messages to deviate from this requirement, it may cause PULL to miss a

solution or checþoint. If the omission is significant, PULL will usually detect the

situation when it recognizes a later solution or checþoint and will issue an error message

to SYS$OUTPUT in response; however, if the final checkpoint message in the problem file
is missed, this recognition will not occur and valid solutions may be omined from the

output file. To avoid this sort of difficulty, it is recommended that the user not edir rhe

problem file in any way once it has been execured by OASiS.

By default, the PULL command adds the conventionat SIV file extension to the name

of the problem file; if the file uses a different file extension, it must be included as part of
the problem file command argument. The manner in which the PULL command opens its
input file allows it to process the problem file for an active sieving problern
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5.5 INSTaIIING THE OASIS SonrwanB

All programs written for OASiS, with the exception of the LOGIN.COM and

QJOB.COM frles lying in the main [OASIS] directory, a¡e located in suMirectories of the

directory [OASIS.SOFTWARE]. Each suMirectory contains the source code for an

OASiS command mainline or a module that is used in one or more commands. The

SOFTWARE directory also contains a library of include files associated with these

modules, a library for the object code of the modules, a "make" facility for rebuilding the

OASiS softwa¡e after modifications, and the default conf,rguration file used by OASiS. The

various files in the directory are listed in Figure 5-3.

Installing the OASiS software under VMS is a simple matter of copying the

subdirectories and files of IOASIS.SOFTWARE] onto the host, along with the

IOASISILOGIN.COM and IOASIS]QJOB.COM files. Typing

$ make ldcbugflel
recompiles and relinks whatever portions of the OASiS softwa¡e are missing or have been

updated since the last time the software was rebuilt. The user can specify a debugflg value

of DEBUG or NODEBUG. The former option builds the system to inco¡porate the

MicroVax's interactive debugger. If the previous "make" did not use this opúon, all of the

OASiS modules are recompiled and relinked. Similarly, the latter option builds the system

without the debugger, rebuilding everything if the debugger was previously included. If
debugflg is omitted, the system is built using whatever option was last used; the file in the

SOFTWARE directory with the FLG extension allows the makefile to determine which

option the preceding "make" used; it is updated by "make" after each run. None of this

"making" is required to update or debug the QJOB command, since it is an interpreted DCL

program rather than a compiled C language progam.

5.6 PORTING OASIS TO OTHER HOSTS

In an ideal world, software written on one computer would run on others with little or
no modification. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case for nontrivial programs. So, even

though the OASiS software has been designed with an eye towards portabiliry, it will
almost certainly require significant changes if it is installed on another host computer. In

some instances, it may not be possible to implement all of the features currently provided
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BIT.DIR
BOOLEAN.DIR
CHECKER.DIR
CONG.DIR
EVENT-FLG.DIR
EVENT_Q.DIR
FILTER.DIR
INT.DIR
KILLER.DIR
LOOKER.DIR
MDGR.DIR
MONTTOR.DIR

MP.DIR
PARSER.DIR

PROB_FILE.DIR
PROBLEM.DIR
PULLER.DIR
REAL-SIEVE.DIR
RING.DIR
SCFIEDULER.DIR

SCRIPT.DIR
TERMINAL_IO.DIR

TIMER.DIR
VIRT_SIEVE.DIR

T{FILES.TLB
SIEVE.OLB

lMAKEFILE.

[NO]DEBUG.FLG

SIEVE.CON

Figure 5-3. Contents

Variable-length bit string type package

Boolean type definition
FIT command mainline
Congruence type package

VAX/VMS event flag definitions
Event queue type package

Routines for interfacing with filter program
General pu{pose integer routines
KILL command mainline
LOOK command mainline
Routines for mapping congruences into rings
Routines implementing OASiS monitor
device (SIEVE command mainline)
Multi-precision integer package

Routines for parsing problem file and
configuration file
Routines implementing problem file device
Sieving problem type package

PULLcommand mainline
Routines handling interface to OAS
Ring type package

Routines implementing problem scheduler
device

SEND command mainline and sample scripts
Routines for communicating over MicroVax
terminal line
Routines implementing timer device
Routines implementing virtual sieve device

Source code libnary for include files
Object code library for non-mainline modules

OASiS sofnpare makefile

Flag file used during "make"

Default OAS configuration file

of IOASIS.SOFTWARE] directory

The only part of the OASiS software that is absolutely necessary is the SIEVE

command; all of the other commands are merely conveniences that make the user's life
easier. The basic requirements of the SIEVE program require it to read and write text files

and communicate through a serial port, so it should be possible to make the program run on
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any general purpose computer system that provides an ANSI C compiler. The major areas

likely to need modification are those that utilize the host's file system or other machine

specific features, including the problem file device controller, the timer device controller,

the interface to the serial port, and the filter program interface. In most instances, this

would involve replacing an existing call to a host system routine with an equivalent call to

the new host's system software. The most difficult part of the program to modify would

be the filter program interface, since some smaller computers do not allow programs to

create a subprocess and communicate with it. In this case, the user's filter routine would

be implemented as a subroutine and linked into the SIEVE program itself. If dynamic

linking cannot be done by the program during execution, it would be necessary to build
(and keep track of¡ a number of nearly identical versions of the SIEVE program.---one for
every filter ¡outine used.

Once a working version of the SIEVE command was in place, it would be up to the

user to decide which of the remaining OASiS capabilities to provide, and what form each

should take. This decision is largely dictated by the nature of the new host system. In a
multi-user system, such as UND(, most of the capabilities could be implemented in much

the same way as they are currently provided. On the other hard, a single user system like

Apple's Macintosh would not easily support a second, independent process running on the

computer at the same time as the SIEVE program. Thus, the current means of scheduling

problems for execution, inspecting their results during execution, and manually terminating

execution would have to be replaced. One alternative would be to have the SIEVE program

provide these capabilities itself by altering the behavior of existing device controllers, or

adding ne,w ones, to handle new types of events. For example, the problem scheduler

device controller could be modified to maintain a queue of sieving problems, which it
would pass to the program monitor as requested. A new "user console" device controller

could be set up to accept commands typed by the user, which would be passed on to the

appropriate device controller for processing. Such commands could allow the user to alter

the queue of problems to be run (which would be handled by a modified problem

scheduler), terminate the execution of the current problem or the SIEYE program itself
(which is already handled by the monitor based on request from the problem scheduler),

and inspect the problem file for the current problem (which would be handled by a
modified problem file controller). Such changes would still leave the SIEVE program's

modular design relatively intact, allowing additional capabilities to be incorporared into the

program in the future with the same relative ease.
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I open with a clock striking,
to beget an avfiil atfentíon ín the audience

Richa¡d Brinsley Sheridan, ii

The Open Architecture Sieve is essentially a special purpose microcomputer whose

hardware and programming are dedicated to high speed sieving. This chapter describes the

low level details of its design, constuction, and operation. A complete description of the

OAS hardware can be found in Appendix A ("OAS Schematics") and Appendix B ("OAS

PAL Descriptions').

Most of the components used in the OAS a¡e available from a variety of manufacturers.

For this reason, the chips mentioned below are usually designated by function, with a

generic part numkr following in parentheses; when an uncommon chip is referenced, the

manufacturer's name is also included. In the case of common electrical parts (such as

resistors and capacitors), the part is designated by function alone. All of the major signals

used in the OAS have names, which appear in upper case letters. Control signals are

suffixed with (L) or (H) to indicate whether the signal is asserted by a LOW (0V or GND)

or HIGH (+5V) logic level, respectively.

6.1 HaRnwaRE OVERvIEIT

At first, the apparent complexity of the Open Architecture Sieve can be quite intimidat-

ing. In fact, the design is largely based on a few basic principles, and its components

organized in a simple and regular fashion. This section outlines the overall construction of
the OAS and the sieve units within it.

6.1.1 OAS Construction

The OAS is composed of custom two layer printed circuit boards stacked horizontally

in a rack-mount card cage (see Figure 6-1). The venical orientation of the boards allows
convection to provide sufficient airflow to cool the sieve components without the aid of
fans. The sieve is powered by a 354 po\ryer supply providing +5V and ground levels.
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2
tl_f

1 SieJe Unit

\
Ca¡d

Bacþlane
(Bus Lines)

Cage
Ring Board

Control Board

Figure 6-1. Open Architecture Sieve Construction

The OAS uses three different types of circuit boards: control boards, ring boards, and

a bacþlan¿. Control boards and ring boards can be inserted in any of the cage's l3 odd-

numbered slots, while the bacþlane is permanently mounted at the back of the cage. The

bacþlane does not provide connections to its 13 even-numbered slots to prevent boa¡ds

from being too close to one another and overheating. The card cage can be configured with
one or more sieve uníts, each consisting of a single control board and the ring boards in
adjacent higher numbered slots up to the next active control boa¡d or empty slot. As each

ring board contains four rings, a sieve unit can use up to eight ring boards before its limit
of 32 rings is reached. Each sieve unit in the cage communicates with its host over a

separate serial communication line auached to its control board.

A sieve unit's control board communicates with its ring boards over the bus lines in the

bacþlane using an architecture that allows the OAS hardware to be configured in a variety

of ways. This lets the sieve user alter the number of sieve units and the distribution of
rings between them to match the available boa¡ds to a specific sieving problem in the best

possible way. Reconfiguration can also be done by having the host put a conrol board into
sleeping mode; the board then logically disconnects itself from ttre bacþlane and its rings

become part of the adjacent sieve unit. Any number of sieve units can be merged in rhis

fashion, as long as the resulting sieve unit contains no more than 32 rings. While merging

sieve units is easier on the hardware (and the user) than physically moving boards, it is less

general; consequently, board swapping may be required to achieve a certain configuration.
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To allow a sieve unit's confol board to distinguish between its va¡ious ring boards, the

user must assign identification numbers to the rings using a three position DIP switch
located at the bonom of each ring board- The switches represent the most significant bits of
the rings' ID numbers, with a closed switch representing a 0. Thus, closing all switches

indicates that the board contains rings 0 through 3, while opening all switches specifies

rings 28 through 31. Only one board in a sieve unit should be given a particular switch
setting. Using duplicate settings does not damage the boards, but if multiple rings have the

same number only the ring closest to the control board can be accessed by the host. Since

the other ring(s) sharing that number cannot be initialized, the results obtained from sieving

in such a situation will be unpredictable and almost certainly incorrecL

Currently, the OAS consists of a single control boa¡d and four ring boards, providing a

single sieve unit with 16 rings. Ths sieve communicates with its host MicroVax II mini-
computer over a 9600 baud terminal line. A second connol board has been built and tested,

but is of little use until enough ring boards have been constructed to complete a second

sieve unit.

Building the OAS using two layer circuit boards rather than four layer boards with
dedicated power and ground planes helped to minimize the costs of constructing the sieve,

but also made it much more difficult to get the sieve to function properly. It was originally
thought that a power and ground grid on opposite sides of each two layer board would

provide enough current carrying capacity to run the sieve's many components, but these

projections were not borne out in practice, resulting in severe problems with the operation

of the ring boards. When the counter chips for certain rings were clocked, they drew more

power than the traces running to them could handle, briefly lowering the voltage seen by

the counters below their minimum acceptable limit by raising the ground level. As a result,

these counters entered an unstable operating state and the rings in which they lay became

desynchronized from the rest of the sieve. The problem was eventually solved by

increasing the ring boards' capacity to sink power through a few additional ground wires,

but many frustrating weeks were spent examining and modifying the OAS hardwa¡e before

the problem of "ground bounce" was discovered and corrected.

6.1.2 Sieve Unit Design

A sieve unit is essentially a microcomputer that is specially designed for sieving. It
contains a microprocessor, a small amount of memory, and a serial VO port, but, unlike a
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general-purpose microcomputer, it has no disk drives, parallel printer port, keyboald, or
video output. Instead, it contains specialized sieving hardware, such as programmable size

rings, a fial counter, and a solution window.

Figure 6-2 shows a simplified outline of a sieve unit's architecture, including its main

components and the major signal gloups they share. The core of the sieve unit is an I bit
microprocesSor unit (MPU). The MPU carries out the commands transmitted to the sieve

unit by its host by conrolling the operation of all the other sieve components, eirher directly

or indirectly. The instructions directing the MPU reside in 2K bytes of ROM and make up

the sieve's pefmanent control program, or firmware. The microprocessor begins executing

its firmware automatically as soon as power is applied to the sieve and continues to execute

it for as long as the machine remains powered up. The microprocessor also has access to

128 bytes of RAM which is used as temporary storage by the firmware. The MPU, ROM,

and RAM a¡e actually parts of a single chip called a microcomputer unit (MCU).

The MPU reads from and writes to the sieve unit's other components using a

conventional bus-oriented approach. The MCU's internal 16 bit add¡ess bus and I bit data

bus are used to access the RAM and ROM, while an external 8 bit add¡ess bus and 8 bit
data bus access all other components. The latter devices are partitioned into two sep¿¡rate

address spaces: a 16 byte space which holds all non-ring components, and a 256 byte
address space for the rings. The ring area is further divided into 8 byte segmenrs, each

corresponding to one of the 32 nng numbers. Figure 6-3 shows the layout of the two
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external address spaces. Not all of the addresses available are used by sieve components;

this provides room for new devices should the oAS be upgraded in the future.

Control Board
Address Space

Ring Board
Add¡ess Space

0

2

4

6

8

l0

t2

t4

Clock Connol

Solution Mask

Solution Window

Unused

0

2

4

8

Unused

SAR

RAM

CAR

Unused

SAR

RAM

CAR

Ring 0

248

Trial Counær ZS0

252

254

Ring 3l

Figure 6-3. Sieve Component Address Spaces

The other major bus used in a sieve unit is a 16 bit solutíon å¡¿s. This bus logically
ANDs corresponding residues from all rings in the sieve unit, along with the solution mask

register bit pattern, producing a "1" on each bus channel that contains a solution. The bus

contents can be read by the MPU via the solution window.

All of the major sieve components are tied to a common sieve clock, which supplies the

stream of high speed clock pulses that regulate sieving. The variable speed clock can be

turned on and off by the MPU at will, and is also blocked during sieving rhe instanr a

solution occurs or the trial counter overflows. This rapid response allows a sieve unit to
sieve at high speed without having to utilize an elaborate pipelined architecture. In addition

to its sieving duties, the sieve clock also supplies the clock pulses needed to load the sieve

components during idle mode. Not surprisingly, the clock circuit is the most complicared

part of the sieve unit design.

The actual arrangement of a sieve unit's hardware is much more complex than Figure

6-2 would indicate, involving many low level details that have been omitted from the

diagram for the purpose of clarity. These include the internal design of each sieve

component, the serial interface to the host, and the multitude of control signals that govern
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the operation of every part of the sieve. Nor can the diagram depict the sequence of events

that takes place during its operation. The following seuions provide this missing
information, and describe the design and operation of the OAS control board, ring board,

and bacþlane, and also that of the sieve unit f,rmware.

6.2 THE CO}TTNOL BOARD

An OAS control board contains all sieve unit components except the rings. This
includes the microcomputer that controls the sieve, the high speed clock used for sieving,

the solution detection circuitry, the trial counter, and the host interface.

6.2.1 The Sieve Microcomputer

The control centre for the sieve is a Motorola MC68701 single-chip microcomputer.

Containing an MPU, 2K bytes of EPROM, 128 bytes of RAM, and four communicarion
ports within a 40 pin DIP, the MC68701 implements all of the sieve's non-sieving

functions in a single, compact package. A complete description of the chip and its

capabilities, including many funtions that are not utilized in the OAS sieve unit design, can

be found in [Mot84].

The MC68701is automatically initialized whenever power is applied to the OAS. The

chip's RESET /ep Pin is held I-OW by a lpF capacitor and remains LOW unril rhe

capacitor is fully charged; a 1000 pull-up resistor then forces the pin HIGH to complete the

initialization sequence. Although a sieve unit resets itself properly after a complete power

failure, it does not handle a power "glitch" as gracefully. If power fails for less than a few
seconds, the capacitor does not have time to fully discharge and the RESET (L) signal is

not asserted long enough for the microcomputer to complete its initialization sequence,

causing the microcomputer to "hang". A manual initialization switch has been added to the

control boa¡d to allow the sieve to be reset easily in such an instance.

The microcomputer is brought up in "single chip mode" (mode 7) by three 10KQ pull-
up resistors tied to its mode sense inputs. In this mode, the 8 bit microprocessor begins

executing the instructions contained in its 2K on-chip EPROM and continues to execuæ this

code until it is powered off. The microcomputer is clocked by a 4.91521vIÍ12 crystal,
giving it a cycle time of approximately 0.8ps. Each instruction takes from two to twelve
clock cycles to execute, with the majoriry requiring no more than four. The MPU uses the
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MC68701's communication ports to communicate with the other sieve components and the
sieve unit's host by manipulating internal registers under the di¡ection of the firmwa¡e.

6.2.2 Host Interface

The sieve unit talks with its host using a standard RS-232C serial communication line
connected to the MC68701's built-in serial interface on Port 2. The data format used

contains eight bits of data, with one start bit, one stop bit, and no parity. The baud rate

used by the interface is derived from the same crystal that drives the MC68701's MpU,
which allows the sieve to provide one of four popular rates: 300, 1200, 9600, or 76 800

baud. At the present time, the firmware selects the 9600 baud rate.

A special signal converter chip (Max232) handles the conversion between the RS-232C

signal levels used by the serial line and the TTL levels required by the microcompurer's

serial interface pins. The capacitors surrounding the Max232 are specially chosen to
perform this conversion with only +5V and GND level inputs available; as a result, the

sieve does not require the +12V po\#er levels normally required during RS-232C
communications.

6.2.3 Controlling Sieve Components

The operation of the sieve unit hardware is directed by eight prímary control signals
issuing from the MC6870l's Port I and Port 2. By changing the levels on each of these

lines, the chip's firmware can read and write the various sieve components and control the
progless of sieving. Since the microcomputer ports can only drive a single TTL load, an

eight bit buffer (74F541) is used to increase the fan-out capability of these signals.

Many sieve unit parts do not use ttre primary control signals directly. Instead, they take

in secondary control sígnals formed from one or more of the primary control signals. Most

secondary control signals used by contol board components are generated by a pair of
2OLl0 programmable array logic (PAL) chips, which can produce both active LOW and

active HIGH signals (the laner by applying De Morgan's Law). A few active HIGH
signals that cannot be generated by the PALs directly are generated as active LOW signals

and then inverted by a separaæ chip (74Ls04) to achieve the correcr polarity.
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The sieve's mode is specified by a pair of primary control signals (see Table 6.1). The

AWAKE (L) line is asserted if the sieve is not in sleeping mode, while VOMODE (L) is
asserted to indicate idle mode. The sieve's firmware puts it into idle mode upon reset.

Table 6.1
Mode Specification

AV/AKE (L) voMoDE (L Mode Selected

LUW
r,ow
HIGH

IJUW
HIGH

lcue mode
Problem mode
Sleepins mode

6.2.3.2 RpanrNc ÀND WRrrrNc Coprpoxpxrs

The micrcomputer reads and writes sieve components using a memory-mapped VO
approach. By placing appropriate values on the sieve's address bus and control lines, the

microcomputer transfers data to and from the components over the data bus.

The 8 bit data bus is connected to the MC68701's Port 3, and is amplified using a
transceiver (74F545) to improve fan-out. Transferring data from a sieve component to the

microcomputer is termed a read, while a Eansfer from the microcomputer to a component is

known as a write. The direction of a transfer is given by the primary control signal R/W-

("Read/TVrite"); a HIGH level indicates a read. All data transfers are done one byte at a

time, so multiple VO operations may be required to access a particular sieve component.

Although the sieve hardware ignores the data bus except when an VO operation is actually

in progress, the bus and R/V/- are always configured for reading once the operation has

completed.

The 8 bit address bus is connected to the MC6870l's Port 4, andis always configured

for ouþut; the bus is amplified using a buffer (74F541) to improve fan-out. Whenever an

VO operation is to be done, the microcomputer specifies the address space by asserting the

primary control signal RBA (L) ("Ring Board Access") or CBA (L) ("Control Board

Access"); when neither line is asserted, the sieve hardware ignores the address bus value.

Only the low four bits of the address are decoded for a control board device. Ring board

addresses are fully decoded, with the five most significant bits of the address specifying the

number of the ring being accessed and the three low order bits specifying the ring part. For
all multi-byte components, the lowest numbered byte contains the most signifîcant bits.
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Read and write operations are entirely conrolled by the microcomputer's firmware and

do not make use of the MC68701's ability to access off-chip devices under hardware

control. While the latter method would allow components to be read and written in one or
two firmware instructions, rather than the sequences of 10 to 25 instructions currently
used, the greater freedom that comes with firmware control (as well as the greater ease in
correcting design mistakes) was considered more important than speed. Components are

normally accessed only at the request of the host, so the limiting factor in performing VO is
the data transmission rate between the sieve and the host rather than the firmware's VO
routines. If necessary, the routines can be optimized to increase their speed.

The firmware uses the following sequence of steps to perform areadoperation.

1) Put address ofcomponent on address bus.

2) Assert RBA (I-) or CBA (L), as appropriate, ro select address space.

(This instructs the component being read to put iß dara on the data bus.)

3) Read data from data bus.

4) Deassert RBA (L) or CBA (L).

Writing to a component is a bit more complex, since some of them require a clock pulse

to load a new value. To generate this pulse, the firmware asserts the primary control signal

VOCLOCK (L) during each write operation. Thus, a write operation is done as follows.

1) Put add¡ess of component on address bus.

2) Put data on data bus and configure bus for oulput.

3) Set R/W- to LOW to indicate a write operation.

4) Assert RBA (L) or CBA (L), as appropriate, to select add¡ess space.

5) Assert VOCLOCK (L).

(This forces the sieve's CLOCK line HIGH, loading chips that are clocked.)

6) Deassert VOCLOCK (L).

7) Deassen RBA (L) or CBA (I-).

(Components which are not clocked latch the data bus when deselected.)

8) Set ÙW back to HIGH.

9) Configure data bus for input.

Since all sieve components that use the sieve's clock are tied to a single source, each

component sees every clock pulse that the sieve generates. The secondary control signals

for these devices are carefully designed to ensure that at most one device responds to the

clock pulse generated during a write operation.
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Although the firmware is capable of reading and writing a secrion of a multi-byte
component, it only provides the host with commands to read or write the entire component.

It also ensures that VO operations are only attempted while the sieve is in idle mode, since

the components cannot respond in any other mode.

6.2.4 Sieve Clocking

The sieve unit clock circuit supplies the clock pulses needed by sieve components in
both idle and problem modes. Each clock cycle begins with the rising edge of the clock
signal and continues up to (but not including) the next rising edge. The OAS design allows

the clock cycle to be as short as 60 nanoseconds, with a minimum HIGH time of 23.5 ns

and a minimum LOW time of 37 ns. The sieve currently runs using a 75 ns clock cycle, of
which the first third is spenr HIGH.

6.2.4.1 Clocx PuLsps rN PRoBLEM MoDE

The high speed clock pulses used for sieving originate at the Q output of a J-K flipflop
(74FI12). Each clock cycle begins with the flip-flop's "reset" pin asserted, so the clock
signal is LOW. A clock pulse generator then deasserts the pin and clocks the flip-flop. If
STOPCLOCK (L) is deasserted (ie. the J input is HIGH), the flip-flop is set and the rising
edge of the clock pulse is generated; when the clock generator later reasserts the "reset" pin

the falling edge is formed (see Figure 6-a (a)). If STOPCLOCK (L) is asserted when the

flip-flop is clocked, the device remains reset and no clock pulse occurs (Figure 6-4 (b)).

Thus, the flip-flop generates pulses whose frequency and duty cycle is controlled by the

clock generator for as long as STOPCLOCK (L) remains deasserted.

The STOPCLOCK (L) signal is asserted whenever a solution is generated by the

sieve's rings or the trial counter reaches its maximum count. The sieve uses an 8 input OR
gate (74F30) to combine four GOTSOLNn (L) signals from the solution bus and a single

PROBDONE (L) signal from the trial counter and then inverts the result using a 2 input
NAND gate (74F00) to achieve the correct polarity. This 2 level circuit, along with the

circuits that generate the GOTSOLNz (L) and PROBDONE (L) signals, operare so

quickly that once a stopping condition occurs, STOPCLOCK (I-) is asserted before the

flip-flop can generate its next clock pulse. On the other hand, the assertion of
STOPCLOCK (L) never terminates the current clock pulse prematurely; once the signal's
level is samFled at the start of a clock cycle, it is ignored until the flipflop is clocked ar the
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start of the next cycle. This design also prevents ¿ìny "spikes" on rhe STOPCLOCK (L)
line prior to its stabilization from affecting the ourput of the clock.

RESET (L)

cl,ocK (L)

(a) O)

Figure 6-4. Sieve Clock Generation

6.2.4.2 THE CLocK PULSE Gprqnn¡,ron

The source of the high speed clock pulses that control the clock circuit's flip-flop is an

Advanced Micro Devices clock generator (Am2925). Driven by a 40 MHz oscillaror, the

chip produces four slower clock signals whose frequency depends on the division factor

specified by the three least significant bits of the sieve's clock control register. This factor

can be any integer from 3 to 10, providing clock speeds that range from 13.3 MHz down to

4MfIz. Other frequency sets can be obtained by replacing the oscillator, which is socketed

for easy removal. The clock circuit's flip-flop uses C3 as its reset input and C4 as its clock
input, so that the clock signal used for sieving is HIGH for roughly the same amount of
time as C}-from one thkd to one hatf of a clock cycle. A complete description of the

Am2925 can be found in [Adv85].

The microcomputer starts and stops the 4m2925's clock pulses using one of two
primary control signals: RUNCLOCK (L) causes the chip to generate a srream of pulses,

while STEPCLOCK (L) always generates a single pulse. The sieve's firmware ensures

that only one of these signals is asserted at a time and only in problem mode. The Am2925

always completes its current cycle when it is halted, so the firmware can deassert these

signals asynchronously without the danger of generating a "runt" pulse. The sieve's clock
control register is implemented by an 8 bit larch with read-back capability (7aLS793) and
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can be read or written by the microcomputer. The register's most significant bit is tied to
the Am2925's reset pin, which allows the firmwa¡e to initialize the clock circuit during its
reset sequence; the other bits ofthe register are unused

The 4m2925 was originally to have been driven by an oscillator in the 48 to 50 MHz
range, providing the OAS with a clock cycle of between 60 and 62.5 nanoseconds during
sieving. Although a prototype clock circuit was operated for several months to demonstrate

that the chip would run at that speed with a full load of rings, it did nor produce a stable

signal when later installed on an OAS control board. This unexpected difference is likely
due to the fact that the protot)?e placed the Am2925 under a staric load whereas the real
rings provide a dynamic load that is much more difficult for the chip to handle at very high
speeds. Evidence for this hypothesis was gained by running the sieve using different
numbers of ring boards; the maximum speed at which the clock signal was stable turned
out to be inversely proportional to the number of boards used.

6.2.4.3 CIocx PULSES IN IDLE Monr

The same clock circuit that produces the high speed clock pulses used in sieving also
produces a clock pulse each time the microcomputer writes to a sieve component. The
primary control signal VOCLOCK (L) is tied to the "ser" inpur of the clock circuit's flip-
flop. Thus, when the microcompurer asserts VocLoCK (L), the flip-flop's e ouçut is
forced HIGH; when the signal is deasserted, the flip-flop ourpur is pulled LOW by the

ongoing assertion of its "reset" pin by the clock generator. Any cycle length longer than a

few microseconds can be generated by having the firmware assert VOCLOCK (L) for that
interval. Currently, it generates the shortest pulses it can-about 4 ps. Unlike the case

with pulses in problem mode, STOPCLOCK (L) has no effect during idle mode. This is
an important consideration since the firmware must perform a write operation to remove the

conditions that cause STOPCLOCK (L) to be asserted.

6.2.4.4 Crocx Srcnar DrsrRrBUTroN

The sieve components that use the clock signal need to receive it with a minimum of
delay to ensure that STOPCLOCK (L) is valid by the end of the currenr clock cycle. Slight
differences in the times a clock pulse arrives at the various sieve components ("skewing")
a¡e tolerable as long as all chips within a given component receive the pulse simultaneous-
ly. To reduce propogation delays and skewing problems, the clock signal is fed through a
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single level of amplification rather than a multi-level amplifier tree. A pair of high speed

buffer/d¡iven (74F367) are used to amplify the flip-flop's clock signal ourput and divide it
into five parallel channels: one channel clocks the trial counter, while the other four are fed
to the rings. The four ring channels are each capable of driving up to 8 rings. It was

originally intended that only a single driver be used, but it provided insufficient internal
grounding capability to generate a strong signal; the second chip is mounted directly on top

of it to make up the deficiency.

6.2.5 Solution Detection

The OAS solution detection circuitry is outlined in Figure 6-5. Each ring feeds 16

residues into the 16 separate channels of the solution bus, where they are logically ANDed
within the bus itself. Each channel is tied to a 110Q resistor which pulls the line HIGH
unless a "0" residue from one or more rings pulls it LOW. The rings produce their
residues using open-collector outputs, which can be tied together by the bus without
causing elecnical problems. The resistor value chosen provides the correct amount of pull-
up for a solution line connected to up to 16 rings. This design has two desirable fearures:

not only is it almost instantaneous, but it works with any number of rings. Thus, ring
boards can be added or removed from the circuit without requiring changes to the solution
detection hardware.

ring 1 ring 0
residues residues

pull-up
resistor

channel 1

channel 2

channel 3

channel 16

solution
present
on any
channel

Figure 6-5. Solution Detection Circuit Outline
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To permit solutions to halt the sieve clock, the 16 solution bus channels are logically
ORed to produce a signal which is HIGH f any of them indicate a solution. The 16 bit OR

depicted in Figure 6-5 is actually obtained by feeding the channels into a set of four 5 input

NOR gates (74F260), producing four GOTSOLNz (L) signals, which in turn assert

STOPCLOCK (L). The fow are also combined by a PAL to generate a SOLUTION (H)

signal which is fed into one of the MC68701's Port 1 inputs; this allows the firmwa¡e to
tell if a solution is present on the solution bus. V/hen a solution is indicated, the micro-
computer can determine exactly which bus channel(s) contain a solution by reading the

solution window. This activates a pair of 8 bit tri-state buffers (74LS541) that route the

solution lines to the dat¿ bus.

Not shown in Figure 6-5 is the solution mask that allows any combination of solution

bus lines to be disabled by the host. It is implemented as a pair of 8 bit latches with read-

back capability (74LS793) which can be both read and wrirten by the microcompurer. The

latches'contents are logically ANDed to the solution bus channels by feeding them through

a pair of 8 bit latches (7 4F273) and a pair of 8 bit open-collector buffers (7 4F621) to the

solution bus.

The74F27 3 latches provide a means of clearing the solution bus so that sieving can be

resumed after a solution has been detected. Writing to the solution window actually clears

the latches, which deasserts STOPCLOCK (L) by forcing all solution channels LOW.l
The host can do this explicitly (the value written to the window is irrelevant), but it is
unnecessary: the firmware automatically clea¡s the window whenever the host issues a GO

or STEP command. When sieving resumes, the first clock pulse loads the latches with the

contents of the solution mask, disabling only the solution lines specified by the host;

subsequent clock pulses simply reload the latches. The clock signal used by the 74F273

latches is not the same one used by the other sieve components, but a version which does

not exhibit VO pulses during idle mode; this prevents a write operation to another sieve

component from "unclearing" the latches after they have been cleared by a write to the

window.
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The Trial Counter

The 48 bit trial counter is implemented using six 8 bit counters (74F579). The counrer

can be read or written by the microcomputer, with each counter segment ignoring clock
pulses except when it is actually being written to. Each clock pulse generated while the

sieve is in problem mode increments the entire counter as a unit, up to a maximum of 24s-l
(ie. all "1" bits). Once the counter reaches this value, PROBDONE (L) is asserted to block

the sieve clock from generating further pulses.

The trial counter segments are not configured as a 48 bit ripple counter, since this

would haved incured a delay of up to 54.5 nanoseconds from the time a clock pulse was

received until PROBDONE (L) could be guaranteed valid. Instead, it is implemented as a

40 bit ripple counter concatenated to an 8 bit counter, with the former part incremented if
the latter is all "1" bits. Thus, once the high 40 bits become all ones, another 255 clock
cycles elapse before the low order counter reaches all ones-plenty of time for the "terminal

count" (ie. all "1"s) signal of the 40 bit counter to ripple through its five stages. The

terminal count outputs of the 40 bit and 8 bit counters are ANDed by a74F32chip to form
the final PROBDONE (L) signal, resulting in a delay of at most 15 ns from the time the

clock pulse is received.

Since the PROBDOI'IE (L) signal is based on the TC ourputs of the counrer chips,

which are valid only when the chip is enabled for counting, the PROBDONE (L) signal is

only valid in problem mode. This means that the microcomputer must temporarily switch

the sieve into problem mode (without starting the clock) whenever the fîrmware wishes to

sense the signal during idle mode.

6.3 THr RING BO¿.NO

Each ring board provides its sieve unit with four rings; it also contains a small amount

of address decoding logic which ensures that each ring responds only when its assigned

number is referenced.

6.3.1 Address Decoding

Each of a board's iour rings is enabled by its own RINGSELz (L) signai, which is
asserted whenever the microcomputer specifies an address matching one of the ring's
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components. The ring combines this signal with the lowest three bits of the address bus,

RBA (L), and RÆ[ to carry out the desired operation on the ring componenr being

accessed. The "ring select" signals are distributed so that the rings are numbered in

sequence with the lowest numbered ring furthest from the bacþlane.

The RINGSELz (L) signals are generated by a pair of chips at the bottom of the ring
board. \ilhen the sieve is in idle mode, an I bit comparator (74I.5521) compares the three

most significant bits of the address bus against the three DIP switches ser by the user; if
they match, it asserts BOARDSEL (L) to indicate that the board conrains the ring
responding to that address. The "boa¡d select" signal is fed into a 2-to-4 bit demultiplexer
(74F539) which asserts the appropriate RINGSELn (L) signal based on the next rwo mosr

significant bits of the address. If BOARDSEL (L) is not asserted, none of the "ring selecr"

signals is enabled. The comparator used in this circuit could easily have been as small as

three bits wide; the 8 bit size was utilized simply because chips were readily available.

6.3.2 Ring Design

A shift register sieve, such as UMSU, implements its rings by linking together linea¡

shift registers to form a set of cyclic shift registers of various sizes. To perform sieving,

each register is loaded with bits representing the acceptable and unacceptable residue

classes for a congruence whose modulus equals its size; a stream of clock pulses is then

applied to the chips to circulate the residues past a fixed solution detector. Such rings

function quite well, but they do have several drawbacks. First, a large ring uses many

chips, which consume a lot of space and power, and which can be difficult to clock

simultaneously. Secondly, rings of different sizes must be constructed differently, making

design and assembly a very time consuming task. Lastly, a ring can only hold a

congruence whose modulus divides the period of the shift registeç if no such congruence

occurs in a given sieving problem, the ring is useless.

The OAS overcomes these diffîculties by implementing the shift register concepr in a
new way-rather than shifting the residues past a fixed solution tap, it moves the tap past

the residues. The main parts of the ring design are outlined in Figure 6-6. Residues are

stored in a r bit wide random access memory (RAM), using "1" bits to indicate acceptable

residue classes. Each time a clock pulse is applied to the ring, the r residues ar the memory

iocation qpecified by the current a.ddress register (CAR) are captured by a resiùte latch and

placed onto the solution bw. Ttre pulse also increments the CAR, causing the residues in
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the next RAM location to be captured and tested during the following clock cycle. The

CAR does not revert to zelo once it reaches its maximum value, M; instead, it loads the

value given in the start a¿dress register (SAR), .S. Thus, a sequence of clock pulses causes

the ring to cycle through the residues located in the RAM locations from.S to M, inclusive,

simulating a shift register with (MJ+l)r positions.

Address Data
Inputs Ouçuts

Sta¡t
Address
Register

Current
Address
Register

RAM Residue Solution
(contains residues) I¿rch Bus

Figure 6-6. OAS Ring Design

The host adjusts the size of the ring to match a given congruence by loading the

appropriate starting value into a ring's SAR. Since the congruence's residue classes must

occupy an integral number of RAM locations, it is often necessary to load the RAM with
multiple copies of the residues to ensure that the total number of residues involved is a
multiple of r. For a congruence with modulus m,atotaTof ,*äO copies are required (see

Figure 6-7). As a result, a ring with an ¿ word by r bit RAM can implemenr any

congruence where ffi is less than or equal to n; this includes all congruences with a

modulus not exceeding n and some with a modulus as large as ¿ x t.

The OAS rings use a 16 bit SAR and CAR, grrring access to 65 536 RAM locations.

The number that can actually be used during sieving depends on the ring's construction.

Currently, all rings have an n of 8192 (corresponding to RAM locations E00016-FFFF16),

but this can be incresed to 32 768 (800016-FFFFro) by using larger memory chips. The

RAMs and residue latch are also 16 bits wide, providing a r of 16 for each ring.
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6.3.3 Ring Implementation

All rings in the OAS a¡e identical in construction and operation. In addirion to the four
main components discussed below, each ring contains a pair of PAL16L8 chips which
convert control signals coming from the control board and from the board's own address

decoding logic into the control signals needed by the ring componenß.

6.3.3.1 Sr¡.nr ADDRESS Rpcrsrrn

The SAR is composed of a pair of 8 bit latches with read-back capabiliry (74LS793)

and is read and written by the microcomputer in the normal manner. The register is not

connected to the sieve clock and simply holds is value during problem mode.

6.3.3.2 CuRnnNr ADDRESS Rncrsrpn

The CAR is a 16 bit ripple counter implemented by a pair of 8 bit counrers (74F269).

The data inputs of the CAR are tied to the data outputs of the SAR, so the CAR cannot be

loaded directly from the data bus. Instead, the microcompurer loads the CAR by loading

the SAR with the desired value and then writing to either byte of the CAR; this copies the

SAR's contents into the CAR. For convenience, the sieve unit's firmware automatically
preserves the existing SAR value whenever the host writes a new value to the CAR. The

CAR is read in the normal fashion; a read operation activates a pair of I bit tri-state buffers
(74LS541) that route the CAR's contents to the data bus.
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The CAR ignores all clock pulses during idle mode, except when it is actually being

written to. When the sieve unit switches to problem mode, the counters are enabled for
counting so that each rising edge of the clock increments the CAR by one. Whenever both

stages of the counter reach their terminal count (ie. all "1" bits), the ring's PALs enable the

counters for loading, so that the next clock pulse loads the CAR with the SAR value. On

subsequent clock pulses, counting continues as before.

6.3.3.3 RING RAMS

A pair of 35ns 8K by 8 bit static RAMs (Cyress 7C185) hold the residues loaded into a

ring. Both chips use the ouçuts of the CAR as their address line inputs, providing a srore

of 8ß2 sixteen bit words. Since the RAMs have only 13 address inputs, only the 13 least

significant bits of the CAR (40 through 412) are actually used for addressing; 415 and

A74 ne left unused, while 413 is tied to an active HIGH chip enable. These three pins

must al\ryays be set to "1" to ensure the CAR specifies a valid address (ie. any value in the

range 800016-FFFFro). The RAM location addressed by the current CAR value can be

read and written by the microcomputel a pair of 8 bit transceivers (74L5245) provide the

necessary interface between the data bus and the RAMs.

The OAS rings are designed so that the existing RAMs can be removed from their

sockets and replaced with JEDEC standard 32Kby 8 bit RAMs, thereby increasing each

ring's capacity by a factor of four. The larger RAMs respond to A 13 and A14 (but ignore

415), allowing the CAR to specify addresses in the range 800016-FFFF,6. The OAS can

support any mixture of 32K and 8K rings without difficulty, so only as many rings as

desired need be upgraded. At the time the OAS was built, 32K RAMs were either

unavailable, too slow to be used in the sieve, or prohibitively expensive.

When the sieve is switched into problem mode all RAM chips are enabled for reading,

causing them to display the contents of the memory location addressed by their associated

CAR. There must be a short delay between the time the sieve changes mode and the first

high speed clock pulse to allow the RAMs enough time to complete this initial read. Since

the RAMs' access time is so much smaller than the microcomputer's instruction cycle time,

the frrmware provides the necessary separation by simply using two different instructions

for changing modes and starting the clock. During problem mode, the residues presented

by the RAMs are latched by the rising edge of the sieve clock. This edge also disables the

RAMs, since the clock is tied to the chips' active LOW chip enable. On the falling edge of
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the clock, the RAMs are reenabled and proceed to access the memory location specif,red by
the CAR. Disabling the RAMs reduces the problem of "soft" erors during read operations

by preventing the RAMs from trying to respond while the CAR is changing (see [CSS84]).
No matter what speed the clock control register runs the sieve clock at, there is always at

least 35 ns between a falling edge of the clock and the next rising edge to give the RAMs
sufficient time to produce the correct residues before they are latched. The RAMs are the

only sieve components which make use of the falling edge of the sieve clock in problem
mode. When the sieve switches back to idle mode, the ring RAMs are disabled and their
curent residue values are "forgotten" without being captured by the residue latch. The next

time the sieve unit goes into problem mode the same residues are re-accessed (unless the

host has altered the ring's CAR value) and then latched by the fi¡st clock pulse.

The disabling effect of the sieve clock does not interfere with reading and writing of the

RAMs during idle mode. Since no clock pulse occurs during a read, the selected RAM
remains enabled throughout the operation. During a write, the RAM is actually written to

twice: the clock pulse occuring during in mid-operation disables and then reenables the

RAM chip. If desi¡ed, this redundancy could be eliminated by modifying the sieve unit's
firmware to keep it from generating a clock pulse during a write to the ring RAMs.

6.3.3.4 Resloun LnrcH

The residue latch is composed of a pair of 8 bit latches (7 4F377) whose outputs a¡e fed

into a pair of 8 bit open-collector buffers (74F6Zl). The four chips are functionally
equivalent to ttvo 8 bit open-collector latches (MMI74S383), which are now unavailable.

Each latch input is tied to a RAM data line, and each open-collector ourput is connected to

the solution bus. The residue latch is the only one of the four main ring components which
cannot be read or written by the microcomputer, either directly or indirectly.

During problem mode, each rising edge of the sieve clock causes the residue latch to
capture the 16 residues displayed by the RAMs and place them onto the solution bus for
merging with the residues from the other rings. The residue latch holds its current value

whenever the sieve clock pulses during idle mode, thus leaving rhe contents of the solution

bus unchanged during VO operations.
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Clocking the Rings
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6.3 .4

The OAS rings are very sensitive to stray pulses in the sieve clock signal. A single

extraneous pulse is sufficient to put a ring out of synchronization with the rest of the sieve

and make further sieving meaningless. A major cause of noise in a high speed signal like
the clock is small reflections that occur whenever the signal is split in two. Although the

individual reflections that occur at va¡ious points on the OAS ring boa¡ds are negligible, the

regular placement of clock signal traces combines the reflections as they move toward the

bacþlane; eventually the growing echo triggers the ring counters that it passes. Thus, if
the OAS is run using unmodified boards, its rings became desynchronized almost
immediately, with the amount of error proportional to the ring's closeness to the bacþlane.

The first attempt to cure this problem involved trying to eliminate the reflections entirely

by tying a terminating resistor of the appropriate size at each point where the clock signal

split; unfortunately, the ring boards' lack of a ground plane made it difficult to determine

the clock signal's impedance and thus calculate the correct resistor size, so this approach

had to be abandoned. Instead, the main clock traces \ryere cut and replaced by lengths of
wire-wrap wire which transmit the clock signal from the backplane to each ring in parallel.

This arrangement reduces the number of times the clock signal is split, and thus the number

of reflections. As an extra precaution, the clock signal going to each ring is passed through

a 68Cl resistor, which helps absorb any reflection coming back down the wire and prevents

it from affecting the otherrings.

Although modifying the clock signal paths reduced the reflecrion problem signifîcantly,

the sieve never operated reliably until the problem of "ground bounce" was solved (see

$6.1.1, "O4S Construction"). Increasing the ring boards' gtounding capacity improved

the behavior of the rings' counters so much that it suggests that the reflections caused by
the layout of the clock traces are no longer a significant problem, and that the extra wires,

capacitors, and resistors added to the ring boards are now unnecessary. Not surprisingly,
no attempt was made to test this hypothesis by removing these modificarions.

6.4 THn B¡,cxpt ANE

All of the boards in a sieve unit are connected to the backplane by a pair of 108 pin
connectors designed for use with the sieve's card cage. The bacþlane provides a channel

for each signal that must pass benveen the control board and its ring boards. These are:
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l) VOMODE (L), which specifies the sieve's mode,

2) the VO control signals: R/W- and RBA (L),

3) the 8 bit address bus,

4) the 8 bit dara bus,

5) the 16 bit solution bus,

6) the sieve clock signal, which is tansmitæd on four identical channels.

All of these signals originate on the control boa¡d and flow into the ring boards, except for
the the data bus, which is bidirectional, and the solution bus, whose signals flow from the

rings into the control board. The bacþlane provides special shielding for the clock signals

and the solution bus to limit the "ringing" caused by their high switching rates during
sieving. The other lines do not require such protection since they only change state during
idle mode and a¡e controlled by the comparatively slow sieve unit frmware.

Since the OAS can support multiple sieve units, each acting independently, the channels

provided by the bacþlane are not permanently connected to every board in the card cage.

Instead, each channel is broken up into sections which connect two adjacent boards,

allowing boards to be "daisy chained". Every board in the sieve has the freedom to utilize
any signal sent to it from a neighbouring slot and to propogare it to the opposite neighbour.

By designing both the control board and the ring board to sample and propogate signals

correctly, the boards within the card cage can be made to form sieve units of varying sizes,

which can also be temporarily merged into larger units when needed.

6.4.1 Control Board Interface

A control board handles the signals travelling through the backplane in two different
ways. In both idle mode and problem mode, the board communicates with its ring boa¡ds

by driving or sensing the bacþlane channels that a¡e "downstream" from it (ie. in the

adjacent higher numbered slots) and ignores any signals coming from the adjacent sieve

unit "upstream". fn sleeping mode, the board does the opposite: it pays no attention to the

values on the backplane channels and simply propogates any incoming signal in the

appropriate direction.

For some bacþlane signals, this dual capability is implemented by rouring the cont¡ol
boa¡d soruce of the signal and the upstre¿Lm source through separate tri-state devices, only
one of which is actived at a time. The data bus, the address bus, and the control signals

VOMODE (L), R/W-, and RBA (L) are all directed to the rings in this manner, using a pair
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of tranceivers (74F545), a pair of buffers (74F541), and a dual 4 bit buffer (74FZ4l),
respectively. These devices also serve to strengthen their signals, either amplifying the

output of the MC68701 communication ports (which can only drive a single TTL load) or
acting as a repeater for signals originating in a control board further up the bacþlane.

The sieve clock and solution bus signals are not fed tlrough tri-state devices, since this
would introduce delays that would degrade the sieve's performance, particularly if multiple
delays were introduced by merging several sieve units. Instead, each signal is fed through

a relay (Potter & Brumfield IWD-171-25) that reflects the sieve's mode. If the conrrol
board is active, the relays are opened to prevent contact with any control board upstream; if
the board is sleeping, they are closed to provide a delay-free bridge between the upstream

control board and the rings downstream. Since no amplification takes place, the clock
signal generated by the active conûol board in a merged sieve unit has been designed with
enough capacity to drive all of the rings under its control without aid. To completely isolate

a sleeping control board from the backplane, the board also turns off its clock signal

amplifier (74F367) to prevent it from interfering with the clock signal coming from the

active control board, and disables the open-collector outputs of its solution mask register
(74F621s) to prevent the register from masking out solutions that the acrive control board

wishes to see.

6.4.2 Ring Board Interface

Because a ring boa¡d operates in the same way whether or nor it is part of a merged

sieve unit, its interface to the bacþlane is much simpler than for a control boa¡d. Each ring
board has permanent connections to the bacþlane channels coming from the control board

and simply propogates each to the next ring board or conrol board (with one exception).

The VOMODE (L), R/W-, and RBA (L) signals are raken from the bacþlane and

amplified by a buffer (74F541) before being passed on to the rings and address decoding

circuiuy. Each address bus line is sent to exactly one chip, which may be the buffer, rhe

address decoding comparator (74L552I), or the decoding demultiplexor (74F539). The
data bus is connected to an amplifying transceiver (74F545) which is enabled only when

VO is actually being performed on one of the board's rings. To avoid introducing delays,

the clock signal is taken from one of the four bacþlane channels by means of a jumper and

distributed to all iour rings without amplification. For the same reason, the open-collector
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residue outputs of each ring are tied together and fed into the bacþlane's solution bus

channels without amplification.

With the exception of the RBA (L) signal, each signal received by the boa¡d is
propogated without amplification; RBA is fed through the address decoding demultiplexor,
meaning that an assertion of the signal is propogated only if the ring board decides nor to
respond to the VO request itself. Passing the signal on in this instance would not have

caused a problem for the ring boards further down the bacþlane, since they would nor rry
to respond to the request, but a sleeping control boa¡d that saw the signal would activate its

data bus transceiver to permit a data transfer to or from the rings downstream from it; if a

read operation was being performed, both the selected ring board and the sleeping control
board would try to drive the data bus at the same time, which would damage the chips
involved. By having the ring board propogate only VO requests it cannot respond to iser,
a sleeping control board is prevented from reacting to requests that its rings cannot possibly

service. As a bonus, this arrangement means that only one ring boa¡d can ever respond to
an VO request, even if several boards have the same settings on their DIP switches; this

ensures that the sieve hardware is not damaged by having two or more rings driving the

data bus simultaneously.

6.5 Fm,uwnRE OvERvrEw

The OAS firmware is a simple command interpreter and monitor, designed along the

lines of Motorola's MIKBUG or ASSIST0g programs. However, rarher than providing an

environment for developing application programs for the microcompurer on which it runs,

the OAS firmwa¡e provides an interface to a sieve unit's sieving hardware that allows its
host to solve a sieving problem by issuing a series of sieving commands. The firmware
executes each command by manipulating the appropriate parts of the sieve unit's hardware

and returns any resulß that are generated.

The source code for the OAS firmware is written in Motorola,6801 assembly language

and is approximately 2100lines long, including comments. When assembled, its object

code occupies 2045 of the MC68701's 2048 bytes of EPROM. Forty-seven of the chip's
128 bytes of RAM are used for permanent variables that maintain their values until
changed; the remaining RAM locations form a run-time stack which is used by various
routines to preserve information about their caller's environment and for hold.ing the values

of local va¡iables. The fact that the microcomputer's EPROM can be easily erased and
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reprogrammed makes it easy to correct or upgrade a sieve unit's command set, and this was

done repeatedly during the development of OASiS. The currenr version of the OAS
firmware is called "SIVMON 3.8".

The relatively small amount of memory provided by the microcompurer greatly limits
the functions the firmware is able to implement. As a result, the program concentrates on
essential services. For example, the host is not permitted to backspace over and correct
fyping errors since the OASiS software should never make such mistakes. The few frills
that do exist were usually added to benefit a human host who has to debug the sieve unit
ha¡dware, and these were implemented only when space was available.2 Although the

progr¿rm was coded with an eye towards compactness in order to squeeze as much

functionality as possible into a small amount of memory, the primary consideration during
design was always clarity. Consequently, the pro$am exhibits a well structured, modular
design that is easy to understand and to modify.

6. s.1 Program Structure

The code that makes up the OAS firmware can be divided into five types of routines: a

mainline, command and subcommand bodies, SIVMON services, routines that control the

sieve hardware, and routines that handle low level host communications.

The mainline is invoked automatically whenever the MC68701 is reset. It f,rrst

initializes the microcomputer's interfaces to the host and the sieve components, sets the

sieve's default mode and clock speed, and issues a "wake up" message to the host. Once

initialization is complete, the mainline enters an infinite loop which prompts for a command

character and then invokes the appropriate command body to interpret it; when the

command is complete, the mainline prompts for another command character.

A command body can be short or long, depending on the command being implemented.

Simple commands are carried out by manipulating one or more of the program's global

va¡iables, calling a subroutine to manipulate the sieve ha¡dware, requesting a service that
reads a numeric argument from the host or writes a result to it, or any combination of these

actions. More complex commands usually require the command body to request a service

2 .4, number of these frills later turned out to be useful capabilities that a¡e exploited by the OASiS
softwa¡e. For example, the ability to suspend command output and to abort a command in mid-
execution were both found !o be useful in handling ring verification errors.
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that gets an additional command character from the host and invokes the appropriate
subcommand body. The subcommand body performs its own set of actions, which may
include invoking a further level of subcommand, and so on. Although subcommand

nesting can be done to as many levels as necessary, SIVMON never goes beyond sub-

subcommands.

The routines that control the sieve hardware and those that implement the va¡ious
SfVIvtON services can be invoked by the mainline or a (sub)command body. The former
are simple subroutines that manipulate the sieve ha¡dware by using the MC68701's parallel

communication pofis to generate the necessary control signals. The SIVMON services

implement 16 commonly required command invocation and high level host communication

functions, and are essentially subroutines that are invoked using a special calling
mechanism. Both the service mechanism and a number of the host communication services

provided are modelled after the services of Motorola's ASSIST0g program MotSll. The

subroutines that implement SIVMON's low level host communication protocol are usually

invoked as part of a request for one of the host communication services, but the mainline
also calls the routines directly in a couple of instances to perform non-standard operations.

The processing of commands by the mainline and the various command bodies is
driven by input from the host. Each input character is processed as it is needed; if a routine

needs to get a character from the host and none is available, it waits for one to anive. A
similar pause also occurs if the program wants to send a character to the host but the host is

not ready to receive it. If the sieve hardware is sieving during such a pause, and solution

counting is enabled, SIVMON spends the idle time checking the solution window for
solutions; each time one appe¿ìrs, the program increments a solution counter kept in RAM
and restarts sieving. Thus, the frrmware can count solutions in the background even as it
executes commands from the host in the normal manner.

6.5.2 Command Processing

The mainline prepares for the execution of a command by prompting the host with a '>'
character. If the sieve is in sleeping mode or idle mode, the mainline takes the next input
character and invokes the appropriate command body. However, if the sieve is in problem

mode, the mainline spends the time between the end of the prompt and the a¡rival of the
command cha¡acter watching the sieve hardware; if the sieve stops-either because a

solution has occurred (if in recording mode) or the trial counter has reached its maximum
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count (in either search modeFit informs the host by ransmitting a '!' character and then

continues waiting for input without doing the additional checking. The checking is also
abandoned if the command character arrives first; thus, a command is never intemrpted
once the firmwa¡e begins interpreting it

The mainline begins the actual execution of a command by requesting the DOCMD
service and passing it the add¡ess of a conunand table. The service routine gets an input
character from the host, searches the table for the matching character, and invokes the

corresponding command body. If the input character does not match any entry in the
command table, DOCMD sends an error message to the host and returns to the mainline.
The mainline prevents the host from issuing a command that is not permitted in the current
sieve mode by having a different command table for each mode and passing DOCMD the

appropriate table address.

Many command bodies utilize the host communication services to read in numeric
argument values or to write out results as they carry out the command. When a command

body finishes its work, it calls the ENDCMD service to return to its caller (ie. the
mainline). If it needs to invoke a subcommand, a command body requests the DOSCMD
service and supplies a command table; the service then operates exactly as the DOCMD
service does for the mainline. A subcommand body is essentially the same as a command

body and also ends with a call to ENDCMD. This returns control to the subcommand

body's caller, permining a command body to invoke several subcommands in a single

command if it wishes (this is never done in the current version of SIVMON).

The only way for a (sub)command body to encounter an error condition is as the result

of bad host input. To simplify and standardize the handling of errors, SIVMON's services

automatically abon a command (rather than returning a failure indicator to the caller and

lening it handle the situation) if:

1) a DOCMD or DOSCMD request does not find an entry for the current input
character in the specified (sub)comrnand table,

2) a hexadecimal input request encounters an invalid digit,

3) a CANCEL cha¡acter is encountered during any input or output request.

The error handler restores the microcomputer's stack to the level it was at when the
command was invoked, issues an appropriate error message to the host, and returns control
to the mainline. For errors that the services cannot detect, such as a numeric argument that
is too large or too smaii, the (sub)command body does its own error checking. In such
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cases, the body issues an error message and returns to the mainline in the normal manner
via theENDCMD service.

6.5.3 SMON Services

The various SIVMON service routines are implemented as software intemrpt handlers
rather than subroutines. This mechanism is used solely to save space in the MC68701's
limited EPROM, and relieves each service routine of the need to preserve the caller's
environment by using the microcomputer's intemrpt servicing capability to automatically
save the caller's registers on the stack when a request is made and restore them when the
service is complete. This saves six to ten bytes in each of the sixteen service routines, at

the cost of having a single 31 byte intemrpt handler. The intem¡pt mechanism also saves a

byte each time a service is requested by allowing a request to be made using rwo bytes
rather than the three required for a subroutine call, thus saving an add.itional 82 bytes
throughout the entire progam.

Each service is requested by executing a "software Intemrpt" (SWI) instruction, which
stacks the microcomputer's registers and jumps to a common service dispatcher; the

dispatcher invokes the appropriate service routine body based on rhe value of the the byte
following the SWI instruction. When the service has been caried out, the rouúne returns

control to the caller by executing a "Return From Interrupt" (RTÐ instruction, which
restores all of the microcomputer's registers from the stack. A caller passes arguments to a

service routine using one or more of the available registers and receives its results in the

same way; unless the routine deliberately overwrites one or more of the register values

saved on the stack during the course of the service, the caller's registers are left unchanged

by the request.

The sixteen services provided by SIVMON are listed in Table 6.2. The fust four
services control the invocation and termination of SIVMON commands and subcommands,

and have been described in the preceding section. The next eleven services deal with host

communication and allow the caller to read and write single characters, cha¡acter strings,

and numeric values in hexadecimal form. The final service causes SMMON to examine the

sieve hardwa¡e and increment its RAM solution count€r if necessary.
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Name Code Function
IN IUML'
DOCT\4D
DOSCMD
ENDCMD
GETCHR
GETTI
GET2H
GET4H
PUTCHR
PUTSP
PUT2H
PUT4H
PDATAl
PDATA
PCRLF
DOBACK

U

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
T4
15

lntualrze command handler
Invoke comrnand using command table
Invoke subcommand using subcommand table
Return from command or subcommand body
Get a characterfrom the host
Get a I digit hexadecimal input value
Geta2 digit hexadecimal input value
Get a 4 digit hexadecimal input value
Send an output character to the host
Send a space character
Send a byte as 2 hexadecimal characters
Send a word as 4 hexadecimal characters
Send a NUl-terminated string of characters
Do a PCRLF, then a PDATAI
Send carriage return and linefeed characters
Do backpround solution countins
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Table 6.2
SMON Services
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6.5.4 Host Communication

SIVMON implements a simple, full-duplex communication protocol that also gives the

host XONIKOFF conrol over output from the sieve.

Each character transmitted by the host arrives asynchronously and is stored in an eight
character buffer until it is needed by a command routine. The arrival of an input cha¡acter

activates an intemrpt-d¡iven input handler, which immediately copies the character to the

buffer to prevent it from being lost if the host nansmits another character before the frst
one is used by the frrmware. If the buffer overflows, all of the cha¡acters it contains are

losq however, SIVMON'S command routines normally consume input characters as fast as

the host can generate them and the buffer rarely (if ever) has more than one cha¡acter in it at

any time. Characters a¡e taken from the buffer on a FIFO basis by one of the four input
services. If the buffer is empty at the time an input character is needed, the input routine
waits for one to appear before continuing. Each character is echoed back to the host as it is
removed from the buffer.

Three input characters have special meanings to the OAS firmware and arc not handled

in the normal manner-the cha¡acters CANCEL (ASCII code 3), XOFF (code 19), and

XON (code 17). If the host sends a CANCEL character, the firmware does not place it in
the input buffer; instead, it discards any unprocessed cha¡acters lying in rhe buffer and sets
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a flag variable. When the command processor next requests an input or output service, the

service routine sees that the flag is set and aborts the current command. Similarly, the
firmware records the arrival of an XOFF or XON cha¡acter by setting another flag variable
to indicate if ouçut has been suspended by the host. This flag is examined onty by the VO
service routines whenever a character is to be ransmitted to the host.

The output services write to the host without the use of intemrpts or a buffer and
simply transmit characters to the host as they are generared by SIVMON. If a character
cannot be transmitted, either because the microcomputer's serial port is busy transmining
the previous one or because the host has blocked output by sending an XOFF character, the

output routine waits for the blocking condition to disappear and then continues.



Chapter 7 :

Some OASiS Results

Dripping water løllows out a stone,
A ring is worn away by use.

Ovid, Nx.S

The Open Architecture Sieve System became operational in January, 1989. Since rhen,

it has been put to work on a variety of problems in number theory, includ.ing pseudo-
powers, periodic continued fractions with long periods, and quadratic polynomials with a

high density of prime values. This chapter describes these problems and the results
obtained.

7.1 PnonlnMs INvoLVrNc QUaonaTrc CHARACTER

Let p1, Pz, . -., P ^& a set of odd primes and e1, h., ..., €^b a sequence with e,2 = 1.

We are interested in integers whose quadratic character with respect to each p¡ is specified
by the corresponding e¡; ttrat is, we wish to findN such that

(Nlp¡) = e¡, r = l, 2, ..., nt,
where (alb) is the Legendre symbol. This is a natural sieving problem in which each

equation is represented by a congruence that specifies either the quadratic residues or non-
residues modulop¡ for €, = I and -1, respectively. Several instances of this problem are of
special interest because they have applications to other branches of number theory.
Previous work in this area includes work by Lehmer, Lehmer, and Shanks [LLS70] and
Shanks [Sha73].

In the problems examined below, p¡ is the ¡rh odd prime (ie.pr = 3, pz= 5, ...) and all
Ê'¡ 31a equal. Following Shanks, aRp @N ì denotes the set of positive N * n2 of the form
8k + a which are non-zero quadratic residues (non-residues) of all odd primes q < p.
Similarly, -oRo and-aN, denote the sets for which -J/ has the specified quadratic
character, rather than N itself. In each problem, OASiS searched forN values belonging to
one or more of these classes. Because the congruences modulo 3 and 8 contain only a

single acceptable residue, OASiS was able to increase its hardware sieving rate by a factor
of 24 (to approximately 5.12 x 10e trials per second) by combining them into one
congruence and optimizing its search.
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Pseudo-squares

r07

7 .l.l
The class lRo represents non-square integers, N, where l/ = I (mod 8) and (N/q) = 1

for all primes q s p. Since these values appear to have the quadratic character of a perfect

square for primes up to p, but a¡e not perfect squares, they are known as pseudo-squares.

Pseudo-squares can be used in a variety of applications, including a test for primality
tHat33l and an inexpensive test for a perfect square tCob66l.

We denote the smallest member of the class lRo as No. The No values from N2 to
Ne7 were found by Kraitchik [fua24], I-ehmer [Leh28], [-eh54], and Lehmer, Lehmer,
and Shanks pLS7Ol, while unpublished calculations by Lehmer and others by Williams
have found N13t through Nrsl. OASiS has now been used to fînd N193 throu gh N21¡. A
complete list of N, values and their sources is given in Table 7-1.

OASiS searched for members of the class 1R157 from 101a to 1.25 x 101ó; these were
later tested to determine if each value was also an element of lRo for larger values of p.
The class lRst was selected since it loads the sieve ha¡dware with as many congruences

as possible, and it provided a reasonable balance between generating too few solutions to
be of interest and generating too many for the sieve's host minicomputer to process easily.

Since many odd perfect squares a¡e also solutions to the problem's congruences, a

simple filter program was used to eliminate them as they were generated by the sieve.

Although the work involved in testing each solution candidate was not great, the numerous

squares encountered meant that up to 80Vo of the host's CPU time was spent filtering,
which greatly slowed the progress of sieving. The sieve usually found its next solution
candidate long before the fîlter pro$am had finished testing the previous one, forcing the

machine to spend up to 92Vo of its time idle. As well, the low priority level given ro the

OASiS softwa¡e (designed to prevent it from degrading performance for the host's orher

users) reduced the effective sieving rate even further during peak periods. As the search

progressed, the decreasing density of squares improved the filtering situation considerably,

but by the time it had reached 1016 OASiS was still only runnin g at 65Vo of its full speed.

In all, the interval from 10la to I.25 x 1016 required 1933 hours ro search, for an average

sieving rate of 1.78 x 10e trials per second (35Vo of its theoretical limit). Had the OASiS
software been extended to take advantage of the sieve's firmware solution counting
capability, it might have been possible to use the technique described by Lehmer, Lehmer,

and Shanks [LLS70] to eliminate the fîlter progxam entirely and achieve the maximum
sieving rate much earlier.
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Table 7-1.
Least Pseudo-squares
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# ot pnmes p No Source

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
l1
t2
r3
t4
15

'¿

3
5
7

l1
13
t7
L9
23
29
3l
37
4l
43
47

t7
73

247
I 009
2&1
8 089

18 001
53 881
87 481

tt7 u9
5r5 76t

I 083 289
3206 64r
3 8t8 929
I 257 329

Kraitchik (1924)
moveable strips

ló
t7
18

53
59
61

22 üru EOl
48 473 881

Lehmer (1928)
bicycle chains

19
20
2t
22

6't
7T
73
79

r75 244 zEt
427 733 329,

8987t6289

Lehmer (1954)
SWAC

z'J
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

ð3
89
97

101
r03
1,07
109
tt3
127

2 E05 5M 68r
il

il

10 310 263 Mt
23 61633t 489
85 157 610 409

19626s 09s 009

Lehmer, Læhmer,
Shanks (1970)
DLS-127

'J'¿

33
34
35
36

131
1,37
139
r49
151

zETt E42 E42 EOl
il

n

262s0887 023729
ll

Lehmer (L97'3)
DLS-157
Iunpublished]

'37

38
39
40
4T
42
43

IJ/
1,63
167
173
179
181
191

ttz 43473290t 969
il

il

178936222537 08t
I

696 161 rt0209049

wlluams (t9ðö)
UMSU
[unpublished]

44
45
46
47
48

193
t97
r99
21t
223

2854 909 648 103 881
6 450 045 516 630769

rt 64L3gg 247 g47 g;i

Stephens (1989)
OASiS
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We can make two observations about the entries in Table 7-1. First, Bach [Bac89] has

shown under the generalized Reimann Hypothesis (GRH) that if G is a proper multipli-
cative subgroup of the integers modulo m, then there exists some n > 0 such that n e G
and n < Z(logrn)2 . Thus, if Np is a prime and r is the least prime such that (No/r) = -1,
then we should have r < 2(log No)2, or

No> e'17tr '
In fact, all of the entries in Table 7-l greatly exceed this lower bound. Second, the
numbers in the first part of the table only work for a single p, while later values tend to
work for two or more consecutive primes. Since there is as yet no explanation for this
disribution, it will be interesting to see if this tendency continues for values beyond N26.

7 .I.2 Negative Pseudo-squares

The class --TRorepresents integers,N, where-J{= 1 (mod 8) and(-N/q) = l forall
primes q < p. Since the negatives of the N values have the same quadratic character as the

values in the previous section, they can be thought of as negative pseudo-squares.

As before, the smallest member of the class is denoted by Np. A table of No values for
p < 131 is given by Lehmer, Lehmer, and Shanks in [LLS70]. Shanks [Sha73] later
determined the values up to N163, but only one value was published. OASiS has now been

used to extend the table up to N211. A complete list of the No values is given inTableT -2.

OASiS searched for members of the class -7R157 from 0 to 5 x 1015; the values
generated were then tested to determine No for 157 < p <211. A second, smaller search
generated the entries from the class -7Rr37 between 0 and 5 x 1013, filling in N137 through
N151. Since 7 is not a quadratic residue modulo 8, perfect squares were not generated by
these searches; thus, the filter program used in finding positive pseudo-squares was not
required and OASiS was able to sieve at full speed throughout. Consequently, the first
search took about 12 days to perform and the second about three hours.

Negative pseudo-squares are used in the primality test of Selfridge and Weinberger (see

$21 of tWilTSl). The result of Bach asserts that a value N need only be tesred against a
relatively small number of primes (fewer than 2(log Ð2 in all) to ensure it is a prime,
making this method an effective, polynomial-time primality test under the GRH. The fact
that all of the values in Table 7-2 exceúBach's bound provides evidence in support of this
result that does nor depend on the truth of the GRH.
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Table 7-2.
Least Negative Pseudo-squares

110

# of primes p No Source

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
T2
13
t4
15
16
t7
18
79
20
2t
))
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3t
32

¿
3
5
7

l1
13
l7
19
23
29
3r
37
4l
43
47
53
59
61
67
71
73
79
83
89
97

101
103
107
109
113
127
131

I

7
23
7l

311
479

I 559
5 7lt

10 5s9
18 191
31 391

307 27r
36ó791

1s5 919

6077 ttr,

98 538 359
t20293 879
131486759

508 095 7r9
2 570 169 839

tl

328 878 692999
il

5t3928 659 191

Lehmer,I-ehmer,
Shanks (1970)
Dr-s-r27

53
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4l
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

r5t
139
149
151
157
r63
t67
r73
t79
181
191
193
197
t99
2tl
223

E44276E5L 239
I 043 702750 999
4306732833 3tt
8 402 847 753 43r

47 37s970t46951
52717 232 543 95t

100535 43179t791
251 109 340045079
493 092 541 684 679

::

1 088 144 332t6983r

> 5 000 000 000 000 000

srephens (ryð9)
OASiS



7 .1.3

Some OASiS Results

Periodic Continued Fractions with Long periods

Williams [Wil81] has pointed out that if D is square-free, then the period length of the
continued fraction expansion of ./D, p(D), should be bounded above by an expression of
the form ciD toglogD. In particular, if

f(D\ ={ {2log log D for D = I (mod 8),' l. { D log log 4D orherwise,

then it should be true that

G(D) = p(D)/f(D) < k + o(t)
under the extended Riemann Hypothesis for (¡ when X = e(lD). Here k = 3.7012, but
Lévy's Law indicates that it could be as small as l2eTlog2/¡z = 1.50103. patterson and
Williams [PW85] examined many targe G(D) values to see how they approached this
bound. The largest value they found occurred for D = 13 518 &8 471 574 when G(D)
was equal to 1.081381.

Earlier work by Williams tWil8U suggests that D values for which G(D) is large are

most likely integers of the form q or 2q, where 4 is a prime and e = -l (mod 4). It is also
desirable to have (D/r) = I for the odd primes 11, t2r ..., rnwhere n is as large as possible.
Thus, candidate D values can be found by solving a system of linear congruences.

Following the example set in [PW85J, OASiS was used to find D values of four types:

(Ð D =3 (mod 8) D prime,

(ü) D =7 (mod 8) D prime,

(üÐ D = 6 (mod 8) DIZ pnme,

(iv) D=1(mod8) Dprime,
the type (iv) D values being examined to determine whether their associated G-values srart
to catch up with the larger values obtained by the other three classes, as predicted by
Shanks. For the first three cases, OASiS searched the range 0 to 5 x l0l5 for members of
the classes 3R57,7Rst, and 6R157, respectively; each search took about 12 days. For
the type (iv) case, we simply reused the results from the earlier pseudo-square search,

examining members of the class 1R157 within the range from 1014 to 1016.

Calculating the exact value of G(D) for all of the D values generared by OASiS would
have required many hours of computer time due to the repeated need to determine p(D)
using the continued fraction algorithm which has a time complexity of O(Dtn+e¡ Instead,
the O(Drlt+t) "large step" algorithm utilize.d by Stephens and Witliams [SW88] was used to
calculate the regulator of Qj[-D),R(D), from which
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G',(D) = R(D)/Í(D)
was determined. Since R(D) is expected by lévy's Law to be proponi onal to p(D), a large
G'(D) value is a likely indicator of a large G(D). Using this as a guide, we rhen calculated
p(D) and G(D) for a few of the D values generated. Each regulator calculation averaged

less than a second of computer time on an Amdahl 5870 computer.

Tables 7-3 through 7-6 list a subset of the D values generared for each of the problems

run by OASiS, along with their correspondingp- and G-values. Each D is shown only if
G(D) exceeds the value of G(d) for all computed values of d of the same type with d < D.
These results extend the work of [PV/85] by about an order of magnitude, and give no
indicationthattheprojectedlimitof &= l.50103willbeexceeded. Thegrowthof G(D)for
type (iv) D values also appears to be slightly greater than for the other three rypes,

indicating that it is indeed catching up ro them.

7 .1.4 Quadratic Polynomials Generating Many Primes

Letf¡(x)=x2+x+A (Ae Z,A >0) andlet P,q(n) be the numberof prime values
assumed by fe@) for¡ = 0,1,2, ..., n. Polynomials for which PÁn) is relatively large
have interested mathematicians since the time of Euler, who found that pa1(39) = 40.
Since that time, other examples have come to light which generate an even higher
proportion of primes as ¿ approaches infinity.

The search for polynomials of this type is aided by considering Hardy and Littlewood's
conjecture F [{L23] which asserts thar

(*) Pt@) - C(D)L¡(n)
where

D=t-4A, L¡(n)=z\ffi, and c(D)=If ( -ffi),
the latter product being taken over all odd primes p. If the conjecture holds, then/¿(-r) has

a high asymptotic density of prime values whenever C(D) is large. Considerable evidence
in support of this has been given by Shanks [Sha59], [Sha60], tSha63l and Fung and
Williams tFW89l.
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Table 7-3.
D - Type (i)

Table 7-4.
D - Type (ii)

Table 7-5.
D - Type (iii)

Table 7-6.
D - Type (iv)

113

D R(D) p(D) G(D)
25 969 254 lzt O99
35 474 768 2s8 49r

t2t 52t 3623ss 331
t52290 4t9 440 611
206 546 92t 647 291
820 362746906 299
924 40r 140 322 059

4 976709 946 053 091

tr 325 477.6
26 02s 216.6
48 737 550.2
54 891 577.2
& 474 167.2

t3t 207 980.2
140 451 569.1
330 581 613.0

9 551 418
21942306
41 084 8t4
46274 886
54 350 198

110 604 710
1r8 399 282
278 655786

u.5'39479
1.057447
1.058503
1.062983
t.069334
t.079902
1.087996
1.089614

D R(D) p(D) G(D)
yÕ3 ðÕ4 )14 519

46257 585 588 439
289 3s8 196 053 551

1 135 360 188 709 399

2 r07 959.E
30 4s9 726.7
77 740 401.4

156 220 850.7

L nó tr6
25 679 652
65 539 t48

t3t 687 940

0.538151
1.081244
1.086442
1.090171

D R(D) p(D) G(D)
27 26635LZLZ{.J)6
42940 991222 614
48 888 369 417 694

129 t43 129 979 406
r93289 5W 403 s66
25639,7 742215 806
285 278 695 393 246
477 747 574223 494
640206879 t07 606

4 518 r02473256934
4826678 427 841 846

t ME 975.4
t4 450 735.1
30 359 479.5
50 279 000.9
62 162 428.3
71 809 801.1
76 06t t42.8
99 s8r 194.9

tlz 267 896.3
3r3 418 266.s
326 631901.1

t 2t9 624
t2 182 504
25 594764
42391356
52 405 772
60 536 004
64 rtg 584
83 943714
94 642 r90

264 r91 s26
275 319 t06

u.uo / r99
0.532732
r.047768
1.05890s
1.066434
1.067r08
1.070606
1.078595
r.082969
1.084990
t.093416

D R(D) p(D) G(D)
rr2 43473290r 969
t62 516 480 029 401
2733239766s7 169
457 t65 855 430 761
570395076767 569
732376785 497 449

3 r35 969 368926969
4113 071 509 075 489

4) 49ð óóU.U
54 895 119.1
718r2 592.8
94 198 806.8

lOs 696 894.2
r20 433 435.9
2s2 416 665.9
290 678761.5

'J6'J64 413
46 286 r49
60 545 353
79 417 945
89 110 088

l0l 538 843
212781805
24s 039 927

r.U4UÕÕU
1.04a928
r.045206
t.055462
1.058265
1.061985
1.062959
1.066602
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Assuming (*), the task of locating an A for which C(D) is tikely to be large is not hard.

For/¿(-r) to assume prime values, A must be odd; thus, -D - 4A - 1 = 3 (mod g). To
maximize C(D), it is necessary to have (D/p) = -l for as many smail primesp as possible.

As pointed out by Lehmer [læh36], this restriction ensuresp does nor divide/¿(x) for any

r; so if it applies for many primes then /¡(r) is likely to be a prime. Hence, if N is a

member of the class -3No then D = -try' is likely to have a large c(D) value.

A set of candidate N values was generated by having OASiS find the members of the

class -3Nt73 within the range 0 to 5 x 1015, a task which took about 12 days. Since the

infinite product method of calculating C(D) converges quite slowly, Fung and V/illiams'
modified "giant step-baby step" method was used to evaluare C(D) foreachD. This
approach is very fast but is contingent on the extended Riemann Hypothesis.

Table 7-7 lists a subset of the D values generated by OASiS, along with their
corresponding C(D) and q(D) values. The latter value denotes the least prime such that
(D/q(D)) *-1. OnlyDvaluesgreaterthan l0l5forwhich q(D)> 191 areshown. These

results can be compared with a similar table given in tFW89l which exrends up ro 1015.

The data in the table can be used to locate No, the smallest member of the class -3N0.
The values of N2 through Nr97 are known to be less than l0t5 and are listed in [FW89]. A
quick glance at Table 7-7 shows that Nree = 4 3ll 527 414 591 923 and that the nexr

missing entr], N2tt, must exceed 5 x 10t5.

Table 7-7 also illustrates that a luge q(D) value does not necessarily guaranree a large

C(D) value. In fact, -l/rss has one of the lowest C(D) values found, indicating that it is a
non-residue for relatively few primes beyond p = 199 when compared with the other table

entries. Nor is the converse true: of the ten D values found by OASiS whose C(D)
exceeds 4.9 (see Table 7-8), only two appeffin Table 7-7 and a full half of them are

members of -3N173 but not of the more restrictive classes from -3Nns on. Their large

C(D) values indicate that they have a relatively high proportion of non-residues for primes

beyond 173.

The D value -2 068 ffiO 612 674 307 is particularly noteworthy because its C(D) value

of 5.0978921 is the highest ever found, suqpassing the record of 5.0894316 discovered by
Fung and Williams for D = -531 497 ll8 ll5 723. There may be other values < 5 x 1015

which have a larger C(D), but they will be members of classes more general than -3N,2
and correspondingly difficult to isolate. For the present, if Conjecture F holds,
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x2+x+517165153168577
can be said to have the highest known asymptotic density of primes of any polynomial of
that form. Additional support for the tn¡th of the conjecture comes from the fact that

Psntaststroeszz(106) 300923

ffi=ffi=5'0976398'
which is quite close to C(-206860612674307), as predicted.

Table 7-7.
D-values where q(D) >- I9l

-L 7JV LOt >t I J>> LOJ
J075 334218 440387
-2 080 538 415 662947
-2280 563 801 t57 t63
-2 M3 638 146 871667
-2 572394 636 W5 243
-2 621 536 rt4 644283
-2667 258747 189 523
-2692 385 915 777 083
-2773 901 630 5M907
-2980 855 020 126 547
-3 t26717 24t727 227
-3 t27 258244646t87
-3 149 000 69s 013947
-3 306 963 252,f48 003
-3 349 57t r59 430787
-3 36t 682073 s39 827
-3 426 547 4r5712283
-3 501 93t983774547
-3 567 911 49t 464 643
-3728 839 196 99t283
-3 794 312 952 243 643
-3 820 9t9 447 274203
4087 860124363723
4234760 613 525187
43tt 527 4r4 59t 923
4 499 ñ0 282 582827
4692944772737 323
4700 459 8& 595763
4 867 291 923 996 643

4.4565543
4.8777963
4.8505941
4.5308361
4.5732258
4.5566321
4.5473t60
4.7797430
4.s808188
4.4013186
4.5685t62
4.6359081
4.7666727
45539217
4.8028039
4.775872s
4.6784043
4.62t3901
4.4899719
4.547t659
4.6797966
4.69Mt07
4.9285914
5.0181916
4.5293043
4.6037822
4.769t045
4.63t3214
4.6462439

191
191
191
191
191
191
191
193
191
191
t93
t93
191
t93
t93
191
191
191
193
193
191
193
191
197
2lt
197
t93
191
193
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Table 7-8.
D-values with C(D') > 4.9

D C(D) q(D)
-2 r85 525 6s4774 ffi3
-l 841 263497 634507
-4087 8,ffi124363723
-2685 4742t2955307
-2206 536270 988 603
-1557 482259 0t9 307
-3 4t1 659 9t5 168 563
4234760 613 525187
4342220 938 996 627
-2068 660612674307

4.91Eó9lE
4.9220531
4.9285914
4.9375363
4.9451552
4.9774707
5.003t973
5.0r81916
5.0302734
5.0978921

t79
181
191
179
179
179
179
t97
181
181

7 .2 PSEUDO.CUBES

Another sieving problem, and one that is particularly well suited ro the capabilities of
OASiS, is the search for pseudo-cubes. These are analogous to the pseudo-squares seen

earlier, and are defined to be those integers of the form 9Ê + 1 which are (non-zero) cubic
residues of all primes less than or equal to some prime p, but are not perfect cubes.

Although a natural sieving problem, it has received fa¡ less attention than pseudo-squares;

the only previous work is an unpublished table of least pseudo-cubes up to Nr39 generated

by Cobham using a conventional computer search tCob68l. OASiS has now been used to
duplicate and extend this work up to N313. The results are summarized in Table 7-9.
Since every number is a cubic residue modulo p if p = 2 (mod 3), N p always equals the
preceding table entry, No, unless plNq, so to save space the table omits entries for anyp =
2 (mod 3) unless No differs from No. The only instance of this phenomenon forp < 313
occurs when Ns3+ N79; it appatently went unnoticed by Cobham, and the correct value for
N63 appears here for the first time.

OASiS searched forNo values by running a series of problems, each of which began at

the point where the previous one left off and included an additional congruence. Since the
congruences with p = 1 (mod 3) exclude about two-thirds of their residue classes, while the
congn¡ences with p = 2 (mod 3) exclude only one, only the former were actually loaded

into the sieve; the remainder were simulated in sofnvare by the host. This greatly increased

the time between solutions, and both increased the average sieving rate and reduced the
number of solution candidates tested by the host. It is worrh noting that a sieve with a
fixed set of ring sizes would not have been able to perfonn this optimization. For example,
UMSU would only have loaded 14 "desirable" congruences into hardware, whereas
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OASiS was able to load up to 28. OASiS also doubled its normal sieving rare ro 4.25 x
108 triats per second by taking advantage of the single residue congruence modulo 2 to
optimize its search. Since some perfect cubes are also solutions to the congruences used in
the problems, a simple filter program was used to reject them. However, unlike the
pseudo-squaÍe case, relatively few perfect cubes were encountered, and they did not
significantly affect the progress of sieving. Hence, OASiS was able to search the interval
from 0 to l01s in about 700 hours. An example of a pseudo-cube problem file, the results
obtained, and the filter routine used is given in Appendix G, "A Sample problem".

Table 7-9.
Least Pseudo-cubes

# of pnmes p ND Source

I
4
6
8

11
12
t4
18
19
2L
))
23
25
27
29
31
34

¿
7

t3
19
31
37
43
6t
67
73
79
83
97

103
109
127
139

t7
77

181
2393
3 457
5 669

74 339

166 249
2275 t81
7 235 8s7
7 298 927
8721 539

9t 246 t?t,

98 0r8 803

Cobham (1968)
computer search

JO
37
38
42
M
46
47
48
50
s3
58
59
61
63
65
6t

151
157
163
181
t93
199
211
223
229
241
27t
277
283
307
313
33r

I 6L¿ JE' T3I,

7 991 083 927

::

20365764 tt9
25t5 598768717
6440 55572t ffit

29 135 87490t r4t
::

406540 676672677

> 1 006 698 672 45872s

Stephens (19E9)
OASiS

tt7

All primes except those marked wirh * are = 1 (mod 3)



Chapter I :

Beyond the OASiS

All things began in order, so shall tley end,
and so shall tley begin again

Sir Thomas Browne

This chapter analyzes the performance of the Open Architecture Sieve System and looks
at areas where fur:ther development is possible, including multi-processor sieving. It also
describes a ne\¡/ sieving system being developed at the University of Calgary.

8.1 AN OASIS RETRoSPECTIvE

The development of the Open Architecture Sieve System was an attempt to produce a
sieving system that would set new standards in speed and flexibiliry. Now that the system
is operational, it is possible to re-examine its six main design and performance goals to see

how well they have been satisfied.

1) Generaliry. OASiS can solve almost any sieving problem that the user cares to
define, with few limits on the form of the problem's congruences and none at
all on any extra restrictions that it imposes.

2) Speed. The OAS runs at a rate at nearly 215 million trials per second, making it
the fastest sieve yet built. When OASiS is given a problem containing
congntences with only a single accepøble residue class, this rate can be boosted

to billions of rials per second.

3) Ríngs. The sieve provides 16 programmable size rings, each capable of
holding a congn¡ence whose modulus can be as large as 8192. The rings have

already been used to run problems that would not have been possible on a sieve

with fixed ring sizes. The sieve's ability to implement very large congruences

is also inviting, but has not yet been used other than as a means of placing more
than one congruence into a ring.

4) Reliabí\iry. In the eleven months that OASiS has been in operation (as of
September 1989), the host software has demonstrared its ability ro run problems
for long periods without user intervention and its ability to tolerate error
conditions, including system crashes. The OAS itseH has been very reliable: to
date there has never been a recorded instance of hardware error during sieving.
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5) Portabilíry. The system's hardware and software are designed for portability.
Exactly how portable they really are won't be known until OASiS is moved to a
new host, but some modifications have already been made to the host software

withour diff,rculty.

6) Flexibiliry. The design of the OAS allows future hardware modifications to be

made easily, including the addition of extra processors and more or larger rings.
Thus, as fa¡ as can be tested, the OASiS project appea$ to have achieved all of its goals,

and in some cases has even surpassed them.

Despite these achievements, a few aspects of the system's design have not turned out as

well as first envisioned. The only real failure is the OAS' inability ro meet the original
target sieving speed of 256 million trials per second, which, as mentioned previously, was
primarily due to our inexperience in designing high speed hardware and budget limitations;
the rest of the system has generally performed as intended. One area that did cause some
problems was the serial communication interface between the sieve and its host. Chosen to
provide good portability, its limited bandwidth restricts the flow of data in both directions
so that the time taken to load or verify a typical sieving problem borders on rhe

unreasonable (about five minutes for each operation) and problems that transmit many
solution candidates to the host run noticeably slower than those that transmit relatively few.
At present, the existing interface is satisfactory, but it is a potential weakness that may
hamper an expanded version of OASiS that needs to perform more VO. Future sieve

designers are advised to pay as much anention to getting data in and out of the sieve as they
do to manipulating the data once it has arrived at its destination.

In the final analysis, the success of any project is best judged by two criteria: does it
perform the job it was designed to do and does it do so at a reasonable cosr? OASiS scores

well on both counts, solving sieving problems with unmatched speed and flexibiliry at the
price of a small workstation. If OASiS is used continuously over a five year period, the

cost of its development and operation will work out to about $5 per day-a bargain when
compared against the costs of using a mainframe or supercomputer to solve the same
problems over the same period of time.

8.2 FUTURE DEvELoPMENT oF OASIS

Although OASiS is now up and running, its development is by no means complete.
Areas needing further examination include methds of using the existing sieve hardware
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more effectively and the inroduction of an expanded version of the OAS utilizing multiple
sieve processors.

8.2.1 Improving the Existing System

Much of the effort expended during the development of OASiS was d¡iven by the need

to get a functional system in place as quickly as possible. Now that some experience has

been gained by running real problems, attention may be turned to those areas of the system

that do not function as well as they could or which were omitted entirely.

8.2.1.1 IMpRovrNc SrEvrNc Oprrurz¿.TroN

Wherever possible, the OASiS software increases the effective sieving rate of the OAS
hardware by merging all congruences having a single acceptable residue and then having
the sieve test only those values that lie in the single acceptable residue class of the resulting

congruence. The software simply loads the remaining congruences into the rings so that

adjacent residue positions in a ring differ by the modulus of the merged congruence rather

than by one. Extending this technique to examine only the acceptable residue classes of a
congn¡ence having n acceptable residues out of rn would allow OASiS to increase its
sieving performance by a factor of i. A typicat problem involving quadratic residues or
non-residues would run over five times faster by merging the two congruences having two
or three acceptable residues into a single congruence with six acceptable residue classes and

programming the sieve to test these classes only.

Modifying the OASiS software to perform this optimization requires it to select the

congruences to be optimized, merge them, and load the remaining congruences into the

sieve so that adjacent residue positions reflect the gaps created by omitting the unacceptable

residue classes. Reordering the residues of an arbitrary congruence (mod p) produces a

congruence (mod lcm(n,p)) that contains s"dht copies of each residue. Figure 8-l
illustrates the effects of this process on an arbitrary congmence (mod 5) when a congruence

with rn = 7 and n = 2 is used as the basis of the optimization. As before, the ring
corresponding to the congruence being used as the basis of the optimization contains only
acceptable residues, but the residues in the other ring now repear with a period that is twice
as long as before. The larger congruences that are generated by the optimization means that
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the technique cannot be applied to a sieve with frxed size rings unless ¿ divides the size of
the ring for all rings in the device,l so a sieve such as UMSU could not handle even the

simple case involving only two residue classes. Since the sizes of the OAS rings can be set

by the host, the only effect of the larger congnrences on OASiS would be a reduction in the

number of congruences that could be loaded into the sieve. In some cases, the larger
congruences formed through optimization would occupy no more ring space than the
unoptimized congruence since the ring's internal design would require the presence of
multiple copies of its residues anyway.

x, - 01234 567 8910...
(a) x=? (modS) mod5-

x = 2,5 (mod 7) mod 7 -

?r ?z ?z ?q

xr {z X3 X¿

standard ordering of residues

x - 2 5 9 12161923

?o ?t ?z ?3

{s xo Xo Xr

,i0
Xg

,¡):4 :O
It'/Z X¡ ...

26 30 33 37 ...

optimized ordering of residues

Figure 8-1. Two-residue Optimization

8.2.1.2 IMpRovrNc RrNc Urruznrrox

The OASiS software does not always fill the available rings with congruences as well
as it might and curently insists that all rings have the same maximum size. Modifying the

software to use an algorithm that produces a closer approximation to the optimal fining
would increase the system's ability to handle large problems or allow it to run a problem
using fewer rings than are curently required. Removing the "same size rings" restriction is
of less importance, but is likely to be important if the OAS rings are upgraded in the furure.
A good starting point for fînding a better congruence mapping algorithm would be to
examine algorithms that solve the closely related problem of scheduling tasks on a multi-
processor computer system.

t2r

I Alærnatively, the host software could choose to leave a ring empty if rhe larger congruence will not fit.
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Even with a better mapping algorithm, there will always be sieving problems where the
arangment chosen by OASiS is unacceptable because of peculiarities specific to the
problem. While the existing problem fîle syntax allows the user to override the default
fitting, manually specifying where each congruence should go is tedious work. A bener
approach would be to allow the user to assign a priority level to each congruence which
would guide the oASiS sofrwa¡e into deriving an acceprable mapping by itself.

8.2.1.3 luprnprpNTrNc Sor,urro¡¡ Couxrrxc

The OASiS software does not currently take advantage of the solution counting mode
provided by the OAS. This omission is seldom important since few sieving problems
require solution counting, but its presence would be a defînite asset for those that do.
Before beginning to implement this facility, it would be necessary to decide whether to
forbid counting for a problem that requires the host to implement congruences in software
rings or perform filtering, since OASiS would not be able to take advantage of the sieve's
solution counting mode and would sieve no faster than if it were recording the problem's
solutions.

8.2.I.4 IMPRoVING HoST/SIEVE CoMMUNIcATIoN

As mentioned, the limited bandwidth of the serial link between the sieve and its host
presents difficulties when a problem requires a great deal of interaction between the two
machines. There are several ways in which this difficulty could be alleviated, some of
which involve only relatively simple changes to the existing system.

The most obvious solution is to increase the baud rate of the serial link to 19.2K or
beyond, but this is not easily done. The sieve's serial interface is closely tied to the
microcomputer's internal clock, so increasing the baud rate might require the use of a
crystal that would actually decrease the rate at which commands are processed. This
problem could be overcome by altering the control board design to allow the MC6870l to
use an external clock source, but it would not be a triviat modification.

Even with a faster baud rate, a number of communication problems would remain.
Currently, the host waits for the sieve to echo each cha¡acter before sending the next; thus,
it sits idle for a significant amount of time when transmitting a command. For commands
involving a lot of characters, as with the loading or verification of rings, the effective rate
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of transmission is closer to 1200 baud than 9600. Altering the sieve's firmware and host
software to use a half-duplex protocol would allow the host to send characters in bursts
without waiting for acknowledgement from the sieve and would decrease the amount of
idle time it experienced. The sieve's microcomputer could probably keep up with the
resulting flood of data in most situations, but XON/XOFF control would have to be
introduced to prevent data from being lost when it couldn't.

If necessary, a further increase in the communication rate could be achieved by sending
(possibly unprintable) characters containing eight residues apiece during the loading and
verification of rings, rather than the current system of printable characters containing four
residues. This would halve the number of characters transmitted during these commands,
but would also limit the ability of the user to transmit commands to the sieve hardwa¡e from
an ordinary terminal, hindering debugging. Even worse, it would limit portability because

not all computers support 8 bit serial communications. Rewriting the sieve's firmware to
handle only 6 or 7 residues per character would be much more complicated than getting it to
handle eight residues, and might result in the loading and verification of rings being no
faster than before.

As a last resort, the OAS could be modified to use an 8 bit parallel interface instead of a
serial interface. This decision would involve making major changes to the OAS hardware
and firmware, and lesser changes to the OASiS software, but it would also allow
communication to be performed as fast as the two machines could generate and process

data. The portability problems that this type of interface generates are well known from the

experience of the UMSU system.

8.2.2 Multi-processor Sieving

The modular design of the Open Architecture Sieve opens the door to the construction
of a sieving system with multiple sieve processors. By using n processors, the OAS could
take advantage of the inherently parallel nature of sieving to increase the rate of sieving by a
factor of n.

8.2.2.I PennIInI PRocESSING STRATEGIEs

The simplest method of achieving parallelism would be to partition a sieving problem
into ¿ subproblems, each of which searches one nü of the original search range. The
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problems would be run on the /¿ processors, after which their results would be combined to
obtain the results for the original problem. Getting OASiS ro supporr such a capability
would entail adding a command to partition the work and submit the resulting subproblems

for execution. The host's problem scheduling mechanism would also have to be modified
to run a sieving problem on each of the available sieve units simultaneousty. If desired, a
command could also be added to handle the collation of the results of the subproblems,
rather than requiring the user to do these operations manually. One bonus of this approach
to parallelism is that the new scheduler would also allow totally un¡elated problems to be

solved simultaneously on separate sieve units.

If the end of the search range is not known, as is often the case in sieving problems, the
interval partitioning method of achieving parallelism is unusable. Instead, OASiS would
have to direct the processors to search the interval in an interleaved fashion, causing the n
processors to act like a single sieve with 16¿ solution taps: each would test 16 values out
of l6n consecutive possibilities and leave the remainder to the other z-1 processors.

Modifying the existing SIEVE command to control all n processors would be a non-trivial
task, and special ca¡e would be required to synchronize the operation of the sieves since

they would still be physically independent devices.

Regardless of the form of parallelism adopted, its introduction raises the problem of
determining how to utilize the sieve's rings effectively. At the moment, ring allocation is
trivial: each problem run uses all of the rings. However, once multiple processors become

available, the user will be forced to tailor the arrangment of processors and rings to
maximize the number of processors without flodding the host with solution candidates. If
rings of different maximum sizes are available, the resource allocation problem is even

more difficult to solve. Unless some means can be found to measure the hardware
requirements of a typical sieving problem, it is impossible to know how many sieve
processors or rings to construct in the multi-processor version of the OAS.

8.2.2.2 S¡pruIarrNc MULTIPLE SIEvE UNITS

The unique design of the OAS rings can be utilized to allow a single sieve unit to work
on two or more related problems simultaneously. Although a ring is normally loaded with
the residues for a single congruence, it can also be partitioned into "logical rings", each

containing a different set of residues for the congruence. Figure 8-2 illusrates an example
in which six taps of a ring test one set of residues (modulo l2), while the remaining ten
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taps test a different set. If analgous configurations are established in all rings, a single
sieve unit can solve two distinct problems at the same time, one at * of the normal rate
and the other at #. tn general, up to 16 d.ifferent problems could be solved by the OAS;
the only requirement would be that the problems share the same set of congruence moduli.

'Whether such an exotic approach to parallel processing would be of any practical use is
unclear. There are certainly problems that require solving sets of congruences with
coûlmon moduli but distinct sets of residues, such as the search for pseudo-zü powers, but
they could probably be handted more easily by simply running a number of separate jobs in
the normal way. A more realistic use for this capability would be to divide each ring in half
and run the same problem twice; although this would cur the sieving rate in half, the host
could be programmed to check that the two halves produced identical resulrs, greatly
reducing the chances of a transient hardwa¡e error going undetected-
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Figure 8-2. Partitioning a Ring

678948 23456789A8
o12345 456789A801
678948 6789480123
o12345 8948O12345
678948 4801234567
012345 01234s6789

I
10 taps

(mod 12)

8.2.3 A "Second Generation" Sieve Unit

Although a multi-processor sieve could be constn¡cted by simply duplicating the current
batch of OAS circuit boa¡ds, the number of ring boards needed to implement a sieve unit
would allow no more than two or three processors to be installed before the sieve's card
cage was filled. Instead, it would probably be worthwhile to increase the OAS' multi-
processing capabilities by building a set of "second generation" sieve units that are
approximately 507o smaller than the original model. At the same time, several flaws in the
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original boards could be corrected to make the new units about ?ßVo fastsr than the old one.

The redesign process would not alter the overall design and operation of the sieve unit, so

large sections of the existing boards and all of the OAS firmware could be reused "as is".

The original 16 MHz specifîcation for the sieve clock could be reached by making a

couple of significant changes to the OAS boa¡ds. First, the clock circuit based on the
4m2925 chip would have to be replaced by one composed of FAST TTL componenrs to
permit a 16 MHz signal to be generated reliably. This would involve either building a

stripped down version of the Am2925 that provides only the functions actually used in the
sieve or designing a totally new clock circuig in either case, one of the cwrent generation of
programmable array logic @AL) devices could be used as the basis for the circuit Second,

the sieve's circuit boa¡ds would have to be redesigned with additional layers for power and
ground planes, taking special precautions in placing the clock line traces to avoid the signal
reflections encountered previously. The circuit board design tools used to build the first
version of the OAS are capable of supporting such four layer boards.

The size of a sieve unit could be decreased by redesigning the rings. The current 16

chip ring design could be reduced to just three chips by combining all of the ring's non-

RAM functions into a single chip containing the SAR, CAR, and solution latch
components, as well as generating the ring's control signals and providing the interface to
the data and solution buses. The new ring chip could probably be implemented using

existing forms of application specifîc integrated circuit (ASIC)---€ither a semi-cusrom

programmable array or a more expensive custom VLSI chip. While it would be nice to
reduce the ring design to a single chip by atso integrating the RAM into the chip, attempting

to match the very high capacities provided by existing memory chips would not be cost

effective. The much smaller footprint of the new ring design would permit the constn¡ction

of a shorter ring board holding at least eight rings, rather than the four rings found on
existing boards. This design would also lessen the distance the clock signal travels to reach

the most distant ring on a ring boa¡d so that the distance no longer exceeds safe design
limits for a 16 MHz signal. Because the new rings would be functionally identical ro the
old ones, they would be compatible with the existing sieve hardwa¡e and firmware.

8.3 TttB UNrvnnsITY oF C¿,rc¡,nY SIEvE

In 1988, two graduate students at the University of Calgary, Michael Hermann and

Cameron Patterson, announced a proposal to develop a high performance sieving device
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based on custom VLSI hardware tHP88l. Further details appear in [tIP89] and describe a
system that would increase the current record for sieving speed by an order of magnitude.

The design of the new sieve combines fearu¡es of both the UMSU sysrem and OASiS.

Like the OAS, the new sieve is to be controlled by a microcomputer and use a serial link to
its host to increase its portability. The powerful Motorola 68000 processor chosen as its

controller is intended to allow it to implement in software any congruences that a¡e not
present in hardware, without relying on the host. As with UMSU, the sieve is to have

fixed size rings (whose moduli represent the fust 30 primes) and use eight taps per ring;
combined with a 25lvftlz clock frequency, the initial version of the sieve will sieve 200

million values per second. By using custom VLSI technology, all of the sieve's rings and

solution detection circuitry are to be contained on a single chip; the sieve itself will consist

of a single printed circuit board with room for up to 16 such chips. A fully confîgured
sieve with all of its sockets filled would thus provide 128 solution raps per ring and be

capable of sieving an unprecedented 3.2 billion values per second in hardware. Its
designers hope to have the device in operation somerime in 1990.
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Appendix A :

OAS Schematics

This appendix contains schematic diagrams depicting the design of the control board
and ring boards making up an Open Architecture Sieve sieve unit Together with the pAL
definitions in Appendix B, they form a complete description of the OAS hardwa¡e at its
lowest level and provide an accurate record for future sieve users.

All of the diagrams were produced using the OrCAD/SDTTM schematic design tool
package. The first eight diagrams depict the OAS conrol board, while the final eight depict
the ring board. Since all four rings on a ring boa¡d are identical in design, pages 6,7 , and,

8 of the ring board schematics have been omined; each missing page is identical to page 5
except for the numbering of its components. Size A worksheets are printed at their normal
scale; size B worksheets have been reduced by a factor of two to allow them fit on an g.5

by 11 inchpage.

The diagrams show the design of the OAS hardware at the time is was assembled. A
number of minor modifications were later made during testing to permit reliable operation.
These are noted below.

Control Board, page 4 A second 74F367 was mounted on top of U26 to provide
better internal grounding for the chip.-

A small swiæh was inserted in parallel with C42 to allow the
RESET (L) signal to be generaied manually.

U22 is a 4}lvftlz oscillator, nor 50 MHz as shown.

A second 220o resistor pack was tied to Rpl and a second
to RP2 to decrease their resistance to l10O

The clock signal going to each ring is first run through a
68ct resistor that helps to absorb réflections.

A^n-ad{þ1al0.1p.F decoupling capacitor was added ro each
of the 74F269 counrers (U4 anã Uj2).

OrCAD/SDTTM is a rademark of OrCAD Systems Corporation.

Conrol Board, page 5

Connol Board, page 8

Ring Board, page 5
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Appendix B :

OAS PAL Descriptions

B. 1 PAL UsAGE IN THE opnN AncHrrEcTURE Srnvn

Programmable Array Logrc (PAL@) chips are used in both the OAS control board and
ring board designs. In both cases, the primary function of the PALs is to help carry out the
control board microcomputer's read and write requests by asserting the appropriate chip
input(s) for the correct sieve component. The PALs also generate signals which prepare
selected sieve components for sieving when the sieve is placed in problem mode and others
which inform the microcomputer when a solution has been found during sieving. Using
PALs to carry out these functions, instead of a network of demultiplexers, results in a
considerable reduction in board space and complexity.

This appendix describes the internal operation of the two PALs found on the OAS
control board and the two PALs used by each ring on the ring boards. Each pAL is
represented in two ways: by a set of Boolean equations and by the corresponding fuse
map. The way in which the OAS PALs are connected to the other sieve components can be
found by examining the schematic diagrams of Append.ix A.

8.2 READING PALASM EQUATIONS

The Boolean equations describing the operation of the OAS PALs are written in
PALASM@ A complete description of this language can be found in the handbook
Programmable Array Logic (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 1983), but the following
summary should be sufficient to allow the OAS PAL equations to be interpreted easily.

A PALASM program file consists of three parts: a documentation sectíon, a pín
descríption sectíon, and an output sígnal sectíon.

The documentation section is contained in the first ttree lines of the file. It specifies the
type of PAL being programmed and describes the project the pAL is used in.

PAL@ and PALASM@ are registered tradema¡ks of Monolithic Memories, Inc.

B-t



OAS PALDescriptions B-2

The pin description section assigns a n¿Lme to each of the PALs pins, beginning with
pin 1. A name prefixed by a slash ('/') indicates that the pin is considered acrive LOW
whenever it is used as an input, rather than the default of active HIGH. It is irrelevant
whether the name of an ouçut pin is preceded by a slash or not-the output is active HIGH
or active LOW according to the type of PAL beittgprogrammed

The output signal section consists of a series of Boolean equations that define the
conditions under which each ouçut pin is asserted. Each equation contains an output pin
nalne, and equals sign ('-'), and an expression representing the conditions under which the
output is asserted. The simplest expression is the name of an input pin, which ind.icates

that the output is asserted whenever the input is. An input name prefixed by a slash causes

the ouçut to be asserted when the input is deasserted. More complex expressions can be

formed by logically ANDing two or more terms using asterisks ('*') or ORing them using
plus signs ('+'); if both operations are used in combination, the AND operator has higher
priority. All characters from a semicolon (';') up to the end of the line signify a comment.

The PALASM language provides more complex features to program chips which have

internal flip-flops, bídirectíonal pins (a pin that can be used for both input and oulpur), or
tri-stateable oulputs (a pin which can be temporarily disconnected from its normal output
source within the PAL). However, since none of the OAS PALs has these capabilities, a
description of how these features are represented in PAIASM need not be given.

8.3 READING PALASM FUSE MAPS

Once a PALASM description of a PAL has been created, it is converted to the
corresponding fuse map by running the text through a PALASM assembler. The fuse map

is then read by PAL programming soft'ware which blows the appropriate fuses in the pAL.

The PAL designer can use a fuse map to manually verify that the PALASM equations have

been correctly written and translated before actually prognmming a pAL chip.

No fuse map can be easily interpreted without a diagram showing the connections
between the PAL's pins and the fuse grid. Such diagrams can be found in the PAL@
Device Data Book (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 1988) and similar sources. In the fuse
maps that follow, a '0' indicates an intact fuse (ie. gdd connection) while a 'l' indicates a

blown fuse (ie. no connection).



OAS PAL Descriptions

PAL EQUATTONS - CONTnOL BOARD PALO

PAt20L10
AII,AN STEPHENS 4/APRTL/BB
COMTROL SIGNATS FOR CONTROL BOARD TRTÄI COUNTER E SOLUTION DETECTTON

A0 At_ A2 A3 /eware /ro¡¿opnRW /Cøn /C,OTSOLN3 /COrSOl¡lZ /CÐTSOLNI cND
/æTSOLNO SOLUTTON /CTRSELs /CTRSEL4 /CTRSEL3 /READCTR
/wnrrpcrR /couNrsl,¡ /cTRsET,2 /Crnsrr,t /CTRSEL0 vcc

B-3

CT'RSEIo : AWAI(E*IO¡,ÍODE*A3* /A2*A:-* /A0
CTRSEL1 _ AWÀKE*IO},IODE*A3* /A2*AT*AO
CTRSEL2 : AI^JAIG*IOMODE*A3*A2* /AL* /A0
CTRSEL3 _ A$IAKE*rOù4ODE*A3*A2* /AI*A0
CTRSEL4 : AI^7AI(E*IOI"ÍODE*A3*A2*A1*/A0
CTRSEL5 : AWATG*IOMODE*A3*A2*AI_*A0
READCTR _ AWAKE*IOì4ODET.RW*CBA
WRTTECTR _ AWAKE*¡OyO¡¡*/RW*CBA
COUÌüIEN : AI'IAKE*/ICI,ÍODE
,' active HIGH signal
/SOLUTTON : /AWAKE

; counter segment selects

; solution only Íf awake
+ / æTSOLNO * /CÐTSOLNI * /GOTSOLN2 * /GOTSOLN3

FUSE M¿,P - CONTNOL BOARD PALO

(C) Copyright 1987 MicroWay, tnc. AII Rlghts Reserved..
PAT2O],].0
AII,AN STEPHENS 4/APRTL/88
CONTROL STG}IAIS FOR CONTROL BOARD TRTAI COUMIER E SOLUTION DETECTTON

,' counter IO only in IO mode

; counting ín problem mode

*D2206*F'0*
I,0000 11]_t_ 1111
L0040 0r_10 1011
Lot_60 1111_ 1111
L0200 0l-01 101_1
L0320 1111 1111
L0360 l_010 0l_11_
L0480 l_111 11Ll_
L0520 1111_ 1111
L0640 l_111 1111
L0680 1111_ 1111
L0800 1-111 1111
10840 1111 t_111
L0960 1111 1111
rl-000 t_001 0l_11
LIL20 1111 1111
L1160 0110 0111
L1280 1l_11 111_1
LL320 0101 0111
L1440 1l_t l_ 1111
L1480 1111 1111
L] 520 111t_ 11LL
DB89

1111 l_l-11 l_l_11
0111_ 1011_ 1011
1111 1111 t_111
011_t 1011 1011-
t_l-t-1 111_1 111_1
0111 1011 1011
1111 1111 1111
11 11 101-1 0111
l-11_1 111_1 1l_t_1
t_111 l_011 1011
1111 111_1 1l_1_1

l_t_11 101_1 1011
l_l_11 l_l-11 l_111
01_t-l- 101_1 101-1
1L11 1111 l_111
0l_1_1 1011 1011
1111 111_1 1111
0111 1011 1011_
1111_ 1111 111_1
1111 0l-11 1t_11
1111 111_t 111_1

l_Ll_1 l_11_l_ 1111
111i_ 1111 1l-i.l_
l_111 lt_t_1 111t
1111 1111 l_l_11
1l_11 1l_l_1 1111
111_l_ 1 111 l_l_l_1
1111 1111 l_11_1
l-111 1111 1111_
1l_11 111 1_ 1111
l_011 101_l_ 111_1
l_t_l-1 1111_ 1111
0111 1011 1111_
l-111_ l_l_11 1r_Lt_
l_t_l1 1r_Ll_ l-111_
1111- 1l_11 111L
l_111_ l_l_l_1 1111_
1l-11 1111 t_111
1111 1111 l_1_11
1l_11 1l_l_l_ l-t_11_

111_l_ t-t_t-1 1111
LLl_1 1111_ 0r_11

l_111 1l_11 *
1111 111_1 *
l_111 1111 *
111_1 111-1 *
l_111 t-111 *
1l-l_t- 111_1 *
111-1 111_1 *
t_111 111_l_ *
1111 1111 *
1111 1111_ *
1111 1l-11 *
1111 1111_ *
1111 111_1 *
1l_t_1 l_111 *
1111 1111 *
1111 111_L *
l_l_l-1 1111_ *
1111 t-111 *
1111 1111 *
1111- 1111 *
0t_11 0101 *
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PAL EQUATTONS - cONrnOL BOARD PALI
PAr20Lt_0
AIIÄN STEPHENS 4/APRTL/BB
CONTROT, SIGNALS FOR CONTROT BOARD

A0 A1 A2 A3 /AwArG /ro¡onsRw /nsa /cze p10 pti_ GNDP13 /wRrTEcr,K /nnaocr,x /READSoLO /READSoLI /wRrTr\rsKo
/READMSKo /wRrî"fsK1 /nraovsxr /wRrrESoL lcsto vcc

READCLK _ A!{AKE*ro¡4oDE*Rw*cBA* /A3* /A2* /AL*AO
WRïTECIK : AITAKE* JOI"ÍODE* /RW*934* /¡J* / A2* / At* A0
READMSKO _ AWAKE*IO¡,IODE*RW* CBA* /A3* /A2*A1.* /AO
WRTTMSKO _ AI¡AKE*IOMODE*/RW*CBA*/A3* / A?*AL* / AO
READMSK1 = AWAIG*TOI4ODE*RW*CBA* /A3* /A2*A1*AO
!{RtItlSKl : A9yAI(E*rO}4ODE*/RW*CBA*/A3* / A2*AL*AO
READSOLo : AVTAIG*IOMODE*RW*CBA*/A3*A2* / A7* / AO
READSOLI_ _ A'¡'ÀKE*IOMODE*RVü*CBA*/A3*A2* / AI*AO
WRTTESOL = AI{AKE*TOMODE* /RW*CBA* /A3* A2* / AT
CBfO : AWAIG*IOMODE*CBA

+ AWAKE*TOMODE*RBA

B-4

, R/W clock control

,' fO sol_n bus mask MSB

,' IO sol-n bus mask LSB

; read solution bus MSB
; read solution bus I,SB
,' clear entÍre soln bus
; enable transceiver to
; microcomputer data bus

FUST MAP - CONTNOL BOARD PAL1

(C) Copyright l-987 Microway, Inc. AII Rights Reserved..
PAt20L10
AILAN STEPHENS 4/APRTL/88
CONTROL SIGNALS FOR COMROL BOARD

*D2206*F0*
I,0000 1 111 1111
L0040 1111 LLt l
r0080 l_11_1 11r_1
L0160 1111 1l_11
L0200 1011 0111
L0320 1111 111_1
L0360 0101 1011
L0480 1t 1l_ 1111
L0520 0101 1011
r0640 1111 1111
L0680 0110 1011
L0800 1_111 t_l_l_1
L0840 0110 1011
T,0960 11r_1 1111_
L1000 100i_ 0111
L1120 111_l_ 1111_
L]160 1010 011_1
Ll_280 l_111 1i_l_1
L1320 1001 1011
Ll_440 1111 1111
L1480 t-001 t_011
DB6F

111 1 1111 1111
111-1 101_1 101_1
1111_ 101-1 1011
1111 1111 111_L
1011 1011 101_1
1111 1l_11 1111_
1011 1011 1011_
1111_ 111_1 l_111
1011 1011 1011
i_111 1111 t_111
1011 l_011 1011
1t_t_1 t_111 111_1
1011 101-1 1011
1111 1111 1111
l_011 l-011_ t_011
1111_ 111_t_ l_t-11
1011 l_011 1011
1t_t-1 l_111 t 1l_1
L01l_ 101_1 1011
l_111- 1111 1111_
1011 1011 L01l-

1111_ 1111 11 11 1111 1111 *
l_l_11 1111 L0l_l_ 111_1 1111 *
l_1 11 t_011 L1t_1 1l_11 1111- *
1111 111t- 1111_ 1t_11 1111 *
l_01-1 1111 l_011- 1111 1111 *
1111 1111 1111_ 1111 1111 *
011_1 1111 1011 1111 1111 *
1111 l_111 t_111 l_111 111-1 *
1011 1111 101-l- 111_1 1111 *
l_l-11 1111 1111 1111 1111 *
0111 1l_11 1011 1t-11 1111- *
1l-l_1 111_1 1t_Ll_ 1111 t-111 *
1011 1111 l_011 1111_ 111_1 *
1111 1111 1111_ 1111 1l_11 *
01_11 i_l_11 l_011 l_111_ 1111 *
1111 l_l_11 1_111_ 111_t_ 1l_11_ *
011_1 lt l_l_ 1011 1111 1111 *
1l_11 111_1 1111 1t_11 1111 *
0111- 1111 t oi-L 111_l_ 111_1 *
l_111 1t-11 l_L1t_ 111_1 1111 *
101-1 1111 1011- 111_1 1111 *
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PAL EQUATIONS . RING BOARD PALO

PAI,16LB
A],I.AN STEPHENS 22/P.PP'TL/88
COMTROL STGNALS FOR MOST SIGNIFICANT HALF OP RTNG

/nrNesnT, /nee nw /rol¿oon A0 A1 A2 lTcO /rct c¡to
P11 /RRAMO /WRAMO /WCEN WSARO /RCARO /RSARO /IORAMO /BUS2RAM VCC

BUS2RAM : /nW ,. RAM rO direction
IORAMO = RINGSEL*RBA*A2*/A1*/A0 ,. do RAM fO on read or writeRSARO = RINGSET,*RBA*IìW*/A2*A1,* /AO ; read SÀR
RCÀRO : RINGSEL*RBA*RW*A2*A]-* /AO ,. read C.AR
/wsARo = /RINGSEL + /n¡a + Rw + A2 + /A1 + A0 ,. write sAR

,' RTNGSEL*RBA*/RW* /A?*AL* /A0 inverted, slnce active HIGH signal_: RINGSEL*RBA*/RW*A2*A1 ; l_oad on write to either CAR byte+ TcO*Tc1 i or on overfl_ow whil-e counting: RINGSEL*RRA*/RW*A2*/A1*/A0 ; wríte RAM during rO ón1y: RINGSEL*RBA*RW*.A'2*/A7*/A0 ; read R.AM normally
+ /rO¡{oDE r or in problem moàe

FUSN MAP - RING BOARD PAL()

(C) Copyright l-98? MicroWay, rnc. All Rlghts Reserved.
PAI16L8
AILAN STEPHENS 2Z/P.PRTL/BB
CONTROL SIGD.IALS FOR ¡4OST STGNIFICANT HALF OF RTNG

B-s

WCAR

WRAMO

RRAMO

*D22L'l*Ft0*
L0000 1111 1111 1111
L0032 1111 1011 1111
L0256 1111 l-l-11 1t_l_1
L0288 1010 1111 1l-11
L05l-2 1111 1111 1111
L0544 1010 0111- 11 11
L0768 l-l-11 1111 1111_
L0800 1010 011_l- 11_11
LL024 1111_ l_111 1111
Ll_056 1101 l_111_ 1l_l_1
L1088 0111 1111 1l_11
L1120 1t_11 0111 1111
L1152 1l-11 1111 1111_
Ll_184 1111 1111 1l_11
Lr2L6 111_1 1l_1-1 111_1
L]280 1111 l-111_ 1111
L1312 1010 t_011 1111
L1,344 1111 1111_ 1111
L1536 111_1 1111 1111-
Ll_568 l-010 101-l- 1111
L1792 111_L 1l_l-1 1111
LL824 1010 0t_11_ 1111
Lt_856 1111 t-111 0111
c785

l_111 1111 1111 1111 1111 *
1l_11 Lt_11- 111_1 1111_ 1111 *
1_111 Ll_11 l_l-11 11Lt_ 1l_11 *
1011 1011 0111 l_111 1111 *
1l-11 1 111 l_i_11 111_1 1111 *
1011 0111_ t_011 1111 1111 *
l-l_11 Ll-11 Ll_1_1 ll_l_L 1l_11 *
1011 011_l_ 0111_ 1111_ 1111 *
1111 111_t_ 1111_ 1111 1111 *
l_l_11 1111 1111 1111_ 1111 *
1111 1111 1l_11 111_1 1111 "1_111 1111 111_1 1111 111-1 *
1111 1111_ 0111_ 1111 111_1 *
L1lt_ 101_1 11t_1 111_t 111-1 *
011_1 t-l-11 1111_ t_t_11 111_1 *
1111 111i_ 1t_l_1 1111_ 1l-11 *
1l-11 0111 011_1 1111 1111 *
l_111 1111 111-1 1011- 1011 *
l_11-1 1l_11 1111_ t_111 1111 *
1011 101_1 0l_11 1t-l_l_ t_11i- *
l_11-1 l_t-11_ 111_1 1111 1111 *
1011 101-1 01-t-1 l_l_t_1 t_l-11 *
111_1 1111 l_111 1111 l_111 *
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PAL EqunrroNs - RrNc BOARD PAL1
PAI].6L8
AIIÄN STEPHENS 8/MARCH/88
CONTROL SIGNALS FOR LEAST STGNTFICANT HAIF OF RING

/nr¡¡cser, /n¡e Rw /roþroDE Ao A1 A2 pB p9 GND
P1-]- /RRAI4]. /WRÃ¡41 P14 WSAR]. /RC.ARI /RSAR]. /rORAMr /COUNT VCC

B-6

COUNT
IORAM1
RSARl
RCARI
/WSAR1

ICRA}{I
RRA¡41-

+

/ro¡¿oos
RTNGSEL*RBA*A2 * /A1 *A0
RINGSEL *RBA*RI^I* /A2 *A1 *A0
RINGSEL * RBA*FJi¡*A2 *A1 *A0
/n¡Hcsrr.+/RBA+Rw+A2
RINGSEL*RBA* / Wr* / A2*A1 *A0
RINGSEL*RBA* / F{/t* A2* /A1 *A0
RINGSEL*RBA*RW*A2 * /A1 *A0
/ro¡40DE

; count during problem mode
,. do RÃM IO on read or write
,' read SAR
,' read CAR

+ /AI + /A0 ; write sAR
inverted, slnce actíve HIGH sígnal

; wrlte R.AM during IO only
; read RAM normally
i or in probJ-em mode

Fusn Mnp - RlNc Bonno pALl
(C) Copyright. 1987 MicroWay, Inc. ALl Rights Reserved.
PAI]-6LB
AILAN STEPHENS B/MARCH/88
CONTROL STGNÀLS FOR LEAST STGNTFIC.ANT HALF OF RTNG

*D22I7*F0*
L0000 1t-11 1111_
L0032 r-111 1111
L0256 111_t 1111_
L0288 101_0 1111
L05r2 111-1 1111
10544 1010 011t
L0768 1111 t-111
r,0800 l-010 0111
Lt024 1111 1111-
L1056 l_101 1111_
L1088 0111 i.1_11
L1120 t_l_l-1 0111
L1l_52 l-111 1111
L1184 111_1 1111
LI2r6 l-111 111_1
L1536 l-t_11 1111
Li-568 1010 1011
L1792 1111 1111
L1,824 1010 0111
L1856 111_1 1111
ADFT

l_111 l_111 1111
0111 1111 1111
111_1 111_1 11t_1
111_1 0l_t_1 1011
1111 1111- 1111
1111 0111 0111
1l-1 1 111_1 1t_11
1111_ 011_1 011_l_

r_t_11 1t-11 1111
1111 t_111 l_111_
1111 l_t_11 1111
1l_L1 l_111 1t_11
1111_ 1111_ 111-l_
1111 1Lt_1 1011
1111_ 1011 111_1
1111_ 1111_ 111_t_

1t_1_1 0111 1011
1t_11 Lt_11 1111
1111 0t Ll_ 1011
0111 1111 1111

1111 l_111 1111_ *
1111_ 111_t 1111 *
1l_1_1 1t_11 1l_11 'k
0111 1111 111_l_ *
1l_11 11_l_1 1l-11 *
1011 1111 1111 *
1t_11 1l_11 1111 *
011_t_ 111_t_ 1l_11 *
1111 1111 l_111 *
1111 l_111_ 111L *
11 11 1111 t_111 *
l_111 l_111 1111_ *
0111_ 1l_11 111_1 *
1111 t_111 1111 *
1111_ 11t l_ 1111 *
1111_ 1l_l_1 1111 *
0111 t_1-11 l_111 *
1111 1111- 1111 *
0111 t_111 l_111_ *
1111_ l_Lt l_ l_11_1 *
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SIVMON Guide

This appendix describes the operation of the SMON 3.8 command interpreter.

SIVMON commands can be issued to the sieve either by a host computer running the
OASiS software or by a human user sitting at a dumb terminal. This document uses the
teÍns host anduser,tespectively, to designate these trwo sources, but since commands are
processed in the same way in both cases, the terms a¡e interchangeable. The use of a
particular term in the following documentation normally denotes the source most likely to
encounter the circumstances under discussion.

C.l COMMAND BASICS

SIVMON prompts for a command by sending the greater than ('>') character. In
problem mode only, this is followed by an exclamation ma¡k ('!') if sieving has been halted
by the detection of solutions anüor the trial counter reaching its maximum count. The . !'
appears as soon as either of these conditions occurs, but will never intemrpt a command
after the first cha¡acter has been typed. This notification is repeated on subsequent prompts
as long as the halting condition(s) remain; the user should normally take this as a sign to
halt sieving and investigate the cause of the stoppage.

Commands ¿ìre entered by typing a single character mnemonic and zero or more
additional command arguments or subcommmand mnemonics; extra blanks or other
whitespace cha¡acters are not permined anywhere. Alphabetic input must be given in upper
case and numeric input in hexadecimal. Each command is interpreted as it is entered; once
the required number of characters have been supplied, SIVMON automatically prompts for
the next command. The user should not enter a carriage retum at the end of a command.
For this reason, inco¡rect input cannot be corrected by backspacing and typing over the
mistake. If the user enters a command that is not permitted in the cunent mode, or enters
an invalid subcommand or numeric argument, SIVMON immediately terminates the
command and issues an appropirate error message.

The user can abort a command at any point by typing CTL-C. However, because
characters are interpreted as they are typed, aborting a WRITE command in mid-execution

c-1
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usually results in at least partial modification of the sieve component beitrg written to. This
also applies to the READ RING ALL subcommand, which alters the ring's CAR as it reads

the ring RAM containing a congruence's residues.

C.2 INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL

The input cha-racters ransmitted by the host are stored in an eight cha¡acter input buffer
as they are received and are removed as needed by SIVMON's command interpreter. Most
input characters are echoed when they are taken from the buffer; however, the CANCEL
(crl-c), xoF]F (crÏ--s), and XoN (crL-O charaoers a-re nor echoed ar all.

The host can suspend the output produced by SIVIvÍON by entering an XOFF cha¡acter

and resume it later by entering an XON.I This featu¡e is most useful for commands that
produce a large amount of output (eg. READ RING ALL). Entering XOFF while ourpur is
already suspended has no effect; nor does entering XON while output is not suspended.

Under normal circumstances, the host should not enter input while output is suspended;

any characters received (other than XON and XOFF) are simply buffered and are not
echoed or interpreted until the suspension is lifted. If the buffer overflows because of
continued typing by the host during a period of suspension, all of the characters within the

buffer are lost.

Since the OAS acts as a dedicated slave to its host, SIVMON is expected to be able to

keep up with the input transmitted to it. Thus, even though SIVMON reacts to XON and

XOFF signals from its host, it never generates them itself. If data is transmitted to the

sieve more quickly than they can be processed, input characters will eventually be lost. It
is up to the host to prevent this situation from occurring; the OASiS softwa¡e does this by
waiting for each input character to be echoed by SIVMON before transmining the next.

The host can abort a command by transmitting a CTL-C cha¡acter. \ù/hen SIVMON
receives the character, it immediately flushes its input buffer and terminates the active

command with the message'COMMAND CANCELLED'. The command inte¡preter does

not recognize the CTL-C character as a cancellation signal unril an I/o operation is

t 
!ry, suspension has no effect on sieving, which continues even when command processing is blocked.
This applies to both the search for and (if counting is enabled) the counting of soiutions. -
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performed, so if CTL-C is entered while output is suspended, the active command is not
aborted until a CTL-Q is typed.

C.3 COITIUNND SUMMARY

Tables C.1 through C.3 list the commands available in each of the three sieve modes.

Table C.l
Commands Available in Sleeping Mode

Name Mnemonic Description
rNlllALtzb
QUERY
UP

I
a
U

Reset sieve
Rerurn sieve status
Swtich to idle mode

Table C.2
Commands Available in Idle Mode

Table C.3
Commands Available in Problem Mode

Name Mnemonic Description
UUUN'I'
DOWN
FIND
CrO
INTTIALIZF
MEMORY
QUERY
READ

STEP
WRTTE

(-
D
F
G
I
M
a
RC
RM
RR
RS
RT
RW
S

WC
WM
WR
WS
WT

tnabte solutton counting mode
Switch to sleeping mode
Enable solution recording mode
Switch.to problem mode & start sieving
Reset sieve
Examine M68701 memory location
Return sieve status
Read clock speed
Read solution mask
Read ring (has several options)
Read solution counter
Read trial counter
Read solution window
Sieve in problem mode for I cycle
l,oad clock speed
l,oad solution mask
Ioad ring (has several options)
Load solution counter
Ioad trial counter
Clea¡ solution window i

Name Mnemonic Description
fiAL'l'
¡¡¡¡¡,qlIZF.
MEMORY
QUERY

H
I
M
o

stop sleung & switch to idle mode
Reset sieve
Examine M68701 memory location
Return sieve status
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C.4 CopTuaND DESCRIPTIoNS

c-4

This section contains a brief description of each command provided by SIVMON,
an'anged alphabetically by mnemonic for easy reference. Each description includes:

. the syntax of the command,

. the sieve mode(s) in which the command is available, and

. the function(s) that the command carries out.
The functional description may also give guidance on how the command should be used,
special sitr¡ations to watch out for, and so on.

The designation <h¿> in the syntax of a command means that exactly ¿ hexadecimal
digits are required at this point. The digits should not be enclosed with the .<. and ,>,

characters. For example, if the syntax of a command is 'X<h2>Y<h4>', then one possible
invocation of this command would be 'X12Y0A7F'.

C.4.1 Count
Syntax: C

Modes: idle mode

operation: switches the sieve's search mode to sorution counting.

Comments: If the sieve is already in this mode, the command has no effect

C.4.2 Down
Syntax: D

Modes: idle mode

Operation: Puts the sieve into sleeping mode.

Comments: This commTd plts the sieve's rings under the control of an adjacent control
boa¡d and.should only be done if the other sieve unit is pre" ared to take
charge of them.

C.4.3 Find
Syntax: F

Modes: idle mode

operation: switches the sieve's search mode to solution recording.
comments: If the sieve is already in this mode, the command has no effect
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C.4.4 Go
Syntax: G

Modes: idle mode

Operation: Clears the solution bus of any solutions, then runs the sieve in problem
mode until HALTed

Comments: If the trial counter is currently in its maximum count state, the sieve clock is
immediately blocked and no clock pulses are generated.

C.4.5 Halt
Syntax: H

Modes: problem mode

operaúon: stops the sieve clock, then returns the sieve to idle mode.

Comments: The clock may 1lrtudy be blocked by the [ial counterreaching its maximum
count state, or the appearance of solutions on the solution bus-, or both.

C.4.6 Initialize
Syntax: I
Modes: idle mode, problem mode, or sleeping mode (ie. valid an¡ime)
Operation: Does the software equivalent of a hardwa¡e RESET.

Puts the sieve in idle mode, with its search mode set to solution record.ing.
Sets the serial communication port speed to 9600 baud, and format to 8 bii,
no parity. Issues 1 sigl-9n- message of 'SIVMON 3.8' and prompts the
user for a command with '>'.
The sieve clock is set to use the fastest possible sieving speed. No other
sieve components a¡e altered.

C.4.7 Memory
Syntax: M<h4>

Modes: idle mode, problem mode

Operation: Pilplqyq the contents of memory at the specified address within the
M68701's ?{dr-e.ss space, then waits for a usei response. To alter the value
of the specified byte, enter '=' then the two hexaãecimal digits specifying
the new value; to leave the byte unchanged, simply enter a cañage rerurn.

Comments:Thiscommandmakesnoattempttoverifythatanyreplacementvalueis
successfully written; thus it will not complâin if the usei writes to EpROM i

or non-existent memory locations. :

This command should never be used under nomral circumstances, but may
prove useful when debugging the sieve ha¡dware (or SIVMON itselÐ.
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C.4.8 Query
Syntax: a
Modes: idle mode, problem mode, or sleeping mode (ie. valid an¡ime)
Operation: Displays a four character string which describes the current status of sieve

operations.

The first cha¡acter gives the current síeve mode, where:
X : sleeping mode
I : idle mode
P : problem mode

The second character gives the current search mode, where:
R : solution recording (ie. stop when solution is found)
C : solution counting

The third character gives the cturent sohuíon btu status, where:
S : solution(s) exist on solution bus
- : no solutions exist

The final character gives the ctJrrentproblem done status, where:
D : problem done (rial counter has reached maximum count)
- : problem not done

Comments: If the sieve mode i! 'X-' (sleeping), the¡emaining characters returned by this
command are blanks, indicating that the other pieces of status information
a¡e not available.

C.4.9 Read
General: All of the sieve devices used during the execution of a sieving problem can

be read using one of the following subcommands of READ. -Each of these
subcommands can be performed only in idle mode.

C.4.9.1 RntD CLocK SpnBo

Syntax: RC

Modes: idle mode

Operation: Displays the current sieve clock "divide by" value as a single hex digit.
Comments: See the description of the WRITE CLOCK SPEED subcommand for a table

of the available clock speeds.

C .4.9 .2 Rp¡,n Sorurrox M¿,sr
Syntax: RM

Modes: idle mode

operation: Displays the 16 bits of the solution mask as four hex digirs.

Commens: A zero bit indicates that the corresponding solution bus line is currently
disabled (permanentl y zero).



c.4.9.3
General:

c.4 .9.3.1
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

c.4.9.3.2
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

c.4.9.3.3
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

c.4.9.3.4
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

c.4.9.4
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:
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Rpan RING

All subcommands of this command begin with the mnemonic 'RR<h2>',
where the two hex digits speci-led musf denote Mg number in the r-gó
00t5 to 1Fr6 (0 to 31 decimal). Although srvMoJ\r generares an error
message if the value is not in this range, it does not che*k to see if the
current ha¡dware configuration actually contains a ring with that number.

Read Ring All
RR<h2>A

idle mode

Displays the specified ring's 16-bit-sAR and cAR values as 4 hex digits
each; then displays rhe conrenrs of all RAM locations used (addresses sÁ,R
to FFFF16, inclusive), also as 4 hex digis each.

Read Ring CAR

RR<h>C
idle mode

Display.s the 16 bits of the specified ring's curent Add¡ess Register as 4
hex digits.

Read Ring RAM
RR<h2>R

idle mode

Displays the 16 bis of the specified ring's Random Access Memory (whose
address corresponds to the ring's current cAR value) as 4 hex digiís.'

Read Ring SAR

RR<h2>S

idle mode

Displays the 16 bits of the specifîed ring's Start Add¡ess Register as 4 hex
digits.

Rnan Sorurrox Counrnn
RS

idle mode

Displays the 64 bits of the solution counrer as 16 hex digits.
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C.4.9.5 RBln TRr¿,r Couxrnn
Syntax: RT

Modes: idle mode

operation: Displays the 48 bits of the triat counrer as 12 hex disrts.

C.4.9 .6 Rnan Sol,urrolrl{rxnow
Syntax: RW

Modes: idle mode

operation: Displays the 16 bits of the solution window as 4 hex digrrs.

Comments: A "1" bit indicates a solution has been found on the corresponding line of
the solution bus.

c-8

C.4.10 Step
Syntax: S

Modes: idle mode

Operation: Clears the solution bus 9f 1nV solutions, then runs the sieve in problem
mode for one clock cycle before retuming it to idle mode.

Comments: If the rial counter is currently in its maximum count state, the sieve clock is
immediately blocked and no clock pulses are generated.

C.4.ll Up
Syntax: U

Modes: sleeping mode

Operation: Returns sieve to idle mode.

Comments: All sieve components(with the possible exception of the rings) should be as
they. were when the sieve.was put 

.to. sleep. The rings are ðhanged only if
another sieve conrol boa¡d has used them in the interim (either Uf writin! to
the rings or by running the sieve in problem mode for one or more cycleí).

C.4.12 Write
General: All of the sieve devices used during the execution of a sieving problem can

be written lsing one of the following subcommands of W{fiE, with the
exception of the solution window which can only be clea¡ed. Eacir of these
subcommands can be performed only in idle moðe.
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Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4.12.2
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4 .12.3
General:

c.4.12.3.1
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:
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Wnrrr Crocx SpBBo

wc<h1>
idle mode

Sets the curent sieve clock "divide by" value to the hex digit qpecified.

Table C.4
Sieving Speeds for a 40 MHz Crystal

divrde by clock (MHz) tnals per second ( ló taps)
.J

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

r J.J
10

8
6.6
5.7
5
4.4
4

zt'J'3'J3 333
160 000 000
128 000 000
106 ffi6 66
9t 428 57r
80 000 000
71 111 lll
64 000 000

It is an error to specify a value outside the range 3 to 10 (decimal).

Wnrre SorurroN MAsK
wM<h4>

idle mode

l-oads the 16 bits of the solution mask with the four hex digits specified.

A zero bit indicates that the corresponding solution bus line is to be disabled
þermanently zero).

\{Rrrn RING

All subcommands of this command besln with the mnemonic 'WR<h2>',
where the two hex d_igits specified must denote a ring number in the range
00,u to 1Fl6 (0 to 31 decimal). Although SIVMON generares an error
message if the value is not in this range, it does not check to see if the
current hardwa¡e configuration actually contains a ring with that number.

Write Ring AII

WR<h2>A<h4><h4><hn>

idle mode

þads the specified-rin-g's 16-bit sAR and cAR with the frst two 4-digit
hex values supplied; then loads the contents of all RAM locations uJed
(addresses sAR to FFFF16, inclusive) with the remaining 4-digit hex values
supplied. Thus, n = 4 x (1000016 - SAR).
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Commens:

c.4 .12.3.2
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4.12.3.3
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4.12.3.4
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

SIVMON does not check that the cAR value supplied is greater rhan or
gQual to the SAR value supplied, as it must be iñ order Íor the ring to
function properly.

IVrite Ring CAR

wR<h2>c<h4>

idle mode

Loads the 16 bits of the specified ring's Cunent Address Register with the
four digit hex value supplied.

SIVMON does not check that the cAR value supplied is greater than or
gqual to the ring's cturent sAR value, as ir must &-in ordeifor the ring to
function properly.

Write Ring Load

WR<h2>L<h6><hn>

idle mode

Loaps. the.specified ring w!!h the congruence supplied. The congruence's
modulus is given as rhe first 6 her digits. Tlie remaining héx digits
correspond to the residues of the congruence, padded to a múltiple of 16
bits (4 hex digits) if necessary. Thus, n = 4 x lmodulus * 16l. À ..1" bir
corresponds to an acceptable residue.

v/hen sieving begins, the ring presents the first 16 residues of the
congn¡ence, then the next 16, and so on, in a cyclic fashion.

SIVM0N does not check for a modulus value that is too large to be
supported by the specified ring's hardware, or for modulus valuJof zero.
A congru_enceof modulus rn will fît in a ring containing t RAM locations if
lcm(ln,16)s(Èx 16).

This command is the best method of loading a ring with the residues for a
congruence, since it automatica-lly generates enough copies of the residues
to fill an integral number of RAM locations. Thé replìcation of residues
takes virtuglt¿¡o_tfqe in_comparison with the time ìequired to transmit
them, so wRITE RING LOAD can load a given congrueñce up to 16 times
faster than the corresponding WRITE RING ALL command.

Write Ring RAM
wR<h2>R<h4>

idle mode

Loads the 16 bits of the specified ring's Random Access Memory (whose
address corresponds to the ring's current CAR value) with the four digit hex
value supplied.
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c.4.12.3.5
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4.12.3.6
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:

c.4.12.4
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Write Ring SAR

wR<h2>s<h4>

idle mode

Loads the 16 bis ofthe- specified ring's Sta¡t Address Register with the four
digit hex value supplied.

slVlvfoN does not check that the SAR value supplied is less than or equal
lo thg ring's current cAR value, as it must bè'in order for the rñË ro
function properly.

I{rite Ring Verify
WR<h>V<h6><hn>

idle mode

verifies the specified ring with th-e congruence supplied. The congruence's
modulus is given as the first 6 hex digits. Tirè remaining héx digits
correspond to rhe residues of the congruence, padded to a múltiple oit6
bits (4 hex digits) if necessary. Thusl n=4xlmodulus * 16l. À,,1" bit
corresponds to an acceptable residue.

After the modulus has been entered, SIVMON returns p(ass) if the
corresponding-SAR value used for such a_co_n_gruence agrees wiih the ring's
actual sAR value; if they disagree, slVNtoNrerurns È1ait¡ and terminites
the command.

once the modulus has been verified, SIVMON returns p(ass) after each 4
hex digit segmenr of residues has been verified; if any of the copies of a
residue segment does not match the ring's actual RAM-contents, sivMoN
retuns F(ail) and terminates the command.

verification begins by comparing rhe {r9q 16 residues of the congruence
?qains! the RA-lvI conrenrs at the cunent cAR (and any copies), then füe next
16 against the RAM contenrs at CAR+I, and so on.

SIVMON does nor check for a modulus value that is too large to be
supported by the specified ring's hardware, or for modulus valuJof zero.
A congru-ence. of modulus m will f,rt in a ring containing t RAM locations if
lcm(ln,l6) s (Èx 16).

This command is the best method of verifying the contents of a ring loaded
using thg WRITE_RING LOAD command, iince it auromarically-tesrs all
c.on1e19lt[e_r9{du-e¡. However, if the second phase of verifîcaiion fails,
the READ RING ALL command will be required to determine whether thé
ring's CAR or RAM is acrually at fault.

IVnrrn Solurroru Couxrpn
ws<h16>

idle mode

l,oads the 64 bits of the solution counrer wittr the 16 hex digrts specified.



c.4.12.5
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Commenß:

c.4.12.6
Syntax:

Modes:

Operation:

Comments:
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Wnrre TRr¿.1 CouxrpR
wT<h12>

idle mode

Loads the 48 bits of the nial counrer with the l2hexdigits specified.

The trial counter should be loaded with the I's complement of the maximum
number.of clockcyclls to be performed. For exarnple, if at most one cycle
of the sieve clock is be performed, the trial countei should be loaded ,ívith
FFFFFFFFFFFEI6.

IVnrrp Sorurrox Wn¡oow
ww
idle mode

sets the 16 bits of the solution window to all zeroes, thus removing any
solutions from the solution bus.

Since the sieve clock is blocked by the presence of one or more solutions on
the solution bus, this function must be performed before sieving can be
resumed. However, the Go and STEP commands do this autorñatically
before starting the sieve clock, so it is unnecessary for the user to issue thil
command under normal circumstances.
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SEND Guide

This appendix describes the OASiS SEND command, which can be used as an aid in
debugging the Open Architecture Sieve hardware.

D.1 THE OASIS SEND FNCTITTY

Testing the Open Architecture Sieve by having OASiS run sample problems is not
always the best way of diagnosing ¿m apparent sieve failure for two reasons: it involves
considerable overhead (resulting in slow tumaround) and it requires using OASiS software
which may itself contain errors. Instead, the user is often bener off connecting a terminal
to the sieve's conrol board and entering a sequence of SIVMON commands by hand. This
allows the user to control the sieve hardware in the same way OASiS does when running a
problem, but without being restricted to the standard sequence of commands that OASiS
uses in solving a sieving problem. Thus, if the user understands how the sieve is
supposed to operate, one or more carefully chosen commands can be used to determine if
the hardware is functioning correctly and, if not, their responses used to guide further
command sequences that attempt to narrow down the exact nature of the failure.

Using this technique to diagnose certain sorts of errors is relatively easy-for example,
the questions "Is the sieve responding at all?" or "fs the trial counter counting?" can be

answered by issuing a handful of simple commands. However, testing other sources of
elTor may require the user to send long sequences of commands that initialize the sieve
hardwa¡e in a particular way prior to performing an actual test. Entering these commands
by hand is a very slow and error-prone process. If a non-trivial sequence must be

performed several times-for example, to allow the sieve's innards to be probed with an

oscilloscope or logic analyzer, or to judge the effects of repain-debugging can be slowed
to a negligible pace. For this reason, the OASiS SEND faciliry has been developed to
allow command sequences to be transmitted with a minimum of efforr

The SEND command allows a user to create a file containing a pre-written scrípt of
SIVMON commands and have it ransmitted to the sieve, or to develop and transmit such

scripts interactively. A pre-written script is most useful when a test is long or must be

D1
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repeated, while an interactive script is best if the determination of what commands are to be

issued is at least partially based on the results of earlier commands.

The scripts used by SEND look very much like lines of SMMON commands, and can

be easily developed using an ordinary text editor. SEND displays the commands it
transmits to the sieve and the responses that the sieve generates (when told to look for
them). It can compare the sieve's responses with the responses expected by the user and

generate an error message if the two do not agree. It also notifies the user of any

communication errors with the sieve.

The SEND facility can be an invaluable tool in debugging the sieve hardware, but it
does have some limitations which must be clearly understood at the outseL

1) SEND has no understanding of SIVMON beyond the communication protocol

that it uses and prompt that it issues after each command. The user must have a

clear understanding of what the SIVMON commands are, which commands

generate responses, and what each response looks like. SEND blindly follows

whatever instructions it is given, regardless of whether or not they make any

sense to SIVMON.

2) The special sequences that tell SEND what to do are not checked for syntax

enors. Using a script that contains sequences that SEND does not understand

produces unpredictable results and may simply cause the command to "hang".

3) There is no mechanism for writing conrol structures (such as loops and if-then-

else constructs) into scripts, so pre-written scripts must be srictly sequential in
nature. A command's response cannot be used to influence the commands that

follow it-a response can only be compared against a user-supplied response

and any differences reported.

None of these restrictions is particularly major. tæarning the SIVMON command set is not

difficult, nor is ensuring that a script is composed correctly. If a mistake is made and the

script is contained in a file, it is usually a simple matter to make the appropriate correction

and refransmit the file. Admittedly, allowing a script to have control mechanisms and

"local variables" would be nice, but the lack of such features has not proved to be a major

drawback during the author's own debugging experiences. For now, the user can get non-

sequential processing by using an interactive script and making the control decisions
manually.
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D.2 USTNC THE SEND COMMAND

This section describes how the SEND command can be used. For the best results, a

user should read this section carefully before using SEND to learn exactly what features it
provides and get hints on how they can be used most effectively.

D.2.1 Before Using SEND

To use the SEND command, the user first needs to sign on to the MicroVax which acts

as host to the OAS. It it often helpful if the user's terminal is adjacent to the sieve to allow
its responses to be observed directly or to allow adjustments to be made to its ha¡dware.

The following steps should then be performed.

1) Sign on to the MicroVax as username OASIS.

2) If necessary, configure the sieve's terminal line to run at 9600 baud using 8 bit,
no parity communication (/FRAME=8, ÆARITY=NONE). The ÆIosrSyNC,
Á\IOWRAP, a¡rdÆ'{OBROADCAST options should be enabled so the MicroVax

will use the XONTKOFF protocol, will not send an extra linefeed to the sieve

every 80 characters, and not pass broadcast messages generated by the system

administrator from interfering with the operation of the sieve.

3) If the sieve is not powered up, disconnect it from its terminal line, then power it
on; after waiting a few seconds, reconnect the line. Failure to do this may result

in SIVMON's sign-on message being interpreted by the MicroVax as an attempt

by the sieve to sign on as an interactive user.

D.2.2 Invoking SEND

The SEND facility is invoked by the following command-

$ send lrtknatne) þortnamel
The command transmits the contents of thefilefilename to the OAS over the terminal line
portname. A file extension of "TXT' is assumed for filenane if no extension is specified.

If filename is omitted, SEND takes its input from SYS$INPUT (which defaults ro the

user's terminal). Il portnane is omitted, SEND uses the default terminal line "TXF2:". If
either the file or the terminal line cannot be opened, an error message is issued. To indicate

thatfilename is missing whenportnarne ispresent, the null string ("") should be entered for

ftlename.

D-3
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As far a SEND is concerned, it is irrelevant whether the script being processed is
contained in a f,rle or is being typed in by the user. However, the user should be aware of
several ¡nints concerning interactive scripts that may otherwise cause confusion.

l) SEND does not prompt for the frst line of user input-simpty begin typing
once it has been invoked.

2) Each SIVMON command is ærminated by hitting the return key; the command
is not read by SEND until the return, so any typing mistakes can be corrected
by backspacing over the error and retyping.

3) SEND displays the characters of a SIVMON command as they are transmitted
to the sieve, so each command is redisplayed on the line following the user's
input. (with a pre-written script each command appears only once.)

4) End-of-file is indicated by entering CfL-Z(without hining the return key.)

D.2.3 Basic Script Techniques

The most basic form of a script consists of SrvMoN commands, one to a line.

D.2.3.1 Snr.¡nrxc Non¡vtar, CuanncrnRs

SEND transmits most ASCII characters to the sieve as they are read in and then

displays the character. If a transmission error occurs, it prints a message specifying the

cause of the error. When SEND reaches the end of a line, it assumes that the SIVMON
command is finished and looks for the carriage return, linefeed, '>' prompt that should
follow.

Thus, a simple script which writes to the trial counter and then starts sieving might look
like

wI]-234567 89012<nl>
G<nl->

where "<nL>" indicates the end of each line. When used as input by SEND, the output
displayed on the terminal would be

lfrl23456789012
>G

with the prompt characters '>' being supplied by the sieve. SEND requires that the script
follow SIVMON's syntax rules carefully. No extra spaces are permitted, all characters
must be in upper case, and numbers must be given in hexadecimal form.
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D .2.3.2

The read sequence '?n.' in a comand causes SEND to read n characters from the sieve

and display them. The number of characters to be read is given in decimal (not hex) and
must be in the range 0 to 256. The period after the number is necessary to delimit the
number from any remaining characters of the command.

Forexample, to read the twelve digit trial counter, the command

RT?12. (nl->

could be used. This would transmit 'RT' to the sieve, display the next 12 characters sent

back, and then look for SIMVÍON's command prompt.

D.2.3.3 VnnrnylNc SrEvE Rpsponses

The assert sequence '!n.' is like '?n.' except that SEND compares the characters read

with the next n characters on the command line. If the sieve's response is correct, SEND
does nothing else (ie. '!n.' acts just like '?n.'). If they do not match, it issues a message

and prints the two strings on adjacent lines to allow the user to inspect their differences.

For example, the trial counter could be checked to see if it had the value I by sending

the following command.

RT ! 12 . 000000000001<nI>

D.2.4 Advanced Script Techniques

V/ith only the transmit, read, and assert functions, it is possible to',vrite scripts that can

perform most operations required during debugging. However, some situations are more

easily handled using more sophisticated features.

D.2.4.1 THE PAUSE SEeUENCE

It is sometimes necessary to have the sieve run in problem mode for a certain amount of
time before checking its results. TIT pause sequence '#n.' causes SEND to wait for
roughly ¿ seconds before continuing the processing of a script. The value of n can be any

positive integer.
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Thus, initializing the sieve with a problem and then sending the sequence

G<nl>
#10. H<nl>

runs the problem for 10 seconds. Note that it is incorrect to code

G<nL>
#10. <n1>
H<nl-)

since doing so would cause SEND to look for SIVMON's command prompt when ir
resumed from its pause, which would not have been generated. Remember that "pause" is
an instruction to SEND, not to SIVÀ,ÍON.

D.2.4.2 SBNnnIc Sppcrll CHaR¿,crnns

To ransmit unprintable characters (such as control characters), or characters that have a

special meaning to SEND (such as '?', '!','#', '*', \', ';', and <nl>), the user must
specify \.' where n is the decimal value for the ASCtr character.

For example, to initialize the OAS and swallow the initiatization message that follows
(ie. carriage return,linefeed, 'srvMoN 3. 8'), the following command can be specified.

It.12.\13. U0. SIVMON 3. B<nl_>

Since the only other SIVMON command that uses a non-alphanumeric is MEMORy
(which uses a carriage return to indicate "no change"), this feature is seldom necessary

except in initializing the sieve.

SEND knows enough about the SIVMON communication protocol so that it does not
expect the special characrers CANCEL (CTL-C), xoFF (CTL-S), and XoN (CTL-e) to
be echoed by SIVMON.

D.2.4.3 Tsn RcpnrrrroN Seeunxce

When writing or reading sieve components it is often necessary to specify the same

character a number of times in succession. This can be tedious if the number of repetitions
is large, so SEND allows the user to indicate r¿ occurrences of a character by prefixing it
with the repetítion sequence '*n.'. The number of repetitions can be any non-negative
number, but the zero repetition factor simply consumes the following character and

transmits nothing.

D-6
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For example, the following command writes all zeroes to the trial counter.

wT*12.O<nl_>

When this is transmitted by SEND , the repetition sequence is displayed as twelve con-
secutive zefoes.

The repetition sequence cannot be used to repeat an enti¡e command. For example,
*100. S<nl>

would not generate 100 STEP commands, since a single STEP command consists of the

following two character sequence.

S<nL>

The fi¡st version would simply generate 100 consecutive S cha¡acten with no intervening
newline character. (Future versions of SEND may support repetition of sequences of
characters.)

D.2.4.4 CorurupNTrNc Scnrprs

Scripts can be commented for the benefit of other sieve users. SEND ignores all
characters on a line from a semicolon (';') up to and including the end of the line.

The best way of using the comment facility is to put each comment on a line by itself.

For example, the user can document an instruction or instruction sequence by doing the

following.

,' read trial counter(nl>
RT?12 . <nl->

In most cases, a comment should not go on the same line as a SIVMON command. For
example,

RT?12. ; read tríal counter(nl>
would cause problems because the whitespace characte(s) before the comment would be

ransmitted to SMMON. Even

RT?12.; read trial counter(n1)
would not work because the end-of-line character after the comment would be ignored and

SEND would not look for the prompt following the end of the command. The sequence

RT?12.; read trial- counter(n1)
<nl->

would work, but this would lead to problems if the comment was later removed without
removing the extra newline character.
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Another side effect of the comment feature definition allows it to be used to spread a

long SIVMON command over a number of lines. For example, the trial counter could be

loaded in the following manner.

vtTO00000; <nl>
00000O<nl>

The command works because the comment causes the newline character at the end of the
line to be ignored. The command splitting facility is probably most useful when writing or
verifying a ring containing a large number of residue classes. Just be sure to omit the

trailing semicolon from the last line of the command!

D.3 MODIFYING THE SEND FncTTTTy

It should not be necessary to modify the SEND facility unless the user wishes to add to

its capabilities or to fix bugs. However, the following directions are given should this
situation arise.

The SEND command is implemented by a program written in C and located in the file

IOASIS.SOFTWARE.SCRIPTISEND.C. The code is relatively straighforward and

contains numerous comments explaining its operation. The mainline consists of a simple

loop that processes characters from the script file, either transmitting a single character,

processing a read or assert sequence, or swallowing the prompt that follows a command;

after each action, it checks for errors and generates a message if one has occurred. The

characters read in by the mainline are obtained by calling a subnoutine that takes care of:

' translating the read, assert, and newline characters to the internal form used by

the mainline,

. translating unprintable characters into internal ASCtr form,

. implementing the repetition sequence, and

. implementing the wait sequence.

The subroutine also strips any cornments from the script, so they do have to be handled by

the mainline. The mainline communicates with the OAS by calling the same interface
routines that are used by the SIEVE command.

After the necessary changes have been made, the OASiS softwa¡e makefile located in
the di¡ectory [OASIS.SOFIWARE] can be used to recompile the SEND progam and link
in the necessary library routines. The modified program will be automatically invoked the

next time the SEND command is issued.

D-8
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The OASiS Problem Fite

An OASiS problem file is an ordinary ASCtr text file containing a description of the
problem to be solved. The description is written in a simple language which allows the

problem to be defined in a concise but natural manner, allowing the user great freedom in
defining the problem while still permitting OASiS to detect many mistakes. Many of the

language's resftictions correspond to limitations imposed by the way OASiS represents a
problem internally during execution; for example, certain numeric values are limited to a
specific number of digits to prevent overflow. Other ¡estrictions allow OASiS to detect

semantic errors, such as specifying a residue for a congruence which is larger than the

modulus. The generous limits accompanying most restrictions mean that the user should

seldom have difficulty creating a valid problem file.

E.1 PnonrrM FILE L¿,your

The language used for defining problems allows a relatively free format layout simila¡

to that used by a programming language like Pascal. A problem is made up of several

different types of syntactic units or tokens: keywords, identifîers, quoted strings, and

integers. These tokens are delimited by the first character that cannot be a part of the

cunent token or by the special characters (blank, tab, and newline) known as whitespace.

Whitespace may be entered freely between tokens to improve readability, but may not

appear within a token; for example, the keyword 'FILTER' may not be written as

'FlL TER'. Alphabetic characters may be given in upper case, lower case, or a mixture of
both, since OASiS converts everything to upper case internally.

User comments are specified by placing the remark after an exclamation mark ('!').
The comment is terminated by an exclamation mark, newline character, or end-of-fiIe,
whichever comes first. A comment may appear anywhere whitespace may appear.

8.2 PROBLEM FILE COTTNNTS

A problem file has four parts: a ruune parL a congruences part, a paranæters part, and a

results par¡. The fi¡st three parts define the problem to be solved and are required parts of

E-1
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every problem file. The results pa-rt contains messages generated during the execution of
the problem and is normally omitted when the problem file is creared. If the results parr is

present, OASiS resumes execution of the problem from the point at which it terminated

rather than from the beginning. The four parts of a problem file must appear in the order
given above.

8.2.1 Name Part

The name part has the form

PROBLEM problem_narne

where problem_name can be any alphanumeric string from I to 32 characters in length.

OASiS does not use the problem name for anything during its processing, but the name can

be used as a means of identifying a particular problem fîle.

8.2.2 Congruences Part

The congruences part describes the set of congruences to be solved. It consists of the

keyword 'CONGRUENCES' and one or more congruence descriptions.

8.2.2.1 CoNcnunNCE DESCRIPTION

Each congruence description defines a single congruence. It has the form
modulus : residuel residue2 ... residucni

where modulus denotes the modulus of the congruence and the remaining values list the

acceptable residues for that congruence. The modulus value must be in the nnge 2 to
99999. The residue list consists of one or more integer values separated by whitespace,

each of which must be in the range 0 to modulus-1. The colon separator (':') between the

modulus and the fi¡st residue and the semicolon terminator at the end of the residue list (';')
are required parts of the congruence description.

Residue values can be given in any order, although placing them in ascending order is

usually most sensible. For convenience, a set of contiguous residues may be specified by

placing a colon between two values, with the smaller value occurring first; this specifies all
residues from the smaller value up to and including the larger value. It is an error to
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specify a given residue more than once in a congruence, to specify all of the possible

residues, or to specify no residues at all.

There is no limit on the number of congruence descriptions that a problem file may

contain, nor on the order in which they appear. However, it is an error to specify the same

modulus in more than one congruence.

8.2 .2.2 CoxcnunNcE GRoups

Normally, the user is not concerned with how the congruences ¿ìre to be loaded into the

available rings; OASiS automatically attempts to find a mapping of congruences into rings

that maximizes the number of congruences being processed in hardware, and thus

maximizes the efficiency of the sieving process. Occasionally, however, a user may find it
necessary to force the rings to be loaded in a certain manner to achieve an acceptable

mapping. There are two methods provided for controlling how congruences are mapped

into rings: one which specifies congruences that should be loaded into the ha¡dware rings,

and one which specifies congn¡ences that should not be loaded.

A given set of congruences can be forced into a single hardware ring by forming a

congruence group. This is done by enclosing one or more consecutive congruence

descriptions in round brackets and prefixing the collection with the keyword 'RING'.
OASIS then merges the congruences and assigns the resulting congn¡ence to its own
hardware ring, if possible; the congruences are never split up over several rings, nor are

any other congruences put in the same ring with the group. Although congruence groups

have the highest priority in OASiS' ring allocation algorithm, there is no guarantee that a

given congn¡ence $oup will always be placed into a ha¡dwa¡e ring since the size and

number of rings provided by the hardware is limited; if no ring can be found for the group,

OASiS implemens the group using a sofnvare ring.

In contrast, one or more congruences can be kept out of the hardware rings by forming

a congruence group which is prefixed with the keyword 'NONRING' instead of 'RING';
OASiS always implements the specified congruences using soft''ware rings, even if some

ha¡dware rings go unused as a result.

There is no restriction on the number of congruences in a congruence group, nor on the

number of congruence groups in a problem file.
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8.2.3 Parameters Part

The parameter paÍ describes how sieving is performed on the congruences specified in

the congruences part. It consists of the keyword 'PARAMETERS' and a search
description. Optional solution limit, time limit, fílter specification, error limit, and

checþoint ínterval constructs may also follow, in that order.

8.2.3.1 Sp¿,ncu DnscnrpuoN

The search description has the form

åow FROM low_bound\O híSh_boundf

where how is one of 'RECORD' or 'COUNT', and both low_bound and hígh_bound are

non-negative integers of any size. If present, high_bound must þ larger than low_bound.

The sieve searches the interval flow_bound,high_bound), either reporting each solution as

it is found, or just keeping track of the number of solutions it fînds, depending on the value

of how.r The 'TO' portion may be omined if no upper limit on the range of searching is

desired.

8.2.3.2 SolurIor.¡ Lrnlrr

The solution limit instructs OASiS to halt sieving once the desired number of solutions

has been found. It has the form

SOLUION LIMIT = rutrnber

where number is a positive integer. The solution limit may be omitted if none is desired.

8.2.3.3 TIME Lrlrlrr

The time limit instructs OASiS to halt sieving once the specified amount of time has

been spent on the problem. It has the form

TIME LIMIT = time_a¡nount

where time_amounf consists of an integer in the range 1 to 109-1 followed by one of:
'SECONDS', 'MINUTES', 'HOURS', or'DAYS'. There is a limit of approximately 109

seconds (over 30 years) on sieve problems. This limit is cumulative; if a problem has a 4

E-4

1 Cu¡rently the COLINT mode is not supported by OASiS.
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hou¡ limit and is stopped after 3 hows, it runs for only one more hour once it is restarted
and then terminaties automatically. The time limit may be omitted if none is desired-

8.2.3.4 FrLrpn Sp¡crr,rcarroN

The filter specification names the file containing the filter program used by the problem
and the maximum amount of time a call to the filterroutine is allowed to run before an eüor
is generated. It has the form

FILTER ='Jile_name'

FILTER LIMIT = time_anounÍ

wherefîle-nnme is a string of 1 to 63 cha¡acærs enclosed in single quotes and, tíme_arnouru

is as described previously. This specification may be omined if no filtering is to be done.

8.2.3 ,5 Ennon Lrurr

The error limit specif,res the number of non-fatal errors that are permitted before
problem execution is abandoned. It has the form

ERRORLIMIT = nttnber

where nwnber is in the range I to 9. The default error limit is 3, meaning the thi¡d non-

fatal error terminates the problem. A problem's error count is reset to zero each time the

problem resumes execution; thus, errors from a previous run are not counted in subsequent

runs.

A non-fatal error occurs whenever OASiS gets a "bad" response from the sieve
hardware, indicating that a malfunction has occurred. Any error involving the host mini-
computer itself is considered fatal, and immediately terminates the execution of the problem

regardless of the error limit specified.

8.2.3.6 CupcrpolNT INTERvAL

The checþoint interval specifies how often OASiS lets the sieve hardware run before
verifying that its contents are correct. The specification has the form

BACKUP EVERY tíme _amouttt
where time_annu¿t is as described previously. The default interval between checþoins is
one hour.
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8.2.4 Results Part

The results par-t consists of the keyword 'LOG' and a list of zero or more messages

specifying the results of executing the problem. Each message is prefixed with the time at

which it was issued; the time is given in the form 'DDDDD FIH:MM:SS' and specifies the

total time that the problem has been executing rather than local time. The messages

themselves fall into four classes: informatory ('MESSAGE'), solution ('SOLUTION'),
checkpoint ('VERIF[ED'), and error ('ERROR'), and are usually self-explanatory.
Appendix G, "A Sample Problem", contains an example of the messages generated by
running a problem. As this part of the problem file is not normally created by the user, no
further description of its form will be given.

E'.3 PROBLEM FNB GNN]\,IVTAN

The following two pages contain a Backus-Naur form description of the OASiS
problem file syntax. Non-terminal symbols are enclosed in '( )', while terminal symbols

are cha¡acter strings which are not enclosed in '< >'. Alternatives are sep¿ìrated by 'l'.
Terminals rnay be entered in either upper or lower case.

"Whitespace" (blanks, tabs, and newlines) may occur between the terminals and non-

terminals making up a non-terminal, except in those non-terminals denoted with 'T'.
Whitespace is not permitted within a terminal. User-supplied commens begin with '!' and

run up to the next'!', newline, or end-of-file. Comments may appeil anywhere that
whitespace may appear.
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<name parÞ <congruences parÞ <parameter part>
<log part>

PROBLEM ddentifier32>

CONGRUENCES <congruences>
<congruence type> <congruences> I <congruence type>
<congruence Foup> I <congtuence>
<group type> ( <congruence lis> )
RING INONRING
<congruence> <congruence lis> I <congruence>

<modulus> : <residue lisÞ ;
<integer5>
<residue range> <residue lis> I <residue range>
<residue> : <esidue> I <residue>
<integer5>

PARAMETERS <required parms> <optional parms>
<sea¡ch description>
<solution limi> <time limiÞ <filter specification>
<error limi> <backup time>

<sea¡ch start> <search end>
<search type> FROM <big integer>
RECORD I COUNT
TO <big intege> I <empty>

SOLUTION LIMIT = <big integeÞ I <empty>

TIME LIMIT = <rime amounÞ I <empty>

<filter file> <filter time limi> I <empry>
FILTER = <file name>
FILTER LIMIT = (time amounÞ
<quoted string63>

ERROR LIMIT = <inr€gerl> I <empty>

BACKUP EVERY <time amount> I <empty>

LOG <log line lis> I <empty>
<log line> <log line list> I <log line> I <empry>
<time> <log msg>
<message msg> I <error msg> I <solution msg> I

<verification msg>

MESSAGE <toendofline>
ERROR <toendofline>
SOLUTION <solution number> AT <solution>
VERIFIED <solution number> SOLUTIONS TO
<checþoint>

E-7

<problem file>

<name parÞ

<congruences parÞ
<congruences>
<congruence type>
<congruence group>
<group type>
<congruence list>

<congruence>
<modulus>
<residue list>
<residue range>
<residue>

<parameter part>
<required parms>
<optional p¿ums>

<search description>
<search start>
<search type>
<search end>

<solution limit>

<time limit>

<filter specification>
<f,rlter file>
<filter time limit>
<file name>

<error limit>

<backup time>

4og part>
<log line Iist>
<log line>
<log msg>

<message msg>
<erTor msg>
<solution msg>
<verification msg>
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<big integer>
<big integer>
<big integer>

<integerg> <time units>
HOURS IMINUTES I SECONDS IDAYS

<days> <hours> : <minutes> : <seconds>
<integer5>
<integer2>
<integer2>
<integer2>

<in teger>Ecinteger2> I <integer>
<digiÞ <integer> I <digit>
<digi> <integern-1> I <digrÞ
<empty>

<alphanumeric> <identifier¡- 1> I <alphanumeric>
<empty>

<alphabetic> I <digit>
AlBl...lzlalbl...lz
0tlt2t 3r4r5t6t7t8t9

'<non-quote listn>'
<non-quote> <non-quote listn-1> I <nonquote> I <empty>
<empty>
any ASCI cha¡acter except'

<non-newline lisÞ <newline> I <newline>
<non-newline> <non-newline lis> I <non-newline>
any ASCtr character except a newline
ASCII newline character

E-8

<solution number>
<solution>
<checþoin>

<time amount>
<time units>

<time>
<days>
<hours>
<minutes>
<seconds>

.¿(brg rnteger> t

<intege>T
<integern>T
<integerg>

¿
<ldenfrtlern> |

<identif,rerg>

<alphanumeric>
<alphabetic>
<digit>

<quoted stringn>T
<non-quote listn>l
<non-quote list¡>
<non-quote>

<toendofline>t
¡(non-newllne llst>r

<non-newline>
<newline>

<empty>
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The OASiS ConfÏguration File

An OASiS configuration file is an ordinary ASCTI text file containing a description of
the Open Architecture Sieve hardwa¡e resources available when a problem is executed. The

description is written in a simple language which allows these resources to be specified as

succinctly as possible and yet be easily understood by the user.

F.1 CO¡qTTCURATION FU,N LAYOUT

The language used for defining a configuration is based on the same principles as that

used for defining problems (see the section "Problem File Layout" in Appendix E). Thus,

the configuration can be laid out in the same relatively free format manner without any

concerns over the case used for alphabetic cha¡acters. In addition, user comments can be

included in the configuration file as they are in a problem fìle.

F.2 CONFIGURATION FU,B COT'¡TENTS

A configuration file has four parts: a channel specificatíon, a clock speed specíficatíon,

a number of taps specification, and a ríng descriptíon part. All parts of the configuration

file are required and must appear in the order given.

F.2.1, Channel Specification

The channel specification has the form:

CHANNEL chan_ru¡n

where chan_num is a 5-character channel number. This tells OASiS which of the

MicroVax's serial communication channels the OAS hardware is connected to. At the

present time, the sieve uses 'TXF2:'.

F-l
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Clock Speed Specification

F-2

F.2.2

The clock speed specification has the form:

CLOCK divíde_by

where divide_by is an integer in the range 3 to 10. The OASiS hardwa¡e divides its base

clock frequency by this value to generate the high speed clock signal used during sieving;
hence, decreasing this value increases the rate at which sieving takes place. Currently, the

base frequency used by the OAS hardware is 40MHz.

Under normal ci¡cumstances, the user will want to run problems at the highest possible

rate by setting divide_by to 3. However, there may be times when a slower clock speed is

needed. One such instance is during the debugging of hardware faults, when a slower
clock speed makes it easier to follow the operation of the hardware using an oscilloscope or
logic analyzer.

F.2.3 Number of Taps Specification

The number of taps specification tells OASiS how many values are tested simultane-

ously by the OASiS hardware on each clock cycle. It has the form:

TAPS nurn_taps

where num_taps is a positive integer value.

At the present time, the only valid value for this specification is 16, meaning all
available hardware taps are used to achieve maximum throughput. However, future

versions of OASiS may allow other values to be used to permit multiple problems to be run

on the sieve simultaneously, or to perrnit the OASiS software to be used with sieve

hardware that supports a different numbr of taps. This specification is intended to allow
existing configuration files to be used by such systems withour modification.

F.2.4 Ring Description Part

The ring description part specifies the rings that are available to problems in the cì.urent

hardware configuration. For each ring, there is a ring descríption of the form:

RING ring_num MAXSIZE ríng_size
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which identifies the number of the ring in hardware and the size of the largest congruence

that it can contain.l To match the limitations of the OAS design, ring_num must be an

integer in the range 0 to 31 and ring_size must be an integer in the range 2 to 32 768. The

ring description part must contain at least one ring description. Since the ring number in a
ring description must be distinct from all other ring numbers, there is an implicit upper

bound of 32nng descriptions allowed.

Important Note. Although the above specifîcation allows a configuration to be

defined in which there is a mixture of maximum sizes for the rings, and the OAS

architectu¡e is perfectly capable of implementing such a configuration, OASiS is not yet

able to do an adequate job of assigning congruences to rings which differ in size.

Consequently, the system currently insists that all nngs have the same maximum síze. If
OASiS detects a configuration with rings of more than one size, the problem using the

configuration is terminated with an error message. Since the current version of the OAS

has 16 identical rings, this restriction is of little importance at the present time and will
almost certainly be removed during any future system upgrade.

F.3 CoNrrcuRATIoN FrLr Gnapr*rnn

The following page contains a Backus-Naur form description of the OASiS

configuration file syntax. Non-terminal symbols are enclosed in '< >', while terminal

symbols are character strings which are not enclosed in '< >'. Alternatives are separated

by 'l'. Terminals may be entered in either upper or lower case.

"Whitespace" (blanks, tabs, and newlines) may occur between the terminals and non-

terminals making up a non-terminal, except in those non-terminals denoted with 'T'.

Whitespace is not permitted within a terminal. User-supplied comments begin with '!' and

run up to the next'!', newline, orend-of-fiIe. Comments may appearanywhere that

whitespace may appear.

Actually, this indicates the number of 16-bit words of memory that are available in the ring's memory.
It is possible to load a congruence whose modulus is up to 16 times the value of ring_size in
circumstânces when the greatest common divisor of the modulus and 16 is greater than one. However,
this rarely occurs since most problems use congruences which have a modulus which is prime; thus,
the practical limit for the largest modulus that can be loaded remuns ring_ize.
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<config file> ::= <channel> <clock speed> <number taps> <ting part>

<channeÞ ::= CHANNEL <channel name>
<channelname>T ::= <alphanumeric><alphanumeric><alphanumeric>

<alphanumeric>:

<clock speed> ::= CLOCK <integer2>

<number taps> ::= TAPS <integer2>

.4ng part>. ::= <ring description> I <ring description> <ing parr>
<ring description> ::= RING <integer2> MAXSITF <integer5>

<integer¡>T ::= <digi> <integer¡-1> I <diglÞ
<integerg> ::= <empty>

<identifiern>T ::= <alphanumeric> <identifier¡-1> I <alphanumeric>
<identifierg> ::= <empty>

<alphanumeric> ::= <alphabetic> <digi>
<alphabetic> ::= A lB I ...lzla lb I ... lz
<digiÞ ::= 0lll2l3l4l5l6l7l8l9
<empty> ::=
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A Sample Problem

This appendix contains an example of a sieving problem that was solved using OASiS.
It illustrates the format of a problem file, a filter program, how a problem is submitted for
execution, and the results that are generated.

G.l PROBLBM Frrr

The following problem file instructs the sieve to find the first 5 pseudocubes on the fust
10 primes (see $7.2 of "Some OASiS Results"). This file is referred to as

PCPROB 1 O.S[V in the remainder of this appendix.

PROBLEM PseudoCubesl0

CONGRUENCES
2
9

NONRTNG ( 5
7

NONRTNG ( 1l_
13

NONRTNG( 1?
19

NONRTNG( 23
NONRING( 29

PAFAìæTERS
RECORD FRCÐ"Í O

SOLUTION LIMIT : 5
FTLTER = I IOASIS.PROBLEMS.FILTERS]NONCUBE'
FILTER LI¡{IT = 1 }4INUTES

It should be noted that most sieve problems are considerably longer than this simple

example. Also, most problem files do not need to override OASiS' default ring loading

algorithm using the RING or NONRING contructs.

1
2
3
4
q

6
7
B

9
10

1;
18;
I:4;)
16;
1:10 ; )
158L2;
1:16 ; )
r 7 B 11 72 18;
I:22 ; )
I:28 ; )

G-1



A Sample Problem G-2

G.2 FrIrBn ROUTINE

The filter routine used by the above problem consists of a pair of routines: one which

determines if its multi-precise argument is not a perfect cube, and the other which calculates

the integer part of the cube root of a multi-precise integer. These a¡e linked with a

precompiled mainline routine (not shown) to form a compleæ filterprogram. The mainline

is a simple loop that accepts a multi-precise integer from OASiS, invokes the routine
'fil¡er', and returns its result to OASiS. Note that the name of the user's filter routine must

be 'f,rlter' for the mainline to call it conectly.

#incl-ude mp.h
extern MINI *mp curt$ ; /* forward declaration */

* I.ilter tests makes sure its argument is not a perfect cube.* Returns î if åff"åi*ii*t"* -1 if an error occurs during testing

int filter (n)
MINT *n 

,.

{
int res ,' /* result of function * /
static MINI cubeRoot = {O,NULL} ;
static MINT cube = {O,NULL} ;

/* return 'not acceptable' for test by Vax software (0) */
if (n->Ien : 0) {

res:1,'
goto done ;
Ì

/* return Inot acceptable' if number is a perfect cube */
mp_curt (n, &cubeRoot) ;
mp_nult3os (mp_multSos (ecubeRoot, &cubeRoot, &cube) ,

&cubeRoot, &cube) ;
res : mp_eq(n,ccube) ? I : 0 ;

/* return 'faj-lure' if multi-precise error has occurred */
if (mp_error O )

res = (-1) ì

done: return(res) ;
Ì

(Continued next page)



A Sample Problem

Sets 'rootar to the cube root of ra' (or ínteger part thereof).
Returns 'roota', or NLILL If error.

Generates cube root using Nevltonrs method.
ie. xIi+l] : xlil - (x[i1**3-.) / (3xli1**2, where x[0] : a.

*mp_curt (a, roota)
*a, *roota 

,'

MINI xoì-d, xnevr, xsç[r, xcub, absa ;
short one = L ; MINT mpOne: { 1,cone } ;
short three = 3 ; MINT mpThree = { l,cthree } ,.

/* check for nulL arguments */
if (mp_null (a) | | mp_nu11(roota) ) roota = NIILL ,.

/* handl-e 0 as a special- case (avoids division by 0 in loop) * /
el-se if (a->l-en : O) roota = mp free val (rõota) ;

el- se

G-3

*
*
*
*
)k

MI}TI
MINT
{

{
mp_init_val (cxold, 0) ;
mp_init_val- (cxsqr, 0) ;

mp_free_val (cxcub) ;
mp_free_val (cxnew) t
roota=mp_errorQ ?NULL
mp_free_val (cxold) ;
)

return(roota) ;

mp_init_val (&xnew,0) ;
mp_init_val- (cxcub, 0) ì

mp_free_val (cxsgr) ;

: mp_move(&xold,roota) ;

/* for simplicity, find root of abs (a) * /
absa.val = a->vaf ;
absa.Ien: (a->1en >= 0) ? a->len : -a->len ;

/* use Newton's rnethod to find cube root */
mp_dupl (&absa, &xnew) ;
do{

mp_move (&xnew, Cxold) ;
mp_mult¡>os (cxold, &xo1d, &xsqr) i
mp_mult3os (&xsqr, &xo1d, cxcub) ;
mp_sub3os (&xcub, &absa, cxcub) ;
mp_mult3os (&xsqr, &mpÎhree, cxsqr) ;
mp_div3os (&xcub, &xsqr, &xnew, cxcub) ;
mp_subSos (&xoÌd, &xnew, &xnew) ;
)

whil-e ( !mp_error O && mp_ne (&xnew, cxoÌd) ) ;

/* loop may stop too high, so go down until correct */
whil-e ( lmp_error O cc mp_gt (

mp_mul-t3os (mp_muì-t3os (cxoId, &xold, &xsÇr) r
&xold, cxcub) , eabsa) )
mp_sub3os (cxold, &mpone, cxold) ;

/* fíx up answer if argument was negative */
if (a->len < 0) xold.len = (-xold.Ien) ;



A Sample Problem

G.3 RUNNTNC THE PROBLEM

G-4

The following shows PCPROBl0.Sry being submitted to OASiS for execution. User

input is shown in bold. Prior to this, the user had signed on to the MicroVax as "OASIS"

and set the default directory to the directory containing the problem file.

$ qjob pcproblO
Use default sieve configuratlon? (Y/N): y
Use default sieve job queue? (Y/N): y
Use default Job priority? (Y/N): n
Job Priority (Default : 50): 75
Job PCPROB1O (queue SYS$OASIS, entry 360) pending

pending status caused by queue busy
$ lnext comnand ...]

The problem begins execution when it reaches the top of the SYS$OASIS job queue.

A VMS mail message is sent to username OASIS when the problem ærminates.

G.4 PROBLEM RESULTS

After execution, PCPROBlO.Sry contains a log of the problem results, including

solutions, checþoints, and error messages.

PROBLEM PseudoCubesl0

CONGRUENCES

las beforel

PARAMETERS

las before)

I.OG
0 00:00:01 MESSAGE Probl-em fil-e read successfully
0 00:00:01 MESSÀGE Mon Jul- L7 1'4:44:52 1989
0 00:00:01- MESSAGE Initiallzing sieve system devices
0 00:00:13 VERIFIED 0 SOLUTIONS TO 1
0 00 : 00: l-5 SOLUTION l- AT 2393
0 00:00:15 SOLUTION 2 AT 3457
0 00:00:15 SOLUTION 3 AT 3583
0 00:00:16 SOLUTION 4 AT 4789
0 00:00:l-6 SOLUTION 5 AT 5669
0 00:00:16 MESSAGE Solutíon limit reached
0 00:00:l-6 I4ESSÀGE Verifying sieve contents
0 00:00:18 VERIFIED 5 SOLUTIONS TO 567L
0 00:00:19 MESSAGE Problem execution terminated



A Sample Problem G-5

The file PCPROBIO.LOG is also produced, and shows the commands executed by the

batch job which ran the problem, as well as a summary of the resources it used. The

pol'tion of the file shown below has been modified to remove lines that are not related to
OASiS and to improve readabiliry. Lines beginning \Ã'ith '$ !' are comments.

$!
S! This command proc is always run when anybody on the entÍre system
$! logs in. rt is equivalent to LOGTN.COM except that the instructions
$ ! contained herein a-re executed everytime anyone on the vb4s system
$! logs in to their account.
s!
fnany lines onÍttedl

$ ! Define new conrnands
$ kilI : "$ sys$user: [oasis.software.killer]killer"
$ priv - "set proc/priv:(sysprv,phy io,detach)"
$ sieve : "$ sys$user: loasis.softwarã.monitor]monitor"

$! Set up prívlleges so that rsieverand 'killtcommands work properly
$ priv
$ def i ne /table=l-nm$proce s s_directory I nm$temporary_mai lbox lnmg group

S ! Set job prlority to l-evel- 3 to avold competing with interact.ive users
$ set proc/prÍv=altpri
$ set proc/prio=3

$ ! all-ow job to contlnue if errors occur (permlts message to be mail-ed)
$ set noon

$ ! Display tíme (for user's benefít only)
$ show tine

17-JUL-1989 14:44:57-

$! Start problem execution by invoking sieve monitor program
I sieve SYS$USER: IOASIS.PROBLEMS.PSEUDOCT BE] PCPROBI-O. SIV;

$! Job done - mal] message to user
$ create dummy.txt
Problem fí]e SYS$USER: IOASTS.PROBLEIvIS.PSEUDOCUBE] PCpROB1O. SrV; has
completed execution
$ mail/subject=jobdone durnmy oasís
$ delete dummy.txt;

OASIS job terminated at I-7-JLIL-1989 L4:45:.L7.66

Accounting information :
Buffered I/O countz 2686 peak working set size: jj6
Direct I/O count: l-34 peak page file size: 3998
Page faults: 1357 Mounted voLunes: 0
Charged CPU time: 0 00:00:13.84 EJ_apsed time: 0 00:00:41.50


